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LEGAL NOTE
This voluntary guidance document (Guidance) is designed to serve as a resource for interested companies; the
indicators and information referenced in this work do not establish an industry standard as to the nature of a
company’s public reporting practice. The recommendations in this Guidance on how to report on a particular issue
are addressed to those companies who choose to include that issue in their voluntary sustainability reporting, and
terms such as ’the reporting company should …’ are to be understood in this sense.
The terms and definitions used in this document are not necessarily the same as terms and definitions used in various
statutes, rules, codes or other authoritative legal documents. Users and readers of this document should refer to relevant
legal sources or consult their own legal counsel for explanations as to how the terms and definitions used in this
document may differ from the legal terms and definitions (e.g. spills and hazardous wastes) used in their particular
areas of operation. Anything in this document regarding voluntary reporting of indicators is not intended to imply that
any of the indicators are required to be reported under any national, local or other law. Furthermore, it is not intended to
serve as a substitute for existing public reporting requirements and regulations. Any company reporter that has a
question as to whether or not reports that follow the information contained herein will meet any specific
reporting requirements applicable to their particular operations should consult with the reporter’s own legal
counsel.

A CAUTIONARY STATEMENT REGARDING PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Aggregated, company-level, non-financial performance data, developed using the indicators in this Guidance, can be
informative for comparing relative performance among different companies, such as benchmarking safety incident
statistics across the oil and gas industry. A company can use such comparisons to evaluate its own performance
relative to peers, and identify areas for potential improvement. However, limitations to comparability exist due to
various factors including the different methods companies may use to measure, normalize and report specific
indicators. Although efforts have been made throughout the Guidance to improve comparability, report users are
advised to exercise caution when using data from sustainability reports to compare performance. For example,
comparing two companies that report greenhouse gas emissions on a different basis (e.g. equity share vs. operated)
could be misleading regarding actual performance. Specific indicators from similar operations can sometimes be
usefully compared to help performance management. However, the company-level, aggregate data typically
reported in sustainability reports may not provide adequate comparability for some metrics. Where this Guidance
mentions comparability, it is not intended to imply that data in sustainability reports, and therefore companies’
performance, are always directly comparable.
Separate from company sustainability reporting, industry associations and others may choose to implement specific
performance benchmarking studies, which may build upon the indicators in this Guidance.
It is also recognized that it may take a number of years for companies to begin to report new or revised indicators and/or
reporting elements. This is particularly important for social and economic indicators that are still evolving within
company sustainability reports.
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REPORTING PROCESS
WHY REPORT?
Key facts and figures
•
Oil and gas accounts for approximately 56% of
total global fuel consumption.
•
The industry produces approximately 100
million barrels of oil per day.
•
Natural gas is expected to be the second
largest fuel source by 2035.
•
Renewables are expected to be the fastest
growing source of energy, although
hydrocarbons are expected to remain the
dominant source of energy to 2035.

Access to affordable, reliable energy lies at the heart of
almost every business opportunity and challenge our
world faces today. Energy helps economies grow,
improves health and quality of life and lifts people out
of poverty.
The world also needs cleaner energy, and supporting the
transition to a lower emissions future, while meeting
growing energy needs, is key to delivering sustainable
development. As a major participant in the global
economy, it is, therefore, vital that the oil and gas
industry clearly communicates how it is supporting the
energy transition.

We know that people and organizations around the world want to understand the oil and gas sector’s evolving
business and talk to companies about the impact of their activities, as well as the risks, opportunities and trade-offs.
One of the ways in which companies respond to these requests is through corporate reporting, specifically
sustainability reporting — also known as corporate citizenship, corporate responsibility, non-financial, or
environmental, social and governance (ESG) reporting.
While reporting on sustainability strategy and performance is of interest to many stakeholders, its importance
continues to increase significantly for the investor community. Considering ESG aspects for investing, especially in
equities, is becoming mainstream. There is a clear focus on a more robust assessment of environmental, social
and governance issues across investment portfolios. Climate change in particular, has become a major topic for
investors who are themselves receiving demands from their clients and other stakeholders (including regulators)
to demonstrate both the climate-related impact and the climate resiliency of their portfolios. ESG rating
agencies´ products are an important source for investment decision making and for companies’ ability to attract
ESG focused funds. When developing their ratings, agencies base their scores on companies’ public disclosure
(including sustainability reports) and controversies, underscoring the need for best-in-class ESG disclosure.
Partners in the supply chain – suppliers as well as customers – are also refining their expectations of companies´
transparency. Tenders by buyers are integrating ESG pre-qualification items and high-quality reporting can make
the difference in gaining valuable contracts and work with companies with similar values.
Financial institutions, such as banks, are under pressure, just as other companies are, from external stakeholders
to explain their provision of financial services. Communication of robust operational management and
performance therefore enables financial institutions to continue to support client and investor relationships with
the industry and contribute to the energy transition together.
Regulators across the world are reviewing their laws and guidelines in order to develop tools and incentives to
build and strengthen resilience of economies facing the energy transition. The challenge is to shift investment in a
way that helps to achieve the UN Sustainable Development Goals and towards a lower carbon world based on the
Paris Agreement which – by February 2020 - has been ratified by more than [180 countries]. Companies benefit
from constantly developing and enhancing their reporting beyond financial data in order to explain to
governments how they are meeting requirements and expectations and support the energy transition.

BENEFITS OF REPORTING
Good quality reporting can help you to:
•

Enhance business value: investor trust and confidence can grow with evidence that your
company is managing risks and taking advantage of opportunities.

•

Clarify purpose: examples of current initiatives and long-term plans can show how you are
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addressing strategic issues and responding to stakeholder requests can propel you towards
more ambitious targets.
•

Improve operations: by helping employees better understand your company´s
sustainability values, performance indicators and external drivers.

•

Strengthen relationships: stakeholders can gain a source of reliable information to
understand and judge your company’s performance.

•

Enhance credibility: customers, suppliers and wider society can understand the company’s
brand, operations and products.

•

Improve access to capital: evidence shows that good sustainability performance can
contribute to improved financial performance.

Table 1: Communications channels
This table shows the range of communications channels a company might use. Verified sustainability reporting
content can be used to underpin other reports and documents. As demand for more consistent and
comparable disclosures increases – supported, in some countries, by mandatory reporting requirements – a
sustainability report may have wider application in many contexts.
Reporting channel
Sustainability report
Annual report and accounts
Statutory stock market filings
Integrated sustainability / financial report
Environmental, Social and Governance disclosures (e.g.
reports, surveys, ratings questionnaires)
Location reports
Issue-based reports (e.g. climate, water, human rights)
Regular publications, online communications

Principal target audience / stakeholder
Diverse stakeholders
Shareholders and investors
Shareholders and regulators; national and international
Capital providers
Investment funds, research houses, rating agencies, NGOs
Local communities, local regulators
Targeted stakeholder groups, such as NGOs
Employees, customers, communities.

ABOUT THE GUIDANCE
The Guidance is designed to help sustainability managers, communications professionals and environmental,
health and safety or socio-economic specialists in oil and gas companies develop corporate-level reporting for
internal and external stakeholder audiences. At the same time, it can also be useful for those providing services
to the industry, such as oilfield service companies, contractors, and other stakeholders looking to develop and
improve their own reporting practices. Organizations operating at a national, regional or international level can
gain value from the Guidance.
The Guidance recognizes that while some reporters are multinational public corporations, others may be state- or
privately-owned medium-sized companies, where local reporting, tailored to individual stakeholders, may be
more suitable, or where the range of issues may expand over time.
In the Guidance, we refer to “your sustainability report”. However, we recognize that companies are reporting in
different ways and formats than just one sustainability report: alternatively, you may include sustainability topics
in your annual report, prepare an integrated report, or publish reports on particular topics such as climate change
or biodiversity. No matter what your format of choice is, the Guidance can be applied for any of those.
The Guidance does not set standards or predetermine stakeholder needs. It deliberately offers experienced and
new reporters, large and small companies, choices to help determine the most relevant issues for their business
and stakeholders. And it includes a management process that companies can use to identify their material issues
via a series of indicators that are widely used across the industry.
The Guidance also serves as a reference to help readers and users of companies´ report understand the basis of
reporting in the oil and gas sector. It offers two types of assistance: how to report, which describes a process for
reporting, and what to report, providing advice on how to develop suitable content.
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USING THE GUIDANCE
DEFINITIONS
Throughout the Guidance we refer to several terms that reflect its structure:
•

Materiality – a principle and management process that determines which issues should be covered and
their priority within a report.

•

Issues – refers to the topics you choose to report on. Selecting those issues is usually done through a
materiality assessment to determine their relevance and priority (see page XX for more on materiality).
For example, within environment you may choose to report on your company’s use of water.

•

Indicators – specific disclosures which support a given topic. For example, within water you may choose
to report on ‘discharges to water’. Each indicator is given a code, e.g. ENV-2, which you will see used
throughout the Guidance.

•

Elements – areas within an indicator that you should consider gathering qualitative and quantitative data
to demonstrate your company’s performance. For example, within your company’s freshwater use, you
may choose to report on total volume of fresh water withdrawn by your company.

•

Reporting boundary – the clear definition of what you will and will not include when collecting data for
your report. The boundary may differ for different indicators but should be consistent from year to year
and between a company’s organizational units.

STRUCTURE
Starting with this ‘reporting process’ module which provides an overview on how to report, the Guidance is then
split into five modules:
•
•
•
•
•

Governance and Business Ethics
Climate Change and Energy
Safety, Health and Security
Environment
Social
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The Guidance includes 21 possible material issues, along with 43 performance indicators. These indicators use
definitions that are specific to the Guidance and the oil and gas industry. Table 7 shows how the indicators
align with the 21 issues.
Each module within the Guidance is organized in a consistent way:
In each module
An introduction
Key points to address
Reporting indicators

Indicator details
Why this matters
Scope
Basis (if needed)
Definition of terms (if needed)
Elements

Provides an overview, including why the topics may be material.
Offers advice on the sort of information to include in your narrative,
including management approach and strategy to address the issue
and its effects.
These are numbered and consistently structured to help you select
the most relevant options.

Summarizes why this indicator may be important to you, and what
the indicator is seeking to show.
Describes the indicator and its associated reporting elements, in
terms of their applicability and relevance; a separate list of ‘out of
scope’ aspects may also be provided.
For relevant indicators, this defines measurement units, as well as
data consolidation/reporting boundary considerations.
Offers definitions that clarify terms specific to the indicator. More
general terms are included in the Glossary in this module.
See Step 5 for how we number and summarize reporting elements.
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Table 7: Modules, issue and indicator groupings
MODULES
Governance
and business
ethics

ISSUES
Governance and
management systems
Business ethics and
transparency

Climate
change and
energy

Climate strategy and risk

Environment

Technology
Emissions
Energy use
Flaring
Water
Biodiversity

Safety, health
and security

Social

Air Emissions
Spills
Materials management
Decommissioning
Workforce protection

Product health, safety
and environmental risk
Process safety
Security
Human rights
Labour practices

Community engagement

Local Content
Appendices

References and links

INDICATORS
GOV-1: Governance approach
GOV-2: Management systems
GOV-3: Preventing corruption
GOV-4: Preventing corruption involving business
partners
GOV-5: Transparency of payments to host
governments
GOV-6: Public advocacy and lobbying
CCE-1: Climate governance and strategy
CCE-2: Climate risk and opportunities
CCE-3: Lower-carbon technology
CCE-4: Greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
CCE-5: Methane emissions
CCE-6: Energy use
CCE-7: Flared gas
ENV-1: Freshwater
ENV-2: Discharges to water
ENV-3: Biodiversity Policy and Strategy
ENV-4: Protected and priority areas for
biodiversity conservation
ENV-5: Emissions to air
ENV-6: Spills to the environment
ENV-7: Materials management
ENV-8: Decommissioning
SHS-1: Safety, health and security engagement
SHS-2: Workforce health
SHS-3: Occupational injury and illness incidents
SHS-4: Transport safety
SHS-5: Product stewardship
SHS-6: Process safety
SHS-7: Security risk management
SOC-1: Human rights due diligence
SOC-2: Suppliers and human rights
SOC-3: Security and human rights
SOC-4: Site-based labour practices and worker
accommodation
SOV-5: Workforce diversity and inclusion
SOC-6: Workforce engagement
SOC-7: Workforce training and development
SOC-8: Workforce non-retaliation and grievance
systems
SOC-9: Local community impacts and engagement
SOC-10: Indigenous peoples
SOC-11: Land acquisition and involuntary
resettlement
SOC-12: Community grievance mechanisms
SOC-13: Social investment
SOC-14: Local procurement and supplier
development
SOC-15: Local hiring practices
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REFERENCING THE GUIDANCE
If you plan to use the Guidance when developing your report we would encourage you to acknowledge IPIECA,
API and IOGP to help demonstrate your company’s efforts to apply oil and gas industry good reporting practice.
If you do follow the Guidance, we recommend your report includes:
•

An index of the sustainability issues that your company considers material for reporting, listing the
Guidance indicators relevant to these issues;

•

Confirmation that the company has reported against the ‘core’ reporting elements within each
relevant indicator.

In instances, where you do not report against a ‘core’ reporting element, you should provide an
explanation of why it has not been included. This may be because:
•

There are confidentiality, commercial or legal constraints;

•

The element is not applicable or material to your business; or

•

Currently, information is not available or data quality is not sufficiently mature.
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HOW TO REPORT
REPORTING PRINCIPLES
Before you begin, it is worth taking some time to consider the following five reporting principles:
•

Relevance: reported information should reflect your company’s sustainability issues and meet the needs
of your internal and external stakeholders.

•

Transparency: information should be reported in a clear, timely and balanced way and support
independent review. This might include disclosure of any processes, assumptions and limitations affecting
report preparation.
Consistency: credibility is enhanced if you adopt a systematic use of processes and definitions. It
will also help you conduct a meaningful review of your company’s performance over time and compare
performance both internally and against the wider industry.

•

•

Completeness: choose information that is specific and consistent with the stated purpose, scope and
boundaries of your report.

•

Accuracy: information should be reliable, objective and verifiable. It should also give a realistic picture of
the company’s position, performance and progress.

Figure 1 The sustainability reporting process
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Step 1: Develop your plan
Developing a sustainability report takes time and resources. How much depends on the scale and complexity of
your business. Having a detailed plan helps to provide clarity and consensus on your report’s purpose, who
needs to contribute and to approve content, and who it will be used by. Take time to consider:
•

Audience: your report probably addresses different audiences, ranging from shareholders, investors and
regulators, to employees, local communities and non-governmental organizations. Establish your main
groups to determine what information they expect and what you want them to know.

•

Objectives: define your aims clearly. As well as communicating with a broad audience, you may have a
set of more specific objectives focused on particular stakeholders or issues.

•

Timescales: a detailed schedule helps to determine the time needed to gather information as well as to
create your report. You should consider what sustainability information you have a legal obligation to
report (if any), the availability of data, other corporate reporting cycles (such as financial reporting),
internal approval points and the frequency of updating report content. Reporting and engagement in the
oil and gas industry is typically done on an annual basis, which allows stakeholders to assess progress from
year to year.

•

Frameworks: a range of sustainability reporting frameworks are available and this Guidance is informed
by several of these (see Appendix D). Reporters should familiarize themselves with these frameworks to
find the ones that best match their objectives, additional to this Guidance. Some countries define certain
frameworks as mandatory.

•

Governance, roles and responsibilities: developing your report may involve a range of teams and
locations. A controlled document is therefore useful to outline responsibilities for the different steps and
to communicate those responsibilities to the staff involved.

•

Report boundaries: your plan should specify which locations and activities to include, as well as how you
to report on non-operated activities, joint ventures and contractors.

•

Report scope: your scope needs to outline issues and topics to be included in your report and convey how
much coverage each should receive.

•

Communication: you can maximise the impact and use of your report by planning how to communicate its
key messages. You may choose to share information in different formats, for example, a printed
publication or internet-accessible formats depending on particular audiences.
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Step 2: Engage stakeholders
You may benefit from engaging your stakeholders by asking their view on your company and the
sustainability issues you face before you prepare your report. The final publication may be more relevant,
accessible and credible. Once published, stakeholder feedback can then help you prompt conversations on
key issues, and demonstrate how you are using the outcome of engagements to improve your reporting.
Typical stakeholder groups and engagement channels
Stakeholder groups: broad categories

Examples of channels for engagement

Internal
Board / Senior management
Technical / subject matter experts
Operational staff on site or in location
Communications professionals
Legal specialists
Employees, new and potential recruits
Trade union representatives

Focus groups or interviews
Surveys
Panels
Web forums
Professional networks/societies
Social networking
Investor roadshows
Customer satisfaction surveys/feedback
Company-investor meetings

External
Investors / shareholders
Governments / regulators
Thought leaders / academics
Community groups
Non-governmental organisations
Indigenous Peoples
Suppliers and contractors
Customers
There are several stages at which a company could seek stakeholder views:
Figure x: Opportunities for stakeholder engagement
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IDENTIFYING YOUR STAKEHOLDERS
There are several approaches you can use to identify your priority stakeholders. Figure 2 shows a simple
analysis technique called ‘stakeholder mapping’.

Accompanying notes to the diagram:
Prioritizing different stakeholder groups can help make sure you have considered all important audiences and
perspectives.
Stakeholder mapping helps to categorize groups in different ways, such as by opinion or relationship to the
company or by current or previous engagement.
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Step 3: Select your material issues
Given the number of issues that a sustainability report might address, it is helpful to have a simple, transparent
process to decide what to include.
WHAT IS A MATERIAL ISSUE?
A material issue is any topic that – in the eyes of management or stakeholders – affects a company’s
performance significantly and informs external opinion. They tend to be issues that most affect value creation
and economic and reputational resilience of a company in a positive or negative way.
Materiality in sustainability reporting is not the same as in financial reporting, where a threshold—such as a
percentage of revenue—often determines whether information is disclosed.
Figure [x, Defining and Disclosing Materiality] sets out a process for defining and disclosing material
issues. The box below sets out how materiality is defined in several important reporting frameworks.

MATERIALITY: COMPARING DEFINITIONS
Although a well-established concept within sustainability reporting guides and standards, there are variations in
how materiality is defined and used. Ultimately, the aim of guidance and definitions of materiality is to ensure
that important issues are communicated to stakeholders and that the company’s performance in addressing
sustainability is transparently disclosed.
US-listed companies should take care to ensure that any use of the term ‘materiality’ in sustainability reporting
is clearly defined in relation to US Securities law to avoid any concerns about legal liability. Below is a list of
some of the main definitions available.
IPIECA/API/IOGP
Material issues are those that – in the view of both management and external stakeholders – have the potential
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to significantly affect a company’s sustainability performance and stakeholder awareness, assessments or
decisions.
Global Reporting Initiative (GRI)
The report shall cover topics that:
• reflect the reporting organization’s significant economic, environmental and social impacts; or
• substantively influence the assessments and decisions of stakeholders.
Integrated Reporting <IR>
An integrated report should disclose information about matters that substantively affect the organization’s
ability to create value over the short, medium and long term.
AA 1000
Materiality is determining the relevance and significance of an issue to an organization and its stakeholders. A
material issue is an issue that will influence the decisions, actions and performance of an organization or its
stakeholders.
US GAAP (financial reporting)
The significance of an item should be considered when it is reported. An item is considered significant when it
would affect the decision of a reasonable individual.
3.1 IDENTIFY YOUR MATERIAL ISSUES
In identifying your material issues, the first step is to list all the sustainability issues that could be
considered relevant to your company and stakeholders.
To do so, you should draw on a range of sources, such
as global trends and challenges (current and future)
and standards and regulations. New reporters may
find that the issues shown in Figure [X] and addressed
in this Guidance are a good starting point, since many
of them have been recognized by the industry for
some years. However, you should also consider new or
emerging issues that are relevant within the reporting
year and to take account of long-term issues and
trends that might influence your company’s strategy.
As shown in the accompanying table, it is important
to gather information from internal and external
sources; engaging stakeholders is an integral part of
this process and external perspectives can help
confirm that your list is complete and balanced.
These discussions might also raise a change of focus,
emerging issues or omissions.
It is useful to keep a record of all identified issues
along with source(s) and supporting evidence. This
can help you prioritize and confirm your material
issues. Once established, this record can be updated
annually.
You might want to create layers within this record.
This is because issues are often interlinked and
hierarchical, or they can be multilayered and include
sub-issues. For example, climate change and energy
could cover anything from policy and strategy, to GHG
emissions and advocacy.

POTENTIAL SOURCES OF INFORMATION / INPUT
ON ISSUES
Internal sources can include:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

company vision, mission and value statements;
enterprise or other risk assessment processes and
management plans;
policies, codes and standards established by the
company;
strategic plans, including objectives and targets;
impacts identified through environmental, social,
health and safety assessment; processes, and
management systems;
performance reports and scorecards against internal
performance indicators;
interviews with senior management; and
press statements issued by the company.

External sources can include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

reports on industry trends;
media reports and surveys related to the company or
the industry;
feedback from reporting stakeholders in surveys,
focus groups, panels etc.;
benchmarks, indexes and ratings;
academic and other opinion forming publications;
legislative changes and compliance records;
engagement outcomes with communities, suppliers,
customers or other stakeholder groups, including
grievances; and
employee feedback and attitude surveys.
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Your report should outline how often your company conducts a materiality assessment; annual assessment is
considered good practice.
The use of data analytics to gather and assess evidence, such as stakeholder feedback, survey data or risk
ratings, can help to make your materiality assessment more robust. Databases can also help speed up the
process.
Figure [X] below highlights sustainability issues that are often considered material for the oil and gas industry.
It also illustrates the inter-connected nature of social, economic and environmental factors. The word issue in
this Guidance covers the range of impacts, both positive and negative, that companies may address when
managing their sustainability risks and opportunities.
Figure [X]: Sustainability issues in the oil and gas industry

3.2 PRIORITIZE YOUR ISSUES
It is common practice to rank the relative importance of each issue using two criteria:
•
•

Significance to the company — the actual or potential impact of an issue on business strategy and
performance. This may represent either a risk or an opportunity for the company.
Significance to stakeholders — the level of stakeholder assessments or decisions related to the
company’s impacts, whether negative or positive.

Companies set criteria to help them prioritize issues, often in alignment with their management system or risk
framework. Tables 2 and 3 show how that criteria can be weighted to recognize the significance of an issue in
terms of its potential impact, likelihood of occurrence and the characteristics of each stakeholder group.
Rankings may vary from year to year, based on relevance to the company and stakeholders.
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Table 2 Example of criteria for assessing significance of issues to stakeholders
Significance to
stakeholders
Higher

Impact on
environment or society

Level of
stakeholder concern

Contribution to
sustainability

Known to directly cause

Widely acknowledged as a major

An opportunity, with the

extensiveorseveredamage or

issue or unacceptable situation

potential to generate lasting

harm

improvement and
development

Medium

Known contributor to declining state

Perceived as important in several

Opportunities for localized

of ecosystems or socio-economic

locations or by some groups

improvement or support for wider

conditions
Lower

Known to have measurable but

initiatives
Isolated or indirect criticism

limited effects

Can provide minor but measurable
improvement

Table 3 Example of criteria for assessing significance of issues to the company
Significance to
company
Higher

Medium
Lower

Societal license to
operate

Media, public or
political impact

Impact on business
strategy

Global, regional or irreversible

Strong criticism or anger

Fundamental business

loss in societal license to

expressed at an international

change, including new

operate

level

opportunities

Substantive enforcement, fines or

Prolonged coverage or local

Alteration to stated intentions or

regulatory action

criticism (e.g. national)

commitments

Minor non-compliance

Short-term coverage or local

Modifications to positions or

without penalties

complaints

systems

Prioritizing your issues in this way can help you determine how much information to dedicate to it in your
report. How you have prioritized your list should be clearly indicated, for example, through an issue’s position
in the report, such as within the chief executive’s introduction or at the start of a content section. The most
significant issues may also need greater narrative detail or/and data and can be illustrated by case studies.
You may decide that several or all the issues outlined in this Guidance are material to your company. And you
may also identify issues that are not covered here but that are specific to your company’s activities or
locations. This may be the case where oil and gas companies are diversifying their portfolio beyond oil and
gas, for example.
3.3 CHECK AND CONFIRM YOUR ISSUES
Before publishing your report, take time to check that your material issues have been addressed. You can do
this in several ways:
•
•
•

Revisit your list: have you given each issue appropriate prominence? Is it supported with adequate
narrative and data evidence, including appropriate reporting indicators?
Seek feedback: ask internal and external stakeholders to review your draft for accuracy, balance and
any omissions. It is good practice to seek Board-level approval or agreement from the company’s
senior leadership.
Get external assurance: for independent assurance, your need to define the exact scope of work for
the assurer; it could include a task to review the materiality process and its outcomes. (See step 6 for
more information on assurance.)

Ideally, you should resolve any concerns raised at this point. If this is not possible, those concerns should be
mentioned in the report and details given on any plans to address gaps in future reports.
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3.4 DISCLOSE YOUR MATERIALITY PROCESS AND OUTCOMES
In your report, we recommend that you outline your company’s approach to determining material issues and
set out the material issues to the reader.
You should choose the most appropriate format for disclosing your material issues, as well as the most
appropriate channel. As illustrated in figure [12 Materiality Matrix], information provided in a sustainability
report can be supplemented by disclosure in annual reports, websites, or in more targeted communications
with stakeholders. Some issues, while important, may change little from year to year, such as information on
management systems and you may decide whether to include the information in the report itself or by linking
to other company information.

There are many ways of describing your materiality process and its outcomes when reporting. You can, for
example, illustrate the prioritization of your issues by using a matrix diagram. You can also use a matrix to
highlight your company’s level of control over an issue, or which stakeholder group has the most influence.
Alternatively, some companies map their materiality issues against the UN Sustainable Development Goals (see
page [XX] for more on this) or internal frameworks, such as strategic priorities, or key risks.
Another option is to simply include a list of the most significant issues. The list can be accompanied by a short
explanation of why certain issues are significant, any changes from the previous year and page numbers or
links to issue information. Providing an excessively long list of material issues might obscure your
prioritization.
3.5 REVIEW YOUR MATERIALITY PROCESS
Once published, you should seek feedback to assess whether the report met expectations. This might be
feedback gathered by the reporting team or by other teams such as investor relations, or those tasked with
stakeholder engagement. This does not need to be extensive: often a few reviewers can provide a good basis
for conclusions to test informally on other stakeholders. This feedback can help you review and improve the
materiality process for future reports. Throughout the year you will be able to gather indirect feedback
through responding to surveys, such as those from rating agencies. You may come across questions that you
were not able to respond to based on your reporting, and you may take notes of these for consideration in the
future.
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Step 4: Develop report narrative
A sustainability report should demonstrate, through both quantitative and qualitative evidence, that a company is
systematically assessing and responsibly managing its operations and impacts. Reporters should describe the action
it is taking on material issues in an engaging narrative, avoiding boilerplate language.

PROVIDE CONTEXT
A report can help explain the significance of a company’s performance by demonstrating:
•

how the results drive long-term value and are relevant to the company’s operations and targets;

•

their significance in relation to historic or recent trends and/or prior expectations of performance;

•

the nature of positive and negative impacts on relevant stakeholders;

•

the opinions of stakeholders or other credible third parties on those impacts;

•

how the results may compare to relevant industry benchmarks or averages; and

•

lessons learned or under-performance against strategic targets.

CHART YOUR PROGRESS
Using indicator information and data, your narrative can demonstrate progress against the company’s plans to
achieve its targets, together with explanations for variations in performance. Disclosing your performance against
quantitative targets is of vital importance to many stakeholders, such as investors. It can enable you to demonstrate
your progress using measurable indicators and to describe the steps you are taking to manage performance over a
sustained period.
You can also share objectives and targets, such as:
•

quantitative targets based on outcomes, such as emission reductions or safety incidents;

•

quantitative or qualitative objectives, such as completion of operational initiatives by a planned date;

•

commitments to principles or actions, such as continuous improvement; or

•

case studies providing evidence of progress against planned programmes, actions taken across a
specified period, in a specific location or on a particular issue.

Targets provide stakeholders with a sign of the company’s commitment to tackling or making progress on an
issue and are therefore an important indicator of your seriousness in addressing sustainability issues.

GETTING THE BALANCE RIGHT
In the interests of transparency, reporters should disclose significant shortfalls, problems, dilemmas and
incidents thatoccurredduring the reporting period. While detailed disclosure may not always be possible, a report
should aim to present a balanced picture of the company’s challenges and achievements. You risk losing
credibility if your report only conveys ‘good news’. Reporting your challenges comes with the opportunity to
demonstrate the lessons learned and how the company is adapting to improve future performance.
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ACKNOWLEDGE COMPLEX ISSUES
Some material issues or company activities may have multiple social, environmental and other implications, for
example, an exploration project in a socially and environmentally vulnerable location. In these instances, you
may need to report the project’s performance against a range of indicators as shown in the following example.

Capturing complexity using corporate and local information
Example: Impact on communities
Oil and gas projects can have large physical and economic footprints. They may bring benefits and challenges
for host communities. A report will need to balance corporate level messaging with attention to particular
locations (see page XX ’Working in Remote Locations’). Your materiality assessment will usually identify the
specific locations that require detailed coverage. Aspects that reporters may wish to consider include:
•
community policies or programmes, including specific objectives and engagement activities (SOC-8;
•
descriptions of local context and the effect on environment, cultural resources, community health and
safety and local socio-economic circumstances; supported by indicators such as:
o local procurement, local hiring practices, local and local supplier development (SOC-13, 14, and
15);
o preventing corruption (GOV-3);
o human rights (SOC-1, 2, and 3);
o freshwater and biodiversity (ENV-1, ENV-3); and
o other air emissions, spills to the environment, discharges to water and waste (ENV-5, 6, and 7).
•
local engagement, concerns and expectations and strategies to address them; and
•
independent reviews or lessons learned regarding impact on communities.

THE POWER OF CASE STUDIES
Case studies are a powerful way to communicate how you engage with stakeholders and address sustainability in
your daily operations. Placing indicator data in the context of real-world operational challenges, can illustrate how
you manage sustainability performance.

Demonstrating action through case studies
Example: Working in remote locations

The oil industry works in remote locations, often in developing countries or sensitive environments.
Sustainability issues can be particularly important in these areas and care must be taken to respect
ecosystem services and the rights of local communities or indigenous people.
The materiality of issues in these circumstances can be significant for stakeholders at a local level, so it is
more appropriate to develop your narrative using a case study that demonstrates how corporate strategy and
values are applied to the specific circumstances in that location. For example, a case study describing
activities where there are risks to freshwater availability and the potential impact on community relationships
might provide:
•
•
•
•
•

the company’s local strategy and an overview of the sustainability risks for the remote location;
the corporate strategy for operating in water-stressed regions and approaches to managing
community engagement;
an explanation of the local water-stress risks, management plans and progress to minimize the
environmental impact of freshwater used by the operations;
a description of the successes, challenges and outcomes of local community engagement, stating any
future company commitments; and
stakeholder or expert third-party opinion and/or data that provides additional perspective.
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USING FINANCIAL DATA
Alongside a company’s financial disclosures, a sustainability report gives you the opportunity to outline
the potential financial impact of the most important non-financial issues facing your company. This can
give readers valuable context by reviewing the major risks and opportunities that are likely to affect
your company’s future financial position, in particular on its revenues, expenditures, assets and
liabilities, capital and financing.
To ensure consistency, appropriate financial and operating data should be drawn from your company’s
annual financial report and can be presented as highlights or in a summary data table. Although financial
data are generally reported at the global level, it can help to report selected information at national or
regional level. Stakeholders are often interested in intensity metrics (see page XX for more on intensity
metrics), such as CO2 emissions per unit of production, as they can compare companies and year-on-year
reporting.
Companies should also consider reporting any large acquisitions or divestments in the reporting year if
the changes have a material impact on the size and scale of the company or on its overall sustainability
performance.
Table 4: Typical financial and operating information data
•

Total revenues

•

Operating expenses

•

Total taxes paid

•

Profit after tax

•

Capital expenditure

•

Number of employees

•

Number of countries of operation

•

Total production (upstream)

•

Total throughput (downstream)

Step 5: Develop report data
INDICATORS
Once you have identified your material issues, you will need to select indicators that support your narrative
and provide evidence of performance. The Guidance offers information on a range of typical issues relevant
to many oil and gas companies, along with indicators that demonstrate how the issues are being addressed.
We would encourage you to report against these defined indicators to enhance industry benchmarking.
However, you may also choose to customize your indicators or develop additional measures to
demonstrate performance in a particular context (e.g. ratios, intensities); this is another area where it
can be useful to seek early feedback from internal and external stakeholders. It is worth remembering an
indicator can be relevant to several issues. Where overlaps exist, you might want to combine aspects under a
single inclusive narrative.
The following areas should be considered when selecting indicators:
•

Consistency: reliable reporting on long-term indicators, such as health and safety, helps track
performance trends against continuous improvement objectives and to provide comparison within
and between companies.

•

Emerging issues: you may want to supplement existing indicators with new measures to improve
disclosures on performance, for example, to report on a new project in an area with significant
human rights sensitivities.
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•

Complex issues: some issues are likely to be relevant to more than one category, for instance, a
research and technology project with social, economic, health, safety and environmental dimensions,
and may involve reporting against a variety of different indicators.

REPORTING ELEMENTS
Each indicator in this Guidance contains two types of reporting elements. These elements define the types of
information or data that can be collected and documented in your report.
“Core elements” are those which have one or several of the following characteristics. They are:
•

Essential for giving a clear and credible representation of the company’s approach, performance and
progress;

•

Based on information that is prepared in a sufficiently consistent way across the industry so that it
would enable comparisons to be made between companies;

•

Based on information that can be confirmed as reliable and verified for accuracy;

•

Derived from a generally-accepted methodology for calculating data;

•

In alignment with published industry standards, internationally accepted guidance, or regulation;

“Additional elements” are those which:
•

Provide options to report in more depth and further detail, as applicable to your company;

•

Provide information that does not yet reflect common practice. This might include emerging practices,
information where agreed methodologies do not exist, or information which is unique to a particular
company (such as location-specific or business segment examples).

•

Provide information that may be relevant for oil and gas companies which expand their portfolio to
include low carbon or renewables business activities.

When using reporting elements, we encourage reporters to incorporate information that is consistent with their
indicator scope and reporting boundary and to describe that information as specifically as possible. When
reporting on complex issues, an external view can provide additional insight and support explanations.

COLLECTING YOUR DATA
Once you have selected your indicators, the next step is to identify the quantitative data and qualitative information
you need for your report. The prominence you give a material issue will guide the depth and breadth of the
required information.
Once defined, you should request the data internally, supported by appropriate guidance and definitions. Requests
for information should be timely: people may need a reasonable amount of time to collect data and carry out
quality checks to verify accuracy. Indicators that are new to the company may need time to develop. The
introduction of new data gathering processes may take a year or more depending on the size of your organization
or the need to introduce new systems for collection and measurement. Once received, data can be consolidated
on a corporate basis and reviewed for completeness within the ‘reporting boundary’. (See Appendix A for detailed
guidance on the reporting boundary and data management.)

DATA MANAGEMENT
When selecting your indicators, you should consider the following challenges in data collection and
management:
•

Reporting boundaries: consistency is crucial; therefore, we recommend establishing clear boundaries
on what is and is not be included in your data collection.
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An indicator’s scope may often require data from a complex range of organizational entities working
under different commercial arrangements, such as joint ventures. The normalization of quantitative
data requires consistency between an indicator’s data and normalization factor used to achieve
comparison over time (see page XX for more on normalization).
Our guidance for each indicator includes boundary-related information, but companies are
encouraged to define and document their own overall boundary for collecting sustainability data.
Several protocols exist for setting these boundaries. For example, IPIECA and GRI have protocols for
GHG emissions, while IOGP has specific practices for upstream reporting of safety and environmental
data. (See Appendix A for a three-step process to help companies define practical boundaries.) This
process promotes consistency, supports comparison between companies and facilitates inter-company
benchmarking.
•

Establishing baselines: many companies establish a starting point or base year to maintain data
consistency and track performance over time. This helps monitor internal performance, supports
decision making and demonstrates progress towards targets. When choosing a reference year,
consider the quality of your historical data and the frequency and/or significance of unusual events.
Acquisitions and divestments can cause unnatural breaks in data, making performance trends difficult
to interpret. Incorporating baseline adjustments can help your reader understand your data.
Adjustments or re-statements of data, for example, because of changes in reporting boundaries,
definitions of terms, or improvements in data calculation, need to be clearly documented to ensure
transparency.

•

Consistent reporting periods: we encourage companies to publish reports on a regular schedule. In
the oil and gas industry that tends to be an annual process. It is good practice to share historical data
over a five-year or longer period.

•

Information quality: we encourage companies to describe the way in which they collect and review
quantitative data and/or qualitative information. Companies should provide appropriate information
on the data’s source, assessment and degree of confidence in its accuracy or third-party assurance.

•

Data consolidation: a company’s performance data might come from an individual site, national
location or even the entire corporation. Companies should decide which levels they want draw their
data from. If appropriate, these levels should also allow for normalization based on categories of
business activity, for example, separating upstream and downstream activities (see Table 6 for more
examples).
For consistency, the scope of exploration and production activities can be defined by reference to the
annual updated IOGP guidance on collection of safety and environmental data. All other activities
may be categorized as downstream or midstream activities but it is generally necessary to separate
specific downstream activities such as LNG, refining or retail. Regional data can also provide
important insights on operating performance and differences between companies.

DATA NORMALIZATION / INTENSITY MEASURES
Readers with an interest in performance information usually look for two types of indicator data:
•
•

Absolute quantities: values that reflect the absolute magnitude or size of an output, input, or result,
typically expressed as a physical unit of measurement and readily convertible. For example, total
greenhouse gas emissions expressed in tonnes of CO2 equivalent.
Normalized quantities: relative values that are ratios between two absolute quantities of the same
or different kind. Typically, indicator data are the numerators of the ratio, and a suitable
normalization factor is selected as the denominator. Normalized quantities are also referred to as
‘intensity measures’ in relation to an output, such as production, and provide comparable measures.
For example, greenhouse gas intensity expressed as tonnes of GHG emissions per unit of production.
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Normalized quantities are of particular interest to stakeholders who want to compare companies, such as
investors.
Companies report normalized/intensity performance indicators for various reasons, including:
•
•
•
•

Tracking performance over time in relation to production;
Accounting for change in the asset base or operations;
Comparing performance between similar business operations within the company; and
Benchmarking performance with other companies.

While it is good practice to report both absolute and normalized quantities to create a more balanced
sustainability picture, it is not always appropriate to normalize data. For example, if there is no well-defined
relationship of scale between the absolute quantities and the normalization factors because different
activities required different factors. Generally, companies should normalize performance indicators to reflect
business decision making and allow clearer communication of performance. For example, reporting normalized
data separately for oil and gas production activities versus refining or petrochemical operations.
Normalization factors vary based on specific indicators. For example, you might report the absolute quantity
of workforce injuries as a normalized rate of injury by using the number of hours worked as your normalization
factor.
Environmental performance indicators are typically normalized using absolute quantities of related outputs,
such as emissions per unit of production. Since the relative magnitude of these outputs can vary substantially,
some companies find it helpful – in certain key metrics - to report normalized environmental data for each
activity separately. This means the performance can be evaluated more easily. Table 6 shows recommended
normalization factors.
Table 6: Recommended normalization factors for environmental performance data
Oil and gas industry activity

Normalization factor

Exploration and production (upstream)

Well head production of crude oil, condensates, natural gas liquids and dry gas (including flared gas
and gas used for fuel but excluding gas reinjected into the reservoir)*

Refining

Refining throughput of crude oil and other feedstocks

Transportation and terminals

Product delivered or terminal throughput

Pipeline

Pipeline throughput

Marketing (retail)

Vehicle fuel sales

Marine

Cargo volume transported

Petrochemicals

Petrochemicals production

*Note: wellhead production may be used for reporting GHG emissions on an operated and equity share basis (see CCE-4). However, if wellhead data is not
available from non-operated assets, equity share GHG emissions may be normalized using net export production on an equity share basis, as in financial reporting.
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Step 6: Provide assurance
Assurance is an opinion on the quality of reported information and can confirm application of your
general reporting principles. Many companies have their own internal assurance processes and you may
choose to explain how you applied them within your report.
External assurance can improve the quality and credibility of your report and rating agencies often look
positively on the inclusion of an external assurance statement. This type of assurance tends to either
be audit-based verification or third-party commentary. Both methods can co-exist in a single report but
are distinct processes. It is important that you explain whether you sought independent assurance and, if so,
how and what the scope of the work was.
AUDIT-BASED VERIFICATION
This type of assurance typically focuses on quantitative information, such as data systems and
interpretation and is typically carried out by accountancy, certification and consulting firms. Your company
defines the scope for the auditor to test: it may contain your materiality processes or specific qualitative
statements and claims related to company commitments and strategy, governance, management systems or
particular data sets. Your scope may also include your adherence to specific standards, such as:
o

The International Standard on Assurance Engagements (ISAE 3000, revised in 2015), which is provided
by the International Audit and Assurance Standards Board (IAASB), part of the International Federation
of Accountants (IFAC). This standard covers the professional procedures undertaken by an assurance
provider and is binding on IFAC members, including major accounting and consulting firms. A choice of
two levels of assurance is provided — ‘limited’ is a high-level review, while ‘reasonable’ is a more
rigorous, in-depth process in which the auditors provide an opinion that the data are reliable.

o

The AA1000 Assurance Standard, which was developed by the Institute for Social and Ethical
AccountAbility, evaluates and provides conclusions on the nature and extent of adherence to the
AA1000 Accountability Principles of Inclusivity, Materiality and Responsiveness and, if desired, the quality
of publicly disclosed information on sustainability performance. AA1000 also provides options for the
type and level of assurance that may be obtained under the standard.

o

The Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Sustainability Reporting Standards: the Standards offer a
comprehensive suite of performance indicators. While using those standards, there is no particular
requirement in place by GRI for companies to have the process or certain data third-party assured.
Companies define, based on their materiality process, their level of accordance with the
Standards.

THIRD-PARTY COMMENTARY
This assurance should also follow a structured process, including a definition of scope, so that readers
understand the approach and coverage. It can range from statements from reputable experts on specific
topics, to the use of a stakeholder panel or inclusion of academic, non-governmental organization (NGO) or
community comments. Statements may include views on management performance, progress and
recommendations. They might also offer an opinion on whether the report includes the most relevant and
material issues, but they do not generally comment on the reliability or accuracy of information or data.
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WHAT TO REPORT
CHOOSING YOUR CONTENT: KEY COMPONENTS
The breadth and depth of your report will be determined by the extent of your business activities, their impact
across the value chain and your material issues. Below are several simple components that are often included in
an oil and gas company´s sustainability report:
•

A CEO statement to:
o

reinforce the company’s vision and long-term targets, making sure that statements made are
specific to the company, and avoid vague generalisations;

o

emphasize the company’s commitment to transparency and reporting. This might include a
statement or illustration of the CEO’s personal commitment;

o

provide stakeholders with a strategic overview and context for the sustainability issues;

o

highlight performance challenges and progress for the reporting year; and

o

outline new investments, initiatives or targets.

This is an opportunity for your management team to take responsibility for difficult decisions or dilemmas
and set out how to address them. For example, the risks and opportunities presented by climate change and
the energy transition.
•

Business context: it is helpful to provide the reader with background information about your company and
its activities, covering issues such as its main activities, geographical location, organizational structure,
products and services, the scale and composition of the workforce, the spread and nature of its supply
chain, and its main sustainability risks and opportunities.

•

Defining ‘sustainability’: it is good practice to describe your company’s understanding of ‘sustainability’,
‘corporate responsibility’ or ‘corporate citizenship’. Here, you can also indicate the main implications and
opportunities for your core oil and gas businesses. For example, you may want to outline how your long-term
success depends on supplying necessary products and services while acknowledging the need to respect and
contribute to the communities and environments in which your company operates.

•

Vision: often addressed in an executive management or board chairman’s letter at the start of the report,
this can provide your company´s view of the sustainability opportunities and challenges of supplying energy
into the future. It may reflect existing corporate values, principles and policies but also newly added
commitments with reference to:
o workforce issues;
o quality of products;
o safety and reliability of operations;
o care for the environment and communities;
o engaging stakeholders;
o respect for others and their rights; and
o innovation and pioneering solutions.

•

Strategy: your sustainability report should set out how your company’s sustainability priorities are
integrated with your overall vision and business strategy and how this creates value for your stakeholders
and shareholders. Priorities should cover both current operational issues, such as health and safety,
environmental impacts and labour practices, as well as longer-term considerations, such as climate change
risks or access to new energy resources.

•

Governance and management systems: you should report on the role that your board and/or
executives play in sustainability-related governance and management. In particular, investors in your
company want to understand that issues identified as significant receive adequate attention and that
decisions at executive level are based on the appropriate information. This text might extend to
comment on any ties between sustainability performance and executive compensation.
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•

Addressing climate change and the energy transition: widely regarded as the industry’s primary
long-term strategic challenge, climate change and the energy transition are generally material issues for all
oil and gas companies. It is good practice to provide information on your position, strategy and actions,
resilience to climate change risk, as well as disclosure of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions and other related
performance indicators. Your report can cover both the risks and opportunities that climate change
presents, including any scenario analysis and what the transition to lower-carbon energy means in a practical
sense for your company.

•

Managing risks of major incidents: a major incident can refer to safety, environmental, or social
issues. Your sustainability report should describe how your company typically manages safety and other
risks and openly disclose any significant incidents in the reporting year.

•

Local impacts and benefits: as well as describing corporate policies and processes, your report can
draw attention to local operations in countries or sensitive environments, where material issues might
include respect for human rights, transparency of payments to host governments, access to fresh water, or
protection of biodiversity.

•

Reporting process: you should explain your overall reporting process, including how you engage with
stakeholders, prioritize material issues, prepare and validate information, and whether you use any
national or international reporting guidelines.

•

Performance: as demonstrated through your narrative, indicators and metrics.

REPORTING ON PARTICULAR TOPICS
The following section provides guidance on several cross-cutting topics which often arise in preparing report
content.

Alternative Energy
One outstanding opportunity for our industry is in supporting UN Sustainable Development Goal 7 Affordable and Clean Energy (SDGs, see below). This is particularly important when energy demands
are forecast to continually grow to meet the needs of societal development and a rapidly increasing
global population.
While providing energy in any form has inherent safety, environmental, economic and social
consequences, the risks of climate change have become paramount. This necessitates a transition to
modern energy supplies that are low GHG-emitting, sustainable and economically viable over the
course of the next few decades. As energy providers, oil and gas companies will play their part in this
transition, which can include offering alternative energy derived from non-fossil fuel sources.
There are already many different potential sources of alternative energy available, and research and
development projects are searching for new sources. Apart from nuclear power, alternative energy
sources of electricity are generally renewable if sustainably replenished from natural resources, such
as wind, tidal, hydro, geothermal or solar power. Fuels for transport and heating, such as biomass,
ethanol and hydrogen, also provide alternatives that generally have low or no carbon impacts. It is
also possible to generate alternative energy that results in a net removal of carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere emissions by combining bio-energy with carbon capture and storage (CCS). While these
energy technologies are maturing at different rates and can be location dependent, many alternative
sources are reaching their tipping point to provide sustainable energy at a cost that is competitive
with fossil fuels.
Looking ahead, the transition to modern alternative energy sources is gaining momentum and the
threat to fossil fuel sources is also a business opportunity to offer alternatives. For your company, this
Guidance encourages forward-looking communication on how you will embrace the energy transition
by discussing applicable alternative energy sources and by reporting systematically on climate change
and energy using Module 3 “Climate change and energy”.
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Joint Venture Reporting
Throughout the oil and gas industry it is established practice for two or more companies to enter into a
business partnership agreement to share the costs, benefits and liabilities of assets or a project. While
many types of arrangement can form such agreements, the most common is the formation of a joint venture
(JV). A JV can be ‘incorporated’ as a separate legal entity (i.e. a company) where the partners are the
shareholders, or a JV can be ‘unincorporated’ where the partners enter into a contractual agreement for
management of the assets or the project. The partners management of a JV is generally governed by a
‘Board’ which we use here as a general term when referring to the Board of Directors (in an incorporated
JV), a Project Committee or Management Committee (for an unincorporated JV), or some other structure
for the partnership agreement. The Board establishes management to operate the joint venture and, by
agreement, the operating manager may be one of the business partners. Thus, for the purposes of
reporting, your company is likely to be involved in JVs which you ‘operate’ as well as JVs ‘operated by
others’ (an OBO, sometimes referred to as non-operated JV).
The nature of your company’s control (or influence) over a JV may vary depending on whether you are the
JV operator, or it is an OBO JV. Nevertheless, it is important to recognise that your company has
sustainability impacts, risks and opportunities related to all JVs, and therefore it is necessary to consider
both operated and OBO JVs in your reporting. The extent to which you report covers JVs should be reflected
through your materiality process, which takes account of the significance of the risks and opportunities to
your company. A useful reference related to significance and JV risks is the IOGP / IPIECA ‘Guidelines on
minimum standards for HSE governance in joint ventures’, published in 2002 with a planned revision
underway.
In this module, Appendix A provides guidance on developing a reporting boundary which implicitly includes
JV reporting. While the boundary guidance primarily helps you to collect a consistent set of quantitative
data for your report, the principles can also be applied to qualitative information related to your assets,
people and activities. This basis of the Appendix is to set a boundary for collecting data or information
based on what you own and what you operate and therefore relates to both operated and OBO JVs. The
data or information can be consolidated in different ways depending on the type of issue, impact, risk or
opportunity reported. For example, the ‘operational approach’ excludes OBO JVs because it will only
include safety incidents or environmental impacts for your operated JVs, but it reports the total impact of
these JVs irrespective of whether you are a major or minor shareholder. In contrast, the ‘equity share
approach’ will consolidate the impacts, such as GHG emissions, for both operated and OBO JVs, but
reported in proportion to the shareholding you hold in each JV.
At a high level, it can be helpful to provide an overview of your approach to governance and management
of operated and OBO JVs. This can be included in your reporting of indicators GOV-1 Governance approach
and GOV-2 Management systems. Typically, your discussion can highlight how your policies, code of conduct
and management system are applied and monitored when you are the JV operator. The discussion can
explain and illustrate how you seek to influence OBO JVs in relation to safety, environmental, social and
business ethics risks and opportunities.
Within the other modules, the sections on ‘key points to address’ and the Scope of some indicators, prompt
you to discuss JVs in your reporting, particularly where impacts, risks or opportunities are likely to be
significant in terms of JV activities.
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The UN Sustainable Development Goals
The UN Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) were launched in 2015 to represent a widely accepted,
comprehensive plan of action for social inclusion, environmental sustainability and economic development.
While targeted primarily at governments, oil and gas companies play such an important role in the global
economy that we encourage you to describe your company´s position and demonstrate the way in which your
company’s activities contribute to achieving the SDGs.
This Guidance is also informed by the SDGs. In addition, IPIECA co-developed an Atlas that maps the contribution
of the oil and gas industry to the SDGs and provides relevant case studies. It is a useful resource for reporting
companies.
While all the SDGs are of potential relevance, the diagram below shows the guidance modules that contain
specific information to help you demonstrate your contribution to the SDGs.

Reporting and the UN
Sustainable
Development Goals

Many oil and gas companies already report on their contribution to the SDGs and typically do so in one of two
ways:
•

Using the SDGs as a frame to set out their overall contribution to sustainable development.

•

Mapping and discussing material issues against the SDGs that are most applicable to their activities.

You can use this this Guidance to develop either option, since it provides the data and other evidence for the
assertions the company makes about its contribution to the SDGs. It is important to note that a company’s
contribution can embrace both positive contributions to the SDGs as well as activities that increase the challenge
set by the goal.
To help, you might like to use tools such as the SDG Compass and IPIECA SDG Atlas that provides guidance on
how to align strategies and measure and manage contributions to the SDGs.
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Using indicators, with core and additional elements that are quantitative and
qualitative
Example: Spills to the environment and process safety
This example demonstrates the applicability of core and additional reporting elements using two of
our indicators – process safety (SHS-6) and spills to the environment (ENV-6). These indicators
are likely to be material issues for your reporting and are primarily data oriented supported by
information about how you manage risks.
Because of its potential to harm people and the environment ‘loss of containment’- of either gas or
oil - is one of the industry’s most critical risks. These two indicators encourage you to report fully
on this risk – with SHS-6 focused on safety consequences and ENV-6 on environmental impact.
Because the indicators are related by the same basic type of risk, you may wish to inform readers
about how the overall risk is managed by your company and to cross-refer between your
discussions on process safety and oil spills.
The core reporting element SHS-6 C1 records the number of significant Process Safety Events.
These serious loss of containment events caused, or had the potential to cause, loss of life or a
serious fire. The criteria for this indicator are defined by recommended practice published by API
and IOGP that are now generally accepted for the upstream and downstream oil and gas industry
globally. The indicator’s focus is safety - to record and learn from events so that oil and gas is
“kept in the pipe” and loss of containment does not occur.
While a gas release is hazardous because of the fire and explosion risk, an oil release can have
quite different and potentially catastrophic consequences for the environment and for people. For
this reason, ENV-6 reports the number and severity of loss of containment events that result in an
oil spills that has reached the environment – whether sea, river or land. The other elements of
Env-6 then focus on impacts, actions and responses to address oil spills.
In both SHS-6 and ENV-6, the additional reporting elements provide the opportunity to offer more
data on process safety events and oil spills. The other elements also then encourage qualitative
description of how the risks are managed. In SHS-6, the elements include a focus on ‘leading’
indicators to prevent loss of containment. In ENV-6, the elements report qualitatively on impacts,
actions and responses to address oil spills. Together, the indicators enable you to lay out the
overall picture of your systems and performance in managing a key industry risk.
For both indicators, companies can consider the range of options suggested by the reporting
elements that provide choice depending on the criticality of the issue for your activities. For
example, if you transport high volumes of products by ship or pipeline, you can place more
emphasis on these aspects within the oil spill or process safety disclosures of your report.

Reporting across your Value Chain
The oil gas industry encompasses a broad spectrum of activities, from extraction to supply of end products.
This spectrum is referred to as the value chain and our Guidance can be applied at any point in that chain.
The diagram below shows the range of activities that a fully ‘integrated’ oil and gas company – with broad
upstream and downstream activities – might pursue. Depending on the size of your company, you may
participate in some or all these activities. The processes in this Guidance can help you identify which are most
relevant to you.
Stakeholders may be particularly interested in either potential short- or long-term impacts of new activities
and technologies, such as hydraulic fracturing, oil sands and biofuels. While the issues and indicators in the
Guidance are general enough to cover emerging activities and issues, you may decide that any specific issue
requires higher prominence even if it does not yet represent a significant proportion of your business. These
decisions are usually drawn out through discussions with stakeholders during your materiality assessment.
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Lifecycles and the Circular Economy
A company’s activities at a single location may span several decades – for instance from early offshore
exploration to decommissioning of a platform. Therefore, we encourage companies to consider the lifecycle
benefits and effects of their activities across the value chain.
Likewise, a company’s products have a lifecycle of benefits and effects. For example, it is possible to assess
the environmental ‘wells to wheels’ impact of a fuel – from production to use – across the entire value chain.
Taking a lifecycle approach – including any formal lifecycle analysis – can help you make sure your report
covers the right issues with the right priority.
We also encourage companies to demonstrate their interaction with the ‘circular economy’ – in which
resources are kept in use for as long as possible, with the maximum value extracted before being recovered or
regenerated at the end of their service life. You might want to highlight your company’s response to the risks
and opportunities that arise, as well as describing the actions you are taking to reduce waste, improve energy
efficiency, recycle, or re-formulate products, such as plastics.
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APPENDIX A: DETAILED GUIDANCE ON DEVELOPING A REPORTING
BOUNDARY
The guidance below provides three steps to help you determine which parts of your company will provide data
and how that data will be consolidated for each of your indicators:
1.
2.
3.

Define your reporting boundary based on how your company is organized, including a list of every
reporting unit that you will be asking to provide data – be it assets, people or processes.
For each of your chosen indicators, determine whether an operational, equity share, workforce or
corporate approach should be applied to consolidate data within your reporting boundary (see below
for details on these four approaches).
Collect data at a local, national or global level based on the scope of each indicator and its associated
reporting elements.

Our description of the reporting boundary process is deliberately generic. More detailed guidance may be
available and referred to in specific indicators. This may be useful if you’re planning to use the data for other
purposes, such as comparisons within or between companies.

STEP 1: DEFINE YOUR REPORTING BOUNDARY
We recommend you start by identifying all the reporting units within your company. Reporting units should
ideally represent the smallest practical building blocks, reflecting the internal management of your company,
while allowing data to be reported at local, country, regional or global levels, as needed. A reporting unit can
be all or part of a subsidiary company, joint venture, investment, facility, plant, office or business location,
depending on the company.
Reporting units manage assets that provide benefits to stakeholders and financial value to the company, but
they also have associated environmental, social or economic risks. Assets may be operated and/or owned by
the reporting company. Oil and gas reporting units are generally grouped by types of upstream and
downstream activities. They may also be grouped in a certain way for financial accounting, which can be a
useful starting point.
Defining your reporting boundary can be complex because two or more companies may be commercially
involved in one asset and work together under a variety of legal forms. To help consolidate your data (see Step
2), each reporting unit usually:
•
•
•
•

represents a discrete piece of business that is unlikely to be split during internal restructuring or
portfolio change;
manages assets operated by a single company;
manages assets that have the same reporting company ownership; and
covers a narrow range of related business activities located in one country.

A reporting unit’s manager is generally responsible for providing complete, relevant and accurate indicator
data. It is good practice to check that your list of reporting units is sufficiently inclusive to make sure that
your consolidated data fully addresses your material issues. This helps provide a complete picture of
performance (see Section 2, general reporting principle on completeness).

STEP 2: CONSOLIDATE DATA WITHIN YOUR REPORTING BOUNDARY
The indicators in the Guidance are intended to help you provide data that is representative of the benefits and
impacts of your whole company. There are several approaches you can take within your reporting boundary,
depending on the purpose and scope of each chosen indicator. Table 5 shows the four most common data
consolidation approaches that are relevant to this Guidance. It should be noted that more than one approach
may be applicable for any indicator depending on which reporting elements you choose.
When calculating normalized quantities (see Section 3), for example emissions, it is important to make sure
that your reporting boundary and chosen consolidation approach are consistent with both your indicator data
and normalization factor.
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FOUR APPROACHES FOR CONSOLIDATING DATA WITHIN THE REPORTING BOUNDARY
Operational approach
Also referred to as operational control, this is the most common data consolidation method, especially for
environmental data. It reflects legal and contractual requirements, as well as internal policies, for the
management of potential health, safety, environment and social impacts and benefits. Data is collected by
reporting units for the assets that they operate even if partly owned by other companies. Data is not
collected for assets operated by other companies. The operational approach generally collects and
consolidates all data from assets that meet either of the following criteria:
•
•

the asset is operated by the company, whether for itself, or under a contractual obligation to other
owners or participants in the asset (for example, in a joint venture or other such commercial
arrangement); or
the asset is a joint venture (or equivalent commercial arrangement), and operated by another joint
venture partner, in respect of which the company can determine management and board level
operational decisions of the joint venture.

Given the industry’s complexity, uncertainty about which assets should be included or not is common. For
example, one area that frequently causes a dilemma is mobile assets, such as vehicles or ships. These assets
should be included when owned and operated by the reporting unit. However, if they are owned by others
and leased or chartered to the reporting unit, the following guidance may be useful:
•
•

Vehicles, aircraft or rail rolling stock not owned by the company but contractually dedicated to
exclusive business use by the reporting unit are generally included as operated assets for reporting.
This excludes ‘spot’ charters that are available for regular business use by other parties.
When considering marine vessels, an asset would typically be included when the reporting unit holds
the International Safety Management Code Document of Compliance (DOC).

Alternative criteria for mobile assets may apply when consolidating GHG emissions or other data if a
company is reporting to an external, regulated or voluntary scheme.
The operational approach aligns with reporting on the performance of management systems (see GOV-2),
which generally set processes and procedures for the same operated assets and activities. When applying
the operational approach as noted above, it is important that 100% of the data from your operated assets is
included and the data should not be reduced in proportion to a reporting company’s percentage share of
the activity.
Equity share approach
This approach is based on asset ownership (or share of financial benefits) and in this guidance primarily
refers to the consolidation of GHG emissions data (GHG-4). Unlike the operational approach, data is
generally consolidated from all owned, or partly owned, assets in proportion to the reporting unit’s
percentage share of equity in the assets. In contrast to the operational approach, this means data are
consolidated from assets partially owned, but not operated by, the reporting company, as well as from
operated assets that are wholly or partially owned—thus, irrespective of who the operator is, data are
consolidated but only in proportion to the reporting company’s ownership of each asset. This approach is,
therefore, closely aligned with financial reporting and is intended to provide a more complete picture of
potential responsibilities.
More detail is provided on this approach in the companion IPIECA/API/IOGP document Petroleum Industry
Guidelines for Reporting Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
Workforce approach
This approach consolidates data related to activities that affect employees in the reporting unit’s operated
assets. Depending on the indicator scope, it can also be used for contractual work that the reporting unit
manages, or third parties affected by the activities. The data is generally limited to occupational activities
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that occur in the working environment and can also be applied to measures such as training. This approach
is a useful partner to the operational approach.
As well as production facilities and offices, the work environment may also include road vehicles, aircraft,
ships, survey locations, community property, supplier depots or customer premises. The indicator scope
sections in this guidance may also define specific activities that are excluded, such as commuting, or
voluntary participation in fitness programmes. This approach is commonly used for indicators that record
health and safety incidents caused by the activities of operated assets, and may also be applied to other
workforce measures, such as training.
Corporate approach
This approach applies to the consolidation of data regarding processes, policies and systems that are
developed at a company-wide level but may be implemented at locally, nationally or internationally. For
example, this could include marketing, research and development, lobbying and staff hiring practices. This
approach may be supported by case studies to demonstrate implementation at the asset level. In cases
where a company has a standardized policy that applies to everyone, it may not be necessary to consolidate
data – simpler processes, such as audits, may provide sufficient confirmation of policy assertions.
The application of the four consolidation approaches can be illustrated by considering a company that decides
to collect the following data from each reporting unit within its reporting boundary:
Operational approach: direct GHG emissions (CCE-4) data from significant stationary and mobile
sources are collected and consolidated based on all emissions from assets operated by the reporting
company, to demonstrate its efforts to reduce emissions.
b) Equity share approach: direct GHG emissions (CCE-4) data from significant stationary and mobile
sources are collected and then consolidated in proportion to the reporting company’s percentage
share of emissions from its part- or wholly-owned assets (both operated and non-operated), because
the company wishes to provide information on the significance of its emissions in a manner more
aligned with its financial reporting.
c) Workforce approach: data on injuries, illnesses and hours worked (SHS-3) are collected and
consolidated for each reporting unit’s employees and contractors because the company recognizes its
responsibility to manage occupational safety and health risks.
d) Corporate approach: the company provides a description of its corporate policies and practices for
local procurement (SOC-13) supported by case studies to illustrate how it applies consistent policies
in host countries.

a)

STEP 3: COLLECT DATA WITHIN YOUR INDICATOR SCOPE
It is important to create distinction between the activities and assets managed by reporting units that make up
the company’s reporting boundary and its indicator scope.
The ‘scope’ of each indicator in this guidance helps to narrow the relevance of reporting elements to help you
ensure your data is applicable and focused on how your company has managed an issue. The scope, supported
by definitions of terms, provides direction on the extent and limitations of the indicator to reflect the
potential impact of your company’s activities. This scope is intended to provide clarity, consistency,
comparability and relevance for each indicator.
Depending on the materiality of an issue and the extent of its impact, you will need to make sure you have a
complete set of relevant data for each selected indicator. Relevance and completeness will vary for different
issues and, therefore, each scope section contains specific guidance for the respective indicator. Options on
reporting relevant data or information for that indicator are then provided as reporting elements.
The indicator scope includes potential impacts, or benefits, to parties not directly managed by the company.
For example, the scope of indicators may include contractors, suppliers, customers, local communities or
governments.
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The examples below demonstrate how the indicators can provide options to increase your reporting scope
beyond activities that relate to your directly managed operations and employees:
•
•
•

The scope of the GHG emissions (CCE-4) indicator gives you the option to report ‘indirect’ emissions
data related to power supplied by plants owned or operated by others, as well as reporting your own
‘direct’ emissions.
As well as an indicator to report on how a company might address human rights due diligence (SOC-1),
a separate indicator provides scope to report on human rights and suppliers (SOC-2). Similarly,
another indicator addresses local procurement (SOC-13) and local supplier development (SOC-15).
The health and safety indicator on occupational injury and illness incidents (SHS-3) applies to
contractors as well as employees, while the product stewardship (SHS-5) indicator includes scope to
address how a company communicates product risks to customers.

REPORTING BEYOND YOUR BOUNDARY
You might want to extend the collection and consolidation of your data beyond your defined reporting
boundary, although this would usually only apply to certain indicators where an issue is particularly material.
This could include:
•

•

Large joint ventures where the company is not the operator but has a substantial equity share. While
GHG emissions data can be consolidated using both equity share and operational approaches, you
might want to add further detail to a specific joint venture’s sustainability performance, supported
by available data from the joint venture.
Some contracted activities, such as road transport or shipping, may be partially excluded from the
consolidated data because certain assets are non-operated, or the activities are outside the indicator
scope. However, you might want to expand the description of risks or incidents, or other potentially
significant impacts, and discuss mitigation measures, supported by available data.

While you may want to include this additional data and its source, it should be reported separately so that a
base comparison can still be made on the data within your company’s reporting boundary.
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[To update]

Table 5 : Typical use of consolidation approaches within the reporting boundary
Is s u e C ateg o r y

C lim ate c h an g e an d en er g y

E c o s y s tem r es o u r c es

L o c al en v ir o n m en t

Wo r kfo r c e p r o tec tio n
Pr o d u c t h ealth , s afety an d en v ir o n m en tal r is ks
A s s et in teg r ity an d p r o c es s s afety

C o m m u n ity an d s o c iety

L o c al c o n ten t

Hu m an r ig h ts

Bu s in es s eth ic s an d tr an s p ar en c y

L ab o u r p r ac tic es

In d ic ato r

Data Consolidation Approach
O p er atio n al

E q u ity S h ar e

Wo r kfo r c e

C o r p o r ate

E1: Greenhouse gas emissions
E2: Energy use
E3: Alternative energy sources
E4: Flared gas
E5: Biodiversity and ecosystem services
E6: Fresh water
E7: Other air emissions
E8: Spills to the environment
E9: Discharges to water
E10: Waste
HS1: Workforce participation
HS2: Workforce health
HS3: Occupational injury and illness incidents
HS4: Product stewardship
HS5: Process safety
SE1: Community impacts and engagement
SE2: Indigenous peoples
SE3: Involuntary resettlement
SE4: Social investment
SE5: Local content practices
SE6: Local hiring practices and performance
SE7: Local procurement and supplier development
SE8: Human rights due diligence
SE9: Human rights and supplers
SE10: Security and human rights
SE11 Preventing corruption
SE12: Preventing corruption involving business partners
SE13:Transparency of payments to host governments
SE14: Political advocacy and lobbying
SE15: Workforce diversity and inclusion
SE16: Workforce engagement
SE17: Workforce training and development
SE18: Non-retaliation and grievance system
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APPENDIX B: MEASUREMENT UNITS AND CONVERSION FACTORS (FROM
IOGP)
Reporting companies are encouraged to use generally accepted international units and to provide
standard conversion factors. The examples below have been provided by IOGP and are taken from its
report No 2.59/197 on Methods for estimating atmospheric emissions from E & P operations – 1994.
These conversion factors should only be used when the data units differ from those required but the ad
hoc conversion factor is not known (for example, when data related to the quantity of oil produced are
expressed in barrels of oil equivalent (BOE) instead of metric tonnes but the mean density of the oil
produced is unknown).
The assumptions underlying the conversion factors are:
• density of the oil
• density of the condensate
• density of the associated gas
• density of the non-associated gas
• density of chemicals, solvents, and all other products spilled
Conversion Factors for Hydrocarbon production:
1 bbl of oil ≅ 0.159 m3
1 bbl of condensate
1000 m3 of associated gas
1000 m3 of non-associated gas
1000 ft3 of associated gas ≅ 28.3 m3
1000 ft3 of non-associated gas ≅ 28.3 m3
1000 bbl per day

0.84 t m-3
0.75 t m-3
1 kg m-3
0.80 kg m-3
1.0 t m-3

≅ 0.134 t (metric tonne)
≅ 0.119 t
≅ 1.00 t
≅ 0.80 t
≅ 0.0283 t
≅ 0.0226 t
≅ 48910 t per year

Conversion Factors for Atmospheric emissions:
Density:
0.714x10-3 t m-3
CH4:
Mean density:
2.89x10-3 t m-3 1 t SO3 ≅ 1.20 t SO2
SO2:
Mean density
2.02x10-3 t m-3 1 t NO ≅ 0.94 t NO2
NOx:
Density:
1.96x10-3 t m-3
CO2:
Conversion Factors for Produced Water discharges:
1 bbl
≅ 0.159 m3
≅ 58.0 m3 per annum
1 bbl per day
Conversion Factors for Oil Spills:
≅ 0.159 m3 or ≅ 0.134 t
1 bbl of oil ≅ 0.159 m3
1 bbl of condensate
≅ 0.119 t
1 bbl of chemicals & others
≅ 0.159 t
Conversion Factors for Energy Consumption:
1 calorie
= 4.1868 joule
GCV = Gross calorific value (= Higher heating value, HHV)
NCV = Net calorific value (= Lower heating value, LHV)
Diesel qualities (density and heating value) may differ from one part of the world to another. In lack of
correct (local) data, the following values may be used:
1 t of diesel oil
1 m3 of diesel oil

≅ 42.8 GJ (GigaJoules)
≅ 36.0 GJ, assuming a density of 0.84 t/m3
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Field specific data for net calorific values (NCV) should be used if available. If such data are unavailable,
the following values can be used:
1 Sm3 of natural gas (gas fields)
1 Sm3 of associated gas (oil fields)
1 Sm3 of gas, unspecified

≅ 38 MJ (MegaJoules)
≅ 42 MJ
≅ 40 MJ

Ratios between GCV and NCV depend on hydrocarbon composition. Field specific data should
therefore be used if available: If such data are unavailable, the following values can be used:
Gas:
Oil:
Unspecified HC (oil and gas):

GCV/NCV
GCV/NCV
GCV/NCV

≅ 1.1
≅ 1.05
≅ 1.075

The following default conversion factor can be used for purchased electricity, and assumes that the
efficiency of electricity produced is 38% of the heat input:
1 kWh = 0.0096 GJ
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APPENDIX C: GLOSSARY
Note: the references in square parentheses refer to a Module, Indicator or Appendix in the Guidance
where further definitional information is provided.
Alternative energy: The energy derived from non-fossil fuel sources [CCE-3].
Asset integrity: A systematic approach to ensuring the safe containment of hazardous materials or energy
by applying good design, construction and operating principles [SHS-6]. In this Guidance, this term is used
synonymously with Process safety.
Barrel of oil equivalent (BOE): For liquids, one BOE equals one barrel of oil or condensate. For gases, one
BOE equals approximately 5,800 standard cubic feet (SCF) of gas.
Baseline: Dated information or data that establishes a reference point against which performance trends
can be consistently assessed on a regular, usually annual, basis.
Benchmarking: The process of assessing relative performance against a group of peers.
Biodiversity: Biological diversity, or biodiversity, is very broadly the variety of life on earth at the genetic,
species, and ecosystem levels of biological organization [ENV-3].
Biofuel: A fuel produced from organic matter produced by plants [CCE-3].
Biomass: The total dry organic matter or stored energy content of living organisms [CCE-3].
Bribery: The payment of money or the provision of another benefit to someone in business or
government to influence that person’s judgment or conduct in order to gain commercial advantage
[GOV-3].
Business activities: The types of oil and gas industry operations or other commercial affairs of a company,
such as Exploration, Production, Pipelines, Shipping, Refining, Marketing or Petrochemicals.
Business partners: Organization with which the reporting company has some form of commercial alliance
or contract.
Carbon dioxide (CO2): A naturally occurring greenhouse gas that is also emitted during combustion when
burning fossil fuels and biomass [CCE-4].
Child labour: The use of children as workers below the minimum age at which they can enter into
different kinds of work.
Climate change: Statistical variation in the distribution of weather which, at a global level, has been
associated with increased levels of atmospheric CO2 produced largely by the increasing combustion of
fossil fuels from the 20th century onwards [CCE-1,2,3 and 4].
CO2 equivalent: A convenient scale for comparing and combining emissions of different Greenhouse Gas
(GHG) species. The CO2-equivalent emission is obtained by multiplying the emission of a GHG species by
its Global Warming Potential (GWP). For a mix of GHG species it is obtained by summing the CO2equivalent emissions of each gas (see CCE-4 in the Climate Change and Energy module for a list of species
and guidance on selection of GWPs).
Cogeneration/combined heat and power (CHP): A facility producing electricity and steam or heat
simultaneously using the same fuel supply to achieve energy efficiency and lower emissions [CCE-6].
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Consolidation: The process of gathering and aggregating information (usually quantitative data)
from a company’s business activities within its Reporting boundary to generate Indicators of overall
company performance [Reporting Process module, Appendix A].
Communities: A group of people who share a common sense of identity and interact with one another on
a sustained basis [SOC-9].
Containment: See Primary containment and Secondary containment.
Appendix F
Continuous improvement: A cyclic process applied by management for planning, implementing,
measuring and reviewing the company’s activities in order to achieve better performance.
Contractor: In the context of the Workforce, a contractor refers to a person not employed directly
by the reporting company who performs services under contract for the company, especially at one of
its worksites.
Corruption: Any dishonest or illegal practice that results in loss of business integrity [GOV-3]. (See also
Bribery.)
Cultural heritage: Protection of archaeological and historic resources such as ancient sites and buildings,
together with respect for local customs, language, lifestyles, religion and history. [SOC-10]
Cuttings: In drilling, pieces of drilled rocks brought to the surface by the returning drilling mud stream
[ENV-6, ENV-7]
Direct energy: The amount of Primary energy used by a facility or its equipment to generate power or
heat [CCE-6].
Direct GHG emissions: GHG emitted from sources at company facilities [CCE-4].
Discharges: In this Guidance, refers to releases of liquids (products, by-products or waste streams) into
water or land [ENV-2, ENV-6].
Discrimination: A prejudicial outlook, action or treatment towards a person or a group of people.
Discrimination may be based on race, colour, gender, religion, political opinion, nationality, social origin,
social status, indigenous status, disability, age [SOC-5, SOC-8, SOC-10].
Downstream: Operations involving the refining, processing, distribution, and marketing of products
derived from oil and gas, including service stations.
Drilling mud: The fluids used in drilling to control pressure and serve as a lubricant [ENV-6, ENV-7].
Ecosystem: A dynamic complex of communities of living organisms and their non-living environment
interacting as a functional unit [ENV-4].
Ecosystem services: The benefits (direct and indirect) that people obtain from ecosystems [ENV-3, ENV4].
Emissions: The release of gases, vapours, fumes, mist, and particulate matter into the atmosphere [CCE4, CCE-7, ENV-5].
Employee: A person legally contracted and paid directly by a company to undertake work associated
with its Business activities.
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Energy efficiency: The ratio of measured output to energy input which describes efforts to use energy in
a responsible manner such that maximum benefit is achieved for the resource consumed [CCE-6].
Energy intensity: Energy use divided by the appropriate normalization factor for a business
activity, e.g. production volume, refinery throughput [CCE-6].
Energy use: The total Primary energy used by a facility calculated as the sum of Direct energy and
Imported energy less any Exported energy [CCE-6].
Environment: An external setting comprised of its physical, chemical, biological and social components.
In this Guidance, the term ‘environment’ refers especially to the natural environment, which broadly
includes all non-anthropogenic living and non-living entities, whether solid, liquid or gas, occurring
naturally on earth.
Environmental impact: The outcome of actions or events on the natural environment; while impacts
may be beneficial, in this Guidance, the term refers to adverse, undesirable outcomes.
Environmental management system (EMS): A set of processes and procedures applied by managers to
assess and implement actions or programmes to mitigate environmental impacts from operations.
Equity share: The percentage of ownership or economic interest in an operation [CCE-4, Reporting
Process module Appendix A].
Event: An unplanned or uncontrolled outcome of a business operation or activity that has, or could have,
contributed to an injury, illness, or physical damage or environmental damage. [SHS-3, SHS-6]
Exploration: The activities of a company to find naturally occurring fossil fuels. (See also Upstream.)
Appendix F
Exported energy: The Primary energy content of a fuel or other source required to produce power (in
the form of electricity, heat or steam) that is exported from the facility [CCE-6].
Fatality: An occurrence of death resulting from an Incident [SHS-3].
Fatal accident rate: The aggregate number of Employee or Contractor fatalities that have occurred within
the company’s Workforce during a stated period of time, reported as a rate (frequency) per 100 million
hours worked during the same time period [SHS-3].
Fatal incident rate: The aggregate number of Incidents resulting in Employee or Contractor fatalities that
have occurred during a stated period of time, reported as a rate (frequency) per 100 million hours
worked during the same time period [SHS-3].
First-tier supplier: An organization that supplies goods and/or services directly to the company, i.e.
without the use of an intermediate organization [SOC-15].
Flared gas: Total mass (or volume) of hydrocarbon directed to operational flare systems, wherein the
hydrocarbons are consumed through combustion [CCE-7].
Flaring: The burning of gases in a thermal destruction device; includes flaring of associated gas
from oil production [CCE-7].
Freedom of association: The right of Employees to form and join groups for the promotion and defence
of their occupational interests [SOC-1].
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Fresh water: Naturally occurring above-ground and underground non-brackish water. Typically used as
drinking water, potable water or in agriculture [ENV-1].
Fresh water returned: The Fresh water discharged from a facility (directly or via a third party) into a
freshwater body or aquifer [ENV-1].
Fresh water withdrawn: The volume of Fresh water removed from all sources, including surface water,
groundwater, harvested rainwater and municipal water supply [ENV-1].
Fresh water net consumption: The difference between Fresh water withdrawn and Fresh water
returned [ENV-1].
Fugitive emissions: The mass of uncontrolled releases of gas from pressurized process equipment,
such as valves, flanges, pump and compressor seals, and open-ended lines, as well as tanks where
hydrocarbons are exposed to the atmosphere [CCE-4, ENV-5].
GHG emissions from exported energy: The amount of Direct GHG emissions related to production of
power (in the form of electricity, heat or steam) that is supplied to a third party [CCE-4].
GHG intensity: GHG emissions divided by an appropriate output factor for a business activity such
as oil and gas production or refinery throughput [CCE-4].
Global warming: An overall increase in world temperatures which may be caused by additional
heat being trapped by Greenhouse gases.
Global warming potential (GWP): A factor which estimates the contribution to Global warming of a
given mass of a Greenhouse gas species, relative to the same mass of CO2 [CCE-4].
Greenhouse gases (GHGs): Gases in the atmosphere that absorb and emit radiation within the thermal
infrared range and may consequently contribute to Global warming. For the purpose of these Guidelines,
GHGs are the six gases (or families of gases) listed in the Kyoto Protocol [CCE-4].
Hazardous waste: Waste that is defined as hazardous, toxic, dangerous, listed, priority, special or
some other similar term as defined by an appropriate country, regulatory agency or authority [ENV-7].
Health impact assessment (HIA): A process to assess potential effects of a project on the health of
a population [SHS-2].
Health risk assessment (HRA): A process that aims to identify health hazards, evaluate risks to health, and
determine appropriate control and recovery measures [SHS-2].
Human rights: Rights inherent to all human beings, regardless of race, sex, nationality, ethnicity,
language, religion, or any other status. Human rights include the right to life and liberty, freedom from
slavery and torture, freedom of opinion and expression, the right to work and education, and many
more. Everyone is entitled to these rights, without discrimination. [SOC-1, SOC-2, SOC-3, SOC-4].
Human rights defender: a person who, individually or with others, acts to promote or protect human
rights. [SOC-9].
Appendix F
Impact: An environmental, health, security, safety, or economic consequence resulting from a company’s
activities. An impact may be positive (i.e. beneficial) or negative (i.e. detrimental) to the environment or
society.
Imported energy: The amount of Primary energy to produce power which has been purchased and used
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by the company, in the form of electricity, heat or steam [CCE-6].
Incident: An unplanned or uncontrolled Event or chain of Events that has resulted in Recordable
injury, illness, or physical or environmental damage. [SHS-3].
Indicator: Information or data which provides evidence of a company’s performance in addressing
sustainability issues which are material for reporting.
Indigenous communities, peoples and nations: Social groups, with unique characteristics and identities,
that historically existed before the development of the dominant societal group in a country or territory
[SOC-10].
Indirect GHG emissions for imported energy: GHG emissions that occur at the point of generating
power that is supplied by a third party in the form of electricity, heat or steam for use in the reporting
company’s facilities [CCE-4].
Issues: Identified sustainability aspects, benefits or impacts of a company’s activities.
Local: The use of this term may differ in a report depending on the issue being described or indicator
used, and additional context is usually required for clarity. ‘Local’ can be used to narrowly reference
neighbouring communities or the natural environment adjacent to company activities, or to
provide wider reference to national or regional geographies.
Loss of primary containment (LOPC): An unplanned or uncontrolled release of any material from Primary
containment, including non-toxic and non-flammable materials (e.g. steam, hot condensate, nitrogen,
compressed CO2 or compressed air) [SHS-6].
Lost time illness: An Occupational illness that resulted in an Employee or Contractor fatality or Lost
workday [SHS-3].
Lost time illness rate: The aggregate number of Employee or Contractor Lost time illnesses that have
occurred within the company’s Workforce during a stated period of time, reported as a rate (frequency)
per million hours worked during the same time period [SHS-3].
Lost time injury: An Occupational injury that resulted in an Employee or Contractor fatality or Lost
workday [SHS-3].
Lost time injury rate: The aggregate number of Employee or Contractor Lost time injuries that have
occurred within the company’s Workforce during a stated period of time, reported as a rate (frequency)
per million hours worked during the same time period [SHS-3].
Lost workday: A severity classification for an Occupational injury or an Occupational illness incident that
resulted in a person being unfit for work on any day after the occurrence of the Incident, irrespective of
whether work was scheduled for that day [SHS-3].
Marketing: The facilities and process steps to supply products from refining to customers, including
distribution terminals, transportation and retail.
Materiality: A process to determine the Issues relevant to the company and its stakeholders for
inclusion in its Sustainability reporting, including the relative importance and prominence of each issue.
Methane (CH4): A hydrocarbon compound that is the primary component of natural gas and
designated a greenhouse gas [CCE-5].
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Near miss: An unplanned on uncontrolled Event or chain of Events that has not resulted in recordable
injury, illness, or physical damage or environmental damage but had the potential to do so in other
circumstances [SHS-3].
Nitrogen oxides (NOx): A general term for nitrogen oxide gases. These are produced by combustion and
contribute to the formation of smog and acid rain [ENV-5].
Non-financial reporting: A term synonymous with Sustainability reporting. The term ‘non-financial’ is
used by some companies to distinguish these reports from more traditional company financial reports.
Non-governmental organization (NGO): A non-profit group organized outside of institutionalized political
structures to realize particular social objectives or serve particular constituencies.
Appendix F
Non-hazardous waste: Waste, other than Hazardous waste, resulting from company operations, including
process and oil field wastes disposed of, on site or off site, as well as office, commercial or packaging
related wastes [ENV-7].
Normalization: The ratio of a quantitative indicator output (e.g. emissions) to an aggregated measure of
another output (e.g. oil and gas production or refinery throughput) [Reporting Process module].
Occupational illness: An Employee or Contractor health condition or disorder requiring medical treatment
due to a workplace Incident, typically involving multiple exposures to hazardous substances or to physical
agents. Examples include noise-induced hearing loss, respiratory disease, and contact dermatitis [SHS-3].
Occupational injury: Harm of an Employee or Contractor resulting from a single instantaneous workplace
incident that results in medical treatment (beyond simple first aid), work restrictions, days away
from work (lost time) or a Fatality [SHS-3].
Operating area: An area where business activities take place with potential to interact with the adjacent
environment [ENV-4].
Operation: A generic term used to denote any kind of business activity involving product-related
processes, such as production, manufacturing and transport. Note: the term oil and gas operations used
in the Guidance is intended to be broad and inclusive of other types of product, such as chemicals.
Particulate matter: A complex mixture of small particles or droplets such as salts, organic chemicals,
metals and soil particles [ENV-5].
Petrochemicals: Chemical products derived from oil and gas.
Pipelines: Construction and use of facilities to transport liquid or gaseous hydrocarbons over long
distances in above-ground, below-ground or underwater pipes.
Primary containment: The vessel, pipe, barrel, equipment or other barrier that is designed to keep a
material within it [ENV-6, ENV-7, SHS-6].
Primary energy: The energy content of a hydrocarbon fuel or other energy source used to produce
power, usually in the form of electricity, heat or steam [CCE-6].
Process safety: A systematic approach to ensuring the safe containment of hazardous materials or
energy by applying good design, construction and operating principles [SHS-6]. In this Guidance, this term
is used synonymously with Asset integrity.
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Process safety event: A Recordable Loss of primary containment. Process safety event rate: The number
of Process safety events per 1,000,000 (1 million) work hours (production and drilling work hours only).
Produced water: Water that is brought to the surface during operations which extract hydrocarbons from
oil and gas reservoirs [ENV-6].
Product: Any material of commercial value which is extracted, processed, refined, manufactured or
transported by an oil and gas company.
Product life cycle: The various stages of a Product’s existence—from procuring the raw materials, to
manufacture, distribution and use of the product, to how it is disposed of or recycled at the end of its
usefulness [SHS-5, ENV-7].
Product stewardship: The process of addressing and communicating health, safety and environmental
risks associated with oil and gas products [SHS-5].
Production: the activities of a company to extract naturally occurring fossil fuel resources.
Recordable: A type of Event, Incident, injury, illness, release or other outcome which has been
determined to meet or exceed definitions, criteria or thresholds for inclusion and classification in
reported data.
Recovered hydrocarbons: The amount of spilled hydrocarbons removed from the environment
through short-term spill response activities. It does not include longer-term remediation or oil which
evaporates or burns [ENV-6].
Refining: Operating plant and processes to convert extracted hydrocarbons (crude oil, condensates and
natural gas) into fuel, lubricants and other products for marketing to customers.
Renewable energy: Primary energy sources that are constantly replenished by natural processes
including solar, hydro, geothermal and wind power, as well as biomass [CCE-2, CCE-3].
Reporting: Disclosing relevant information and data to internal and external stakeholders such as
management, Employees, governments, regulators, shareholders, the general public, local communities
or specific interest groups.
Reporting boundary: A defined list of organizational units based on a company’s entities, assets and
Business activities from which information is Consolidated for reporting an Indicator [Reporting Process
module, Appendix A].
Resettlement: Voluntary or involuntary relocation of individuals or communities due to land use
requirements associated with industry operations [SOC-11].
Reused, recycled or recovered waste: Waste from an industrial or commercial process that is not
disposed of, but beneficially used again in the same or another process [ENV-7].
Rightsholders: Individuals or social groups that have particular entitlements in relation to specific dutybearers. In general terms, all human beings are rights-holders under the Universal Declaration of Human
Rights. In particular contexts, there are often specific social groups whose human rights are not fully
realized, respected or protected. More often than not, these groups tend to include women/girls, ethnic
minorities, Indigenous Peoples, migrants and youth, for example. A human rights-based approach does
not only recognize that the entitlements of rights-holders needs to be respected, protected and fulfilled,
it also considers rights-holders as active agents in the realization of human rights and development –
both directly and through organizations representing their interests.
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Risk: The combination of likelihood (frequency) and severity (consequence) of potential adverse impacts,
from actions or events, on the environment or people.
Safety Data Sheet (SDS): Information provided on hazards, risks, handling, storage and emergency
measures for users of a chemical product [SHS-5].
Salient human rights: The human rights at risk of the most severe negative impact through the company’s
activities and business relationships. The most salient human rights for a business enterprise are those
that stand out as being most at risk. This will typically vary according to the sector and operating context.
The UN Guiding Principles make clear that an enterprise should not focus exclusively on the most salient
human rights issues and ignore others that might arise. But the most salient rights will logically be the
ones on which it concentrates its primary efforts.
Secondary containment: An impermeable physical barrier specifically designed to prevent leakage of
materials into the environment that have breached primary containment [ENV-6].
Shipping: Transport of oil or gas by ocean, sea or river using specifically designed vessels [SHS-4].
Significance: A judgement determined by the company on whether a specific aspect, impact, event,
action or other type of outcome of a company’s activities or performance is sufficiently important in
terms of management and/or reporting. The judgement may be informed by a number of factors such as
the extent of actual or potential consequences, local stakeholder concerns, regulatory or legal exposure,
or risk/impact assessment processes.
Note: in this Guidance, ‘significant’ applies to individual, usually localized, outcomes whereas ‘material’
applies to an entire issue which can be informed by multiple outcomes across the entire company and
reflects the issue’s relevance to the company’s management and stakeholders overall. A significant
localized impact, such as a major safety incident, can result in a material issue for the company as a whole
(or affect the materiality of an existing issue).
Social investment: Social investment (SI) programmes are the voluntary and/or regulatory contributions
companies make to the communities and broader societies where they operate, with the objective of
mutually benefiting external stakeholders and the company.
Spill to the environment: Any unintended release of liquids or solids associated with current operation,
from Primary containment or Secondary containment, into the environment.
Stakeholders: People that affect, or are affected by, company activities or operations (e.g. customers,
shareholders, management, Employees, Suppliers, local communities, advocacy groups and government).
Subcontractors: Secondary Contractors who are contracted by a supplier (and not by the reporting
company directly) to perform some or all the supplier’s contractual obligations to the reporting
company.
Sulphur dioxide (SO2): An emission that results primarily from the combustion of sulphur in
hydrocarbons and contributes to acid rain and other air quality problems [ENV-5].
Supplier: A third-party organization paid by the company under contract to provide goods and/or
services.
Supply chain: Entire network of entities, directly or indirectly interlinked and/or interdependent in
serving the same consumer or customer with goods and/or services.
Sustainability reporting: Defined, for this Guidance, as reporting on the range of environmental, health
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and safety, social, and economic issues and impacts that relate to oil and gas company activities.
Companies may use a variety of other terms for this type of reporting, such as non-financial reporting,
corporate responsibility, corporate citizenship, or environmental, social and governance.
Total recordable illness rate: The aggregate number of Employee or Contractor Occupational illnesses
that are recordable and have occurred within the company’s Workforce during a stated period of time,
reported as a rate or frequency per million hours worked during the same time period [SHS-3].
Total recordable injury rate: The aggregate number of Employee or Contractor Occupational injuries that
are recordable and have occurred within the company’s workforce during a stated period of time,
reported as a rate or frequency per million hours worked during the same time period [HS3].
Upstream: Activities and/or operations involving the exploration, development, and production of oil and
gas.
Venting: The controlled release of gases in the atmosphere. The gases might be natural gas or other
hydrocarbon vapours, water vapour and other gases, such as carbon dioxide, separated in the processing
of oil or natural gas [CCE-7].
Volatile organic compounds (VOCs): Organic compounds which vaporize in the atmosphere and may
participate in photochemical reactions. Where stipulated by local regulation, ethane and methane can be
excluded [ENV-5].
Waste: Material (solid or liquid) intended to be disposed of, reused, recycled or recovered either
on site or off site, that is the result of company operations [ENV-7].
Waste disposal: Final placement or destruction, on site or off site, of Waste under proper process and
authority with no intention to retrieve [ENV-7].
Workforce: All people undertaking work activities managed by a company, which can include
Employees, Contractors and others as specified in the company’s report.
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APPENDIX D: REPORTING FRAMEWORKS
In developing this reporting Guidance, we have considered the approach and content within a range
of other sustainability reporting frameworks. Over the past two decades, IPIECA, API and IOGP have
maintained open dialogue with the UN, GRI and other organisations to exchange information and
provide feedback on reporting frameworks.
While this guidance has been developed to provide sector-specific information on good practice in
sustainability reporting, the disclosure landscape is complex and ever-evolving. For example, much
of the information provided in sustainability reporting is also requested in questionnaires received
by companies directly from investors, NGOs, customer and suppliers, but there is no single set of
agreed upon disclosures. We therefore aim to reflect other good practice and understand
frameworks which are important to key stakeholders as we adapt them for our industry context.
The frameworks highlighted in this section (shown in alphabetical order) were the five most
commonly used by IPIECA members in 2019 to guide their reporting. We have also listed a number
of other well-established frameworks that are frequently used. This is by no means an exhaustive
catalogue of reporting frameworks, and does not reflect reporting requirements included in local,
national or international regulation, or associated with stock exchange listing requirements. The
inclusion of a framework does not imply IPIECA/IOGP/API endorsement of it.
You may wish to consider the additional reporting recommendations contained within these
frameworks, in the light of your material issues. Where relevant, framework documents are cited
within the References and Useful Links sections at the end of each module of the Guidance.
GRI
GRI is a well-established non-profit organisation that has developed sustainability reporting
guidelines, now published as a set of global standards. They feature a modular, interrelated
structure covering a range of economic, environmental and social topics. They are designed to be
used as a set by any organization that wants to report about its performance and impacts, and how
it contributes towards sustainable development.
The GRI Standards are categorised into four “series”:
•

•

The 100-series includes three universal Standards guiding reporters in using the Standards,
reporting an organisation´s relevant contextual information, and reporting how its material
topics are managed.
The 200/300/400 series provide topic-specific Standards to be used to report information on
an organisation´s material impacts related to economic, environmental and social topics
respectively.

Task Force on Climate-Related Financial Disclosures (TCFD)
The Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD), established in 2015 by the Financial
Stability Board, was tasked with developing voluntary, consistent climate-related financial disclosure
recommendations that would be useful to investors, lenders, and insurance underwriters in
understanding material risks. The 32 members of the TCFD were selected by the Financial Stability
Board from various organizations, including large banks, insurance companies, asset managers,
pension funds, large non-financial companies, accounting and consulting firms, and credit rating
agencies.
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In its work, the TCFD drew on member expertise, stakeholder engagement, and existing climaterelated disclosure regimes to develop recommendations for climate-related financial disclosures.
The TCFD developed their recommendations on climate-related financial disclosures to be applicable
to organizations across sectors and jurisdictions.
UN Global Compact
Commitment to the United Nations (UN) Global Compact includes the requirement to submit an
annual Communication on Progress (CoP) that can be met through publication of an annual
sustainability report. The CoP requires, as a minimum, a statement of the practical actions a
company has taken or plans to take implement the ten Global Compact Principles in four areas:
human rights, labour, environment, and anti-corruption.
UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights
The UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights are a set of guidelines for States and
companies to prevent, address and remedy human rights abuses committed in business operations.
They were proposed by UN Special Representative on business & human rights, John Ruggie, and
endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council in June 2011. In the same resolution, the UN Human
Rights Council established the UN Working Group on business & human rights. The UN’s separate
Reporting Framework provides 31 questions (eight of which provide minimum guidance) for
companies that wish to report on how they respect human rights.
UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs)
The 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) provide a framework for building a better world for
people and the planet by 2030. Adopted by all United Nations Member States in 2015, the SDGs are
a call for action by all countries - poor, rich and middle-income - to promote prosperity while
protecting the environment. They recognize that ending poverty must go hand-in-hand with
strategies that build economic growth and address a range of social needs including education,
health, equality and job opportunities, while tackling climate change and working to preserve our
ocean and forests.

Other Frameworks
International Organization for Standardization (ISO)
Since 1947, ISO have developed a range of well-established management system standards, many of
which are reviewed and updated periodically. The standards are often offered as part of a family or
series of documents that can be adopted by companies or integrated within their own internal
management systems.
Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI)
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The PRI provide six voluntary investment principles that offer a menu of possible actions for
incorporating ESG issues into responsible investment practices. Principle 3 focuses on ESG
disclosures including reporting using tools such as GRI or initiatives such as UNGC.
Sustainability Accounting Standards Board (SASB)
This non-profit organisation has developed sustainability accounting standards intended to support
annual statutory US filing (Form 10-K of the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission). Three
detailed SASB sector standards for the oil and gas industry have been published, covering
exploration and production, midstream activities, and refining and marketing,
The Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD)
The OECD’s Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises are recommendations addressed by
governments to multinational enterprises operating in or from adhering countries. They provide
non-binding principles and standards for responsible business conduct in a global context consistent
with applicable laws and internationally recognised standards. The Guidelines provide a
multilaterally agreed and comprehensive code of responsible business conduct that governments
have committed to promoting.
The OECD have also produced Due Diligence Guidance for Meaningful Stakeholder Engagement in
the Extractive Sector to help practitioners in the mining, oil and gas industries address the challenges
raised when engaging with stakeholders. The guidance provides a practical framework for identifying
and managing risks with regard to stakeholder engagement to ensure companies play a role in
avoiding and addressing adverse impacts. It includes an assessment framework for industry to
evaluate their stakeholder engagement performance and targeted guidance for specific stakeholder
groups such as indigenous peoples, women, workers and artisanal and small-scale miners.
CDP
CDP, formerly the Carbon Disclosure Project, runs a global disclosure platform that enables
companies, cities, states and regions to submit information on their environmental performance and
impacts. Data submitted to CDP is used to develop analysis of critical environmental risks,
opportunities and impacts of interest to investors, other businesses and policy makers.
CDP areas of focus cover climate change, water, and forests.
WBCSD / WRI
The WBCSD/WRI Greenhouse Gas Reporting Protocol provides comprehensive global standardized
frameworks to measure and manage greenhouse gas emissions from private and public sector
operations, value chains and mitigation actions. The contents of the Protocol are reflected in the
Climate Change and Energy module of the Guidance.
WBCSD provides other resources and programmes in support of good quality corporate reporting on
sustainability. This includes the Reporting Exchange source of information on sustainability
reporting, and the ‘Reporting Matters’ programme which seeks to improve the effectiveness of
reports. It involves analysis of sustainability reports from member companies against a set of
comprehensive indicators, and the possibility of feedback. An annual overview of reporting trends is
produced which showcases good practices and provides recommendations for how to improve.
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MODULE 2: GOVERNANCE AND BUSINESS ETHICS
This module covers a set of inter-related sustainability issues covering governance and
business ethics. It provides background about the issues, followed by guidance on
reporting and a set of related performance indicators.
Governance Introduction
and
Key points to address
Business
Indicators
Ethics
GOV-1: Governance approach
GOV-2: Management systems
GOV-3: Preventing corruption
GOV-4: Transparency of payments to host governments
GOV-5: Public advocacy and lobbying
Appendix
References and useful links
STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDANCE
The Guidance in its entirety is made up of the following inter-connected modules. All
modules, except for ‘Reporting process’ are accompanied by performance indicators.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting process (REP)
Governance and business ethics (GOV)
Climate change and energy (CCE)
Environment (ENV)
Safety, health and security (SHS)
Social (SOC)

The REP module provides good practice guidance on how and what to report. The
guidance covers important processes such stakeholder engagement, determining
materiality, developing narrative and reporting indicators.
Each of the other five modules introduce a set of related sustainability issues and provide
guidance on developing your narrative supported by relevant industry specific indicators
on these issues. In general terms, depending on materiality, your report’s narrative should
provide an overview of:
•
how you manage each issue;
•
your overall approach to the issue and any policies you have in place;
•
your management of risk and opportunity;
•
key initiatives and actions;
•
how you measure and monitor the issue; and
•
how you review and learn in pursuit of continuous improvement
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
The key points listed in this section have been developed through input from external
stakeholders and industry subject matter experts. The overarching points are intended to
inform your narrative, supported by the data and facts provided by the indicators that
follow. Unlike indicators that primarily aim to establish consistency of reporting, these
points provide an opportunity for your narrative to convey your company’s individual
characteristics and unique culture that underpins how you address impacts and contribute
to sustainability.
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INDICATORS
To support your narrative, informed by the key points above, you should report on any or
all of the suggested indicators, based on your material issues. Each indicator is defined by
its Scope and its core and additional Elements, supported by any specific definitions of
terms. The REP module also provides a set of general Guidance definitions in a Glossary.
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GOVERNANCE AND BUSINESS ETHICS
INTRODUCTION
Governance and Management
Interest from stakeholders on the impact that business has on society and the environment continues to
intensify. This is partly due to the breakdown in corporate governance on certain occasions, with
consequences that can threaten a company’s existence or its license to operate. This breakdown, caused
by legal violations, operational negligence, corruption, or the failure to follow acceptable standards of
corporate behaviour, can have swift, dramatic consequences for a company’s reputation or financial
stability. These consequences do not just affect employees and shareholders, but communities, families,
suppliers and customers.
As a result, some stakeholders, particularly non-governmental organizations (NGOs), are pressing the oil
and gas industry to disclose more detailed information about how they handle sustainability issues. They
are looking for assurance that the industry is systematically managing challenges that relate to safety,
security, the environment, climate change, ethical behaviour and human rights.
Equally, investors, on account of their fiduciary responsibilities, pay close attention to the way in which
businesses conduct their activities to ensure that financial and non-financial risks and opportunities are
properly managed. This can include a wide range of traditional and emerging non-financial topics, from
health and safety, to cyber security. As a result, investors are increasingly asking companies to provide
governance information to help them make their financial decisions and generate sustainable, long-term
returns. And the industry is responding with a growing number of companies now reporting in more detail
on environmental, social and governance (ESG) issues and the policies and procedures they use to
manage them. In particular, investors are looking for more forward-looking disclosures that demonstrate
board members and senior management are taking a long-term strategic view of their business risks and
opportunities and addressing changing societal expectations.
This Guidance encourages you to describe your governance systems, with which your board and
executives address critical sustainability issues and enterprise-level risks, such as climate change, safety
and human rights. Your report can also set out how all levels within your company, from management to
frontline staff, follow your principles, codes of conduct and systems to manage risks and opportunities.
You may also follow specific codes set out by host governments that follow, for example, the 2015 OECD
Principles on corporate governance.
Strong governance is supported by enterprise-wide management systems that document how you assess
and control risks, impacts and threats while constantly seeking opportunities to be more sustainable,
effective and successful. The system sets out consistent expectations for its operations when addressing
environment, security, safety, health or social risks and opportunities. Examples of issues addressed
could include major safety incidents, impacts on local communities, or conservation of freshwater and
biodiversity resources in developing countries. Separate management systems may address specific
topics such as the environment, or topics may be integrated under a common operating management
system (OMS, see example).
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Example – Integrated Operating Management System (OMS)
An integrated OMS provides a framework for documented requirements, processes and procedures
that apply to all levels and activities in a company. Figure 1 shows 10 elements that are underpinned
by the four fundamentals within the IOGP-IPIECA OMS Framework. An important fundamental that
underpins most management systems is the continuous improvement cycle of plan, do, check, act.
[Figure to be re-drawn with smaller PDCA cycle added and connected to the framework diagram]

Business Ethics
This module also addresses business ethical conduct processes, which are generally included in a
company’s high-level governance approach, principles and values, including any mission or vision
statements or a company’s constitution. The reporting guidance and indicators in this module will help
you describe your approach to business ethics, including your anti-corruption and business practices that
provide the principles, codes and rules to be followed by management, employees and suppliers at every
level.
In addition to being illegal in most countries, the bribery of private or public persons to obtain business
advantage can distort international competition and negatively affect economic and political progress.
UN, OECD, EU and other international conventions against corruption have been widely endorsed. At the
national level, many countries have anti-corruption measures, which include provisions often derived
from the international conventions. However, although similar in intent, the conventions and national
legislation can vary considerably in terms of scope and obligations. (see Useful links)
While legislation tackles corruption, there are practices that it does not always address clearly, including
facilitation payments, donations and gifts. Companies therefore commonly establish their own business
ethics policies supported by codes of conduct or integrity programmes which you can highlight in your
sustainability reporting.
Transparency is an important part of demonstrating ethical practice, particularly for revenue payments
to host governments, advocacy or lobbying. Oil and gas companies contribute large sums of money to the
economies of host governments. However, a lack of transparency can mask how that wealth is
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distributed, making it hard to see how revenues benefit a country and its communities – an effect that
contributes to what is known as ‘resource curse’. Revenue transparency gives your company a way to
disclose information about revenue from your activities in resource-rich countries. The best-known effort
to promote and standardize revenue transparency is the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative
(EITI), under which:
•
•
•

companies within a country report on their significant payments to the host government;
the host government reports what it receives; and
the host government issues a public report on company payments and government revenues.

Business can have an influence through their participation in public policy debates and legislative
developments. Engagement of this sort is both legitimate and necessary. Transparency regarding a
company’s political engagement and financial contributions is an important part of maintaining trust
with many stakeholders. It is good practice to discuss your position on advocacy and lobbying in your
report, including your position on particular issues.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
Reporting information in response to the guidance in this module is voluntary. Other
frameworks, codes and statutory requirements may be applicable or more appropriate
than this guidance when reporting on governance and business ethics matters in
company publications, including sustainability reports, annual financial reports and
company websites. It is a decision for each company how they choose to report on
sustainability matters including governance and business ethics.
Please see detailed Legal Note and Cautionary Notes in the Reporting Process (REP)
module.
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GOVERNANCE AND BUSINESS ETHICS:
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1. The composition of your board, how you nominate and appoint directors, how your board
functions, how often it meets and whether specific members are associated with sustainability
issues or are members of a related sub-committee, which may include independent advisers.
2. The processes used to inform your board on sustainability issues and how it oversees the
associated risks and opportunities in relation to strategy, major expenditures, portfolio changes
and significant commitments. You should include whether your board has set specific
sustainability targets and whether remuneration is linked to sustainability performance.
3. Reference any corporate governance codes that you follow.
4. Governance and management of sustainability issues when engaged in business partnerships
including joint ventures, whether operated by the company or operated by others (see Module 1
guidance on Joint Venture Reporting).
5. Your organizational structure and the roles of your most senior executives in assessing and
managing sustainability issues, including engagement with stakeholders and how you integrate
sustainability considerations into your decision making. This should also include information on
your principles and values, including how you develop and communicate any documented codes
of conduct throughout your organization, including contractors and suppliers.
6. The status, implementation and effectiveness of your management systems. In addition to
established financial systems of internal control, management systems typically apply to all nonfinancial aspects. These systems apply an integrated approach to managing operational activities
that have the potential to affect people or the environment.
7. Alignment or adoption of established industry and/or national/international management system
frameworks, such as the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) management system
standards on risk, health and safety, environment, quality, energy and social responsibility.
8. For business ethics and transparency:
a. How you address ethics and transparency through governance, policies and systems of
internal control to ensure robust standards of business conduct throughout the
organisation.
b. Your stance on corruption in relation to your operations, including suppliers, contractors
and any other business relationships. Provide supporting information on your anticorruption policies and how you make sure they are implemented and monitored.
c. The importance of promoting revenue transparency in the countries/regions where you
operate and provide EITI information if applicable.
d. Your approach to advocacy and lobbying on sustainability issues, including your views on
public policy. Your participation in trade associations and lobbying groups.
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INDICATORS (GOV-IND)

To support your narrative on Governance and Business Ethics informed by the key points above, you
should report on any or all of the following five indicators, based on your material issues.

GOV-1: GOVERNANCE APPROACH
WHY THIS MATTERS

Corporate governance defines the relationship between stakeholders, management and the board of directors
of a company. Good governance provides direction on how the company will achieve its goals, control risk and
benefit its stakeholders, including workers, suppliers, local communities and the natural environment. This
indicator provides information on your organization’s structures, policies and codes that provide governance
over all sustainability-related aspects of your company’s activities.

SCOPE

You should describe key elements of your governance approach, including:
• the selection and appointment of the senior individuals, such as board members and senior executives
who are accountable for decisions on sustainability-related issues;
• a transparent description of the roles of senior bodies with responsibility for sustainability issues.
This should include a description of how they operate and engage your shareholders, the workforce
and external stakeholders;
• a description of how your workforce carries out activities in accordance with your policies and
procedures, in an ethical and safe manner; and
• how your leadership has oversight of the day-to-day and long-term actions and operations, with
sufficient due diligence and monitoring systems in place to provide assurance that your governance is
effective.
This indicator is intended to describe your generic approach to high-level governance of sustainability-related
matters. In other parts of your report, you can include relevant details on governance where appropriate to
specific sustainability issues. For the climate change and energy (CCE module), the Guidance recommends
inclusion of additional details about climate-related governance and management approach.
Where appropriate, you should provide information regarding your governance of entities such as non-operated
joint ventures.
It should be noted that you may choose to use your statutory financial filings as your primary vehicle to report
on this indicator and the reporting elements below. However, it is good practice to provide an overview of this
information in your sustainability report, together with clear references or links to those disclosures.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your governance architecture, including the role of the board, board committees,
executives, managers, the workforce and stakeholders.
C2 Describe your code of conduct, values and principles and how they relate to sustainability.
C3 Describe the way in which your board reviews sustainability issues, including risks and
opportunities, supported by examples of their work in action.
C4 Outline or list your corporate policies that address sustainability issues.
C5 Set out how your board and executives monitor strategic performance and goals.
Additional
A1 Describe the composition of your board and executive team, including selection
processes, areas of expertise, diversity and length of terms.
A2 Set out how you manage relationships with partners, including operated and nonoperated joint ventures, contractors and suppliers.
A3 Describe how you utilise internal audits and self-assessment processes that are designed to
assure the implementation of systems of internal control.
A4 Outline your assurance processes, including by third parties, and subsequent review by your
management and board as they relate to sustainability reporting and other disclosures that
cover sustainability issues.
A5. Provide details of how you take non-financial performance and targets into account within
executive and/or employee remuneration.
A6 Outline your training and cultural awareness programmes for board and executive management
related to sustainability issues.
A7 Describe training and other processes that seek to ensure that your workforce is fully informed
about your code of conduct requirements or equivalent rules related to business ethics and
behaviour.
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GOV-2: MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
WHY THIS MATTERS

A management systems documents a consistent set of requirements, processes and practices required by a
company’s assets and workforce to operate its business activities. The system continuously improves to reflect
the accumulated knowledge, learning and experience of a company’s human capital. This indicator provides
information on the systems your company has in place, including standards, procedures and expectations that
ensure you effectively manage your activities with regard to sustainability issues, impacts, risks and
opportunities.

SCOPE

You should describe your management system approach, covering a broad range of risks, impacts or threats,
including those associated with:
• ethics and compliance;
• human rights
• occupational health and safety;
• human capital / resources;
• environmental and social responsibility;
• climate change;
• process safety;
• quality, including product stewardship; and
• security, including cyber security.
Reported details may include:
• key elements of your system;
• accountability and resources for its delivery;
• areas of operation, activities and issues the system covers;
• risk assessment, mitigation and management processes;
• processes for achieving continuous improvement, including planning, execution, measurement,
benchmarking, training and performance review; and
• approaches to meeting compliance with applicable external requirements, standards or guidelines.
Where appropriate, you should provide information on how your management systems applies to entities such
as non-operated joint ventures and contracted operations.
Where appropriate, you can refer to and discuss specific aspects your management system in other sections of
your report, for example, when discussing management of safety risks or environmental impacts.
You can include specific examples or case studies to demonstrate how your management system is used. For
example, you might explain how your management system holds managers accountable for assessing
environmental and social impacts and then communicating any mitigation plans with local communities and
stakeholders before starting major projects in new locations.
If relevant, you should explain how you have aligned your management systems with international standards,
frameworks or guidance, such as the International Standards Organization (ISO) standards, the International
Finance Corporation (IFC) Performance Standards, or management system recommended practices from
IPIECA, IOGP or API (see references 3-6).
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe the structure and scope of your management systems related to sustainability
issues, including ethics and compliance (including the arrangements for non-operated
joint ventures).
C2 Discuss how your system helps you assess and address impacts, risks and opportunities and
develop actions to mitigate negative and foster positive consequences.
C3 Describe your company-wide standards that set performance requirements for assets,
including internal standards or external international/national standards that you follow.
C4 Describe how your leadership team supports your system at all levels, including how they
demonstrate their commitment and how you foster a strong, positive culture throughout
the organization.
Additional
A1 Set out how you integrate continuous improvement within your management system.
A2 Describe the processes and tools you have in place to monitor, verify, validate and
record performance of your management system, including any external assurance and
validation.
A3 Outline your relevant management system training programmes and activities.
A4 Discuss how the management system helps you engage with external stakeholders, including
customers.
A5 Describe how the management system helps to improve asset design and integrity, including
process safety and reduced environmental impact.
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GOV-3: PREVENTING CORRUPTION
WHY THIS MATTERS

Prevention of bribery and corruption is an essential value for all employees and your business partners, including
suppliers, contractors and other intermediaries, particularly for those representing your company when meeting
government officials. This indicator provides an overview of your controls and other processes to manage employee and
business partner compliance with your anti-bribery/anti-corruption policies and applicable laws.

SCOPE

The description of your approach to preventing corruption, including the giving or receiving of bribes, should extend to all
level of employees in your company and to your business partners, including suppliers and contractors. You should refer to
mechanisms and initiatives that promote your anti-corruption policies and programmes, including resources for raising
awareness with employees and business partners.
The indicator can include descriptions of compliance mechanisms for:
•

reporting suspected violations, such as through a company hotline (see Indicator SOC-7 in the Social module),
referring to non-retaliation against ‘whistle-blowing’, supervisory reviews, and employee and third-party tip-offs;

•

communication, including contractual clauses, and actions you have taken to encourage business partners, to
implement anti-corruption programmes; and

•

processes to monitor compliance with your anti-corruption policies and/or compliance such as codes of conduct
or contractual obligations.

•

detecting, investigating and preventing bribery and corruption, for example, through internal controls,
due diligence procedures and audits.

You may also report on the nature and content of anti-bribery and anti-corruption training programmes that you offer. For
employees, this can include examples of the relevance and extent of training to specific types of work where management
and staff are involved with government representatives or negotiating sales and/or purchases. The discussion can also be
extended to awareness and training of contractors, suppliers and other business partners.
Your reporting can be supported by local case studies or examples to illustrate how you have implemented anti-corruption
policies, communication and actions with your workforce or your business partners.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your governance and management approach, including relevant risks, policies,
codes of conduct and internal controls, related to prevention of bribery and corruption.
C2 Describe your employee awareness and training programmes.
C3 Discuss how your anti-corruption policies and due diligence procedures apply to your business
partners, including suppliers and contractors.
C4 Outline your internal procedures for investigation and follow-up of suspected noncompliances.
Additional
A1 Describe the scope and content of your anti-corruption awareness, training or other
programmes for contractors, suppliers or other business partners.
A2 Describe your participation and level of involvement in voluntary initiatives or international
conventions related to bribery and corruption.
A3 Discuss the effectiveness of your policies and controls including remedial or enforcement
measures introduced in response to corruption affecting your company or others.
A4 Discuss the inclusion of anti-corruption clauses, or specific language, in contracts with
business partners.
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GOV-4: TRANSPARENCY OF PAYMENTS TO HOST GOVERNMENTS
WHY THIS MATTERS

Revenue transparency helps stakeholders hold governments and public authorities to account for the way they use
the payments received through taxes and other agreements with oil and gas activities. This indicator encourages you
to describe your policies and programmes that you use to promote transparency of payments to host governments.

SCOPE

You should describe the policies and programmes you use to promote and achieve transparency of payments to host
governments, particularly for countries where revenue transparency issues may be of particular concern. This should
include:
• your participation in transparency initiatives, such as the Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative (EITI,
see reference 6);
• the scope of your compliance as it applies to national and regional reporting mandates on publication of
payments, such as those being implemented in the USA and European Union; and
• your adoption of any other standards or practices on transparency of payments.
When discussing EITI, you could also list the EITI-implementing countries where you have upstream operations in
place and are reporting payments. In addition, you may include links to any EITI or other public reports that meet
legal or other requirements for disclosure of payments to governments.
You may report on payment disclosures in response to government policy (or EITI commitments) including disclosure
of contracts. You may directly disclose the payment data in your reporting or, alternatively, reference external
disclosures by organisations that maintain the payment records. You may also report your payments to countries that
are not yet subject to reporting mandates. You can provide payment information at different levels of detail.
You can consider reporting payment by type, for example, taxes, royalties, dividends, bonuses, fees, production
entitlements, infrastructure development or other payments, or by the amount you have paid to individual
government agencies.
You may also describe any additional transparency efforts you have made to inform communities and governments
about the quantified economic value your company delivers over and above direct government payment obligations.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your policies and programmes on revenue transparency.
C2 Describe the scope of your legal and policy mandates for government revenue reporting with which
you are obliged to comply.
C3 Describe your participation in the EITI ,where relevant, or any other voluntary reporting initiatives
on revenue transparency.
C4 Disclose, or reference sources of disclosure for, your payments to host governments,
where reporting is subject to governmental legal or policy mandates, or EITI
requirements.
Additional
A1 Report, by country, significant payments that do not have any reporting requirement.
A2 If applicable, include links to any EITI, or other public, reports that disclose
payments to governments from your company.
A3 Provide information on further transparency, governance or anti-corruption efforts
you have made to promote revenue transparency.
A4 Provide case studies that illustrate your transparency efforts with specific
governments and communities.
A5 Report other payments that are outside the scope of national or regional reporting
standards or practices.
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GOV-5: PUBLIC ADVOCACY AND LOBBYING
WHY THIS MATTERS

Within the context of your reporting, it can be important to show how you are working to maintain stakeholder
trust regarding the nature of your potential influence on sustainability issues. It is also helpful to clarify how
public policy supports or challenges your strategy and stated positions on sustainability topics. This indicator
discloses your approach and position on public advocacy, lobbying and political contributions.

SCOPE

You should describe key elements of your advocacy and lobbying activities related to sustainability issues.
These may include:
•

your overall stance on transparency and reporting for such activities;

•

descriptions of priority public policy issues that you are advocating;

•

data and information about money you paid for public advocacy and lobbying purposes.

•

an explanation of how you report on political contributions. You can also report on the amount of
money paid to:

•

o

candidates, politicians and political parties; and

o

individuals, organizations and institutions whose prime function is to fund political parties
or their candidates.

discuss your involvement with trade associations, giving examples to highlight the value of these
relationships and the extent to which your views align, or differ, with those of the associations.

Since lobbying and political contributions definitions and legislation vary between countries, it can be helpful
to explain how such differences apply to your contributions. In some countries, for example, disclosures on
certain trade association memberships and fees are mandated by local authorities.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your governance approach and management processes on advocacy and lobbying.
C2 Describe your approach to reporting political contributions, where applicable for your
company.
Additional
A1 Describe the alignment, or differences, between your business strategy and advocacy positions
in relation to specific public policy issues or legislative initiatives.
A2 Provide examples to illustrate the way in which you implement your advocacy and lobbying
approach in specific countries.
A3 Provide an overview of your participation to trade associations in relation to public policy
positions on key sustainability issues such as climate change.
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How to Set Up Effective Climate Governance on Corporate Boards Guiding principles and
questions, World Economic Forum, January 2019
https://www.weforum.org/whitepapers/how-to-set-up-effective-climate-governance-oncorporate-boards-guiding-principles-and-questions
IOGP-IPIECA Guidelines on minimum standards for HSE governance in joint ventures, 2002
(revision underway)
International Organization for Standardization (ISO) Management system standards guide
https://www.iso.org/management-system-standards.html and list of standards
https://www.iso.org/management-system-standards-list.html
IFC Performance Standards, 2012
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/Topics_Ext_Content/IFC_External_Corporate_Site/Sustainability-AtIFC/Policies-Standards/Performance-Standards
IOGP-IPIECA Operating Management System Framework for controlling risk and delivering high
performance in the oil and gas industry, 2014 http://www.ipieca.org/resources/goodpractice/operating-management-system-framework-for-controlling-risk-and-delivering-highperformance-in-the-oil-and-gas-industry/
API Standards https://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas/health-and-safety/worker-and-worksite-safetyresources/api-osh-standardsA;see API RP 75, Recommended Practice for Development of a Safety and
Environmental Management Program for Offshore Operations and Facilities
EITI (Extractive Industries Transparency Initiative), including the EITI Business Guide. https://eiti.org/

Useful links
•

G20/OECD Principles of Corporate Governance, 2015
http://www.oecd.org/corporate/principles-corporate-governance.htm

•

EU Accounting Directive 2013/34/EU (and amendments) on the annual financial statements, consolidated financial
statements and related reports of certain types of undertakings. https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/TXT/?uri=CELEX:02013L0034-20141211
EU Transparency Directive 2004/109/EC on the harmonisation of transparency requirements in relation to
information about issuers whose securities are admitted to trading on a regulated market and amending
Directive 2001/34/EC.
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:02004L0109-20080320
OECD list of international anti-corruption conventions
https://www.oecd.org/cleangovbiz/internationalconventions.htm
United States Laws that Govern the Securities Industry including the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform And
Consumer Protection Act, Sec. 1504, Disclosure of payments by resource extraction issuers.
https://www.sec.gov/answers/about-lawsshtml.html#df2010
OECD Convention on Combating Bribery of Foreign Public Officials in International Business
Transactions (1997), ratified by all OECD countries and eight non-OECD countries,
http://www.oecd.org/daf/anti-bribery/oecdantibriberyconvention.htm
United Nations Convention against Corruption (2005), ratified by 186 countries worldwide.
http://www.unodc.org/unodc/en/treaties/CAC/index.html
US Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 https://www.justice.gov/criminal-fraud/foreign-corruptpractices-act
UK Bribery Act of 2010 https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/bribery-act-2010-guidance
The Organization of American States’ (OAS) Inter American Convention against Corruption 1997
http://www.oas.org/en/sla/dil/inter_american_treaties_B-58_against_Corruption.asp
African Union Convention on Preventing and Combating Corruption 2006 https://au.int/en/treaties/africanunion-convention-preventing-and-combating-corruption
EU Anti-Corruption Conventions of 1997 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:41997A0625(01) and 2003 https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legalcontent/en/ALL/?uri=CELEX%3A32003F0568. See also https://ec.europa.eu/home-affairs/what-wedo/policies/organized-crime-and-human-trafficking/corruption_en

•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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MODULE 3: CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY
This module covers a set of inter-related sustainability issues covering climate change and
energy. It provides background about the issues, followed by guidance on reporting and a
set of related performance indicators.
THIS MODULE’S STRUCTURE
Climate
Introduction
Change
Key points to address
and
Indicators
Energy
CCE-1: Climate governance and strategy
CCE-2: Climate risk and opportunities
CCE-3: Lower-carbon technology
CCE-4: Greenhouse gas emissions
CCE-5: Methane emissions
CCE-6: Energy use
CCE-7: Flared gas
Appendix References and links
STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDANCE
The Guidance in its entirety is made up of the following inter-connected modules. All
modules, except for ‘Reporting process’ are accompanied by performance indicators.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting process (REP)
Governance and business ethics (GOV)
Climate change and energy (CCE)
Environment (ENV)
Safety, health and security (SHS)
Social responsibility (SOC)

The REP module provides good practice guidance on how and what to report. The
guidance covers important processes such as stakeholder engagement, determining
materiality, developing narrative and reporting indicators.
Each of the other five modules introduces a set of related sustainability issues and
provides guidance on developing your narrative supported by relevant industry specific
indicators on these issues. In general terms, depending on materiality, your report’s
narrative should provide an overview of:
•
how you manage each issue;
•
your overall approach to the issue and any policies you have in place;
•
your management of risk and opportunity;
•
key initiatives and actions;
•
how you measure and monitor the issue; and
•
how you review and learn in pursuit of continuous improvement
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KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
The key points listed in this section have been developed through input from external
stakeholders and industry subject matter experts. The overarching points are intended to
inform your narrative, supported by the data and facts provided by the indicators that
follow. Unlike indicators that primarily aim to establish consistency of reporting, these
points provide an opportunity for your narrative to convey your company’s individual
characteristics and unique culture that underpins how you address impacts and contribute
to sustainability.
INDICATORS
To support your narrative, informed by the key points above, you should report on any or
all of the suggested indicators, based on your material issues. Each indicator is defined by
its Scope and its core and additional Elements, supported by any specific definitions of
terms. The REP module also provides a set of general Guidance definitions in a Glossary.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
Reporting information in response to the guidance in this module is voluntary. Other
frameworks, codes and statutory requirements may be applicable or more appropriate
than this guidance when reporting on climate change and energy matters in company
publications, including sustainability reports, annual financial reports and company
websites. It is a decision for each company how they choose to report on sustainability
matters including climate change and energy.
Please see detailed Legal Note and Cautionary Notes in the Reporting Process (REP)
module.
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY
INTRODUCTION
Since the industrial revolution, economic and population growth, coupled with the beneficial use of fossil fuels,
have driven increases in anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, contributing to global warming. In its fifth
assessment report in 2014, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) concluded that it is extremely
likely that more than half of the global warming increase during the 40-year period to 2010 was caused by human
activity and that about 78% of the anthropogenic GHG emissions were CO2 derived from fossil fuel combustion and
industrial processes [Reference 1, Page 5].
In December 2015 , almost 200 United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) member states
met in Paris [Reference 2] and agreed to combat climate change with a central aim of “holding the increase in the
global average temperature to well below 2°C above pre-industrial levels and to pursue efforts to limit the
temperature increase to 1.5°C above pre-industrial levels.” IPIECA welcomed the landmark Paris Agreement and, in
2016, published a paper titled “Exploring Low Emissions Pathways: Advancing the Paris Puzzle” [Reference 3] which
discussed the possible routes to transform the energy system over the course of this century. The paper highlights
three common elements: efficiency and saving energy; reducing emissions from power generation; and deploying
alternative low-emissions options in end-use sectors.
The International Energy Agency (IEA) World Energy
Outlook 2018 [Reference 4] stated ‘Oil and natural gas
are set to remain part of the energy system for decades
to come’ predicting, that oil and gas together will
provide 48% of the total final energy demand in 2040
(based on IEA’s Sustainable Development Scenario that
includes delivering on the Paris Agreement). Thus, the
industry is likely to continue to have a global role in
supplying affordable, reliable energy that is essential
for economic development, quality of life, healthy
livelihoods and eradication of poverty. Equally, this role
needs to support the transition to a lower carbon
future.
Given this global role, there is increasing scrutiny of the
way in which oil and gas companies adapt business models
to align with a low carbon energy transition. Reflecting this
growing interest, many companies are already reviewing the
breadth and depth of their climate reporting within the
context of their own business. Financial institutions –
under pressure from their clients and regulators to
demonstrate the climate-related impact and climate
resiliency of their portfolios – are seeking access to
consistent, transparent, comparable climate-related
risk and opportunity information in reports.

Informed by others - TCFD
In relation to public reporting, stakeholders have
driven the development of several reporting
frameworks that focus on climate-related
disclosures (see references). One such initiative is
the Task Force on Climate-related Financial
Disclosures [TCFD, Reference 5], a working group
with representation from investors, banks and
industry, set up by the Financial Stability Board.
The TCFD’s voluntary recommendations broaden
the focus of financial reporting to include more
forward-looking disclosures on climate changerelated governance, strategy, risk management and
performance. The focus of the TCFD is to support
mainstream financial reporting and, consequently,
this Guidance on sustainability reporting is not
intended to satisfy the recommended disclosures of
the TCFD. However, this revision of the Guidance
has taken into consideration TCFD’s themes and
terminology to assist companies who have chosen to
follow the TCFD’s recommendations for their public
reporting.

In this edition of the Guidance, we have increased the focus on a number of climate-related areas. This includes
increased emphasis on methane, recognizing its important role in responding to climate change risks in the short
term. Other areas of growing importance include the transition to lower carbon energy sources, carbon capture and
storage (CCS) application, the health of natural ecosystems, the application of offsets, fostering of energy
efficiency and conservation, and the roles of natural gas and renewables.
The Climate Change and Energy module supersedes and replaces the IPIECA Climate Change Reporting Framework
[Reference 6, published in 2017 and updated in 2019] by incorporating the 10 topics and constituent elements of
the framework into the following reporting guidance and indicators.
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENERGY:
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS

1. Governance: responsibilities, accountabilities, processes and assurance for managing
climate change risks and opportunities
a. Your Board processes, including frequency, for oversight of climate change issues. Refer to
Board committees and any members of the Board or executive management with specific
responsibilities and competences for climate change.
b. The roles and responsibilities of senior management related to assessment, management
and monitoring of climate-related risks and opportunities. This can include specific
positions, committees and organizational structures, including their relationship with the
Board.
c. Your company’s highest-level position or role with responsibility and accountability for
managing climate change issues.
d. The nature and frequency of climate-based discussion at Board or senior management level.
Example topics might include:
o

strategy review, action plans, risk management;

o

operating budgets, capital expenditures, acquisitions and divestments;

o

objectives, goals and targets;

o

performance monitoring;

o

executive / management incentivization; and

o

communication with shareholders and stakeholders.

e. Your internal and/or external assurance approaches for GHG emissions and other applicable
climate-related disclosures. If used, explain your rationale for seeking third-party assurance
and whether it is mandatory, voluntary or a combination of both. If you use third-party
assurance, set out its scope, including its boundaries, level and a link to your assurance
statement, if applicable.
2. Strategy: positions and policies related to climate change related science, impacts, risks,
opportunities, financial planning and resilience
a. Your climate change and energy positions, policies or principles, including the related risks
and opportunities for your company. The significance of these risks and opportunities for
society and ecosystems, and how you and society can address these through positions and
policies on mitigation, adaptation, technology and energy transition.
b. Your views on future global energy demand and the supply mix in terms of addressing
climate-related risks and opportunities. In terms of the timing and geographical spread of
your activities, describe your views on specific risks and opportunities. This could include
those related to government policy, carbon pricing and energy markets, that could have a
material impact on your business strategy, financial performance and asset values. Explain
the process you use to determine these views.
c. Your strategy’s resilience, taking into account different climate-related scenarios, including
a 2°C scenario. This would cover ‘energy transitions’: the short-, medium- and long-term
implications of shifting energy supply/demand and climate policy towards a lower-carbon
economy. This could include actual or potential effects on your strategy, businesses, asset
base, products and services, supply chain, business performance, financial planning and
value, including a view on the future use of non-hydrocarbon energy sources.
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3. Risk management: the processes used to manage transition and physical climate-related
risks
a. Your risk management approaches and how they apply to climate-related risks. How you
identify, assess and manage transition and physical climate-related risks, and how you
integrate those processes into your overall risk management approach for existing
operations and new projects. Include:
o
o
o

sources of climate change-related risks and opportunities;
investment evaluation and risk management approaches, such as scenario planning
and/or proxy cost of carbon; and
your approach to physical risks and adaptation to protect facilities and operations.

Consider breaking down risks and opportunities by business or geography, if appropriate.
4. Metrics and targets: goals, measures and performance to evaluate progress in addressing
climate-related risks and opportunities.
a. The primary corporate metrics you use to assess climate-related risks and opportunities, in
line with your strategy and risk management process.
b. Performance data (dating back long enough to allow trend analysis) should include GHG
emissions, energy use and flared gas. Disclosures typically include Scope 1, Scope 2 and, as
appropriate, Scope 3 GHG emissions (see indicator CCE-4).
c. Your key commitments or targets to manage climate-related risks and opportunities,
outlining timescales, indicators and progress (see indicator CCE-2).
d. Historical Scope 1 and 2 GHG emissions performance and the relationship between changes
in performance and your past strategy, acquisitions/divestments and planned mitigation
initiatives (see indicator CCE-4).
e. You should consider describing whether and if so, how, climate-related performance metrics
and/or targets are incorporated within remuneration policies.
5. Mitigation and energy transition: activities, initiatives, technologies and regulatory
programmes that address climate change-related risks and opportunities
a. Your overall approach to reducing CO2 and methane emissions, and other GHG emissions, if
significant. Include commentary on historical performance, planned activities and estimated
costs.
b. Emission reduction projects on combustion/energy efficiency, flaring, venting and fugitive
leaks. Additional initiatives could include:
a. carbon capture and storage (CCS);
b. carbon offsets;
c. nature-based solutions, such as reforestation and enhanced forest management; and
d. initiatives to improve the efficiency of the use of the company’s products.
c. Your approach to existing or emerging GHG reduction regulatory programmes in terms of
risks and opportunities. This can include participation in market-based systems such as
emissions trading or offset schemes, or non-market-based systems defined by government
policies.
d. Information on existing or planned supply of lower carbon products, such as gas and
alternative energy sources, including scale, geographic spread, technologies and timescales.
You can discuss the impact on Scope 3 emissions in relation to your products in this context.
e. Application of technologies and/or research and development (R&D) investments that:
a. reduces GHG emissions in oil and gas sector operations; and
b. supplies lower/zero carbon energy and fuel products.
f.

The impact of climate-related risks and opportunities related to future technology and R&D
investments, including quantification of the GHG reduction benefits that might be achieved.
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6. Engagement and collaboration: with stakeholders, including advocacy and lobbying
a. Public advocacy and lobbying (see indicator GOV-6 on Public advocacy and lobbying), as well
as other voluntary initiatives and types of individuals or organizations you interact with on
climate policy.
b. Work conducted by research organizations on your behalf.
c. Alignment of your engagement and advocacy with your internal climate change policy
objectives.
d. Collaborations, partnerships, initiatives with NGOs, universities, institutions and
international organizations that address climate-related risks and opportunities.
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INDICATORS (CCE-IND)

Your narrative on Climate Change and Energy (CCE), informed by the guidance above, should be
supported by reporting on any or all of the following seven indicators, based on your material
issues.

CCE-1: CLIMATE GOVERNANCE AND STRATEGY
WHY THIS MATTERS
Communicating your governance approach allows investors and other stakeholders to build
confidence in the company’s capability to be part of the global energy transition and to meet
climate change challenges. This includes addressing climate-related risks and opportunities in
terms of market positions, policies and strategies, regulatory frameworks, and the influence of
scenarios on future energy supply and demand.
SCOPE
This indicator provides a description of your principal positions and policies on climate-related
risks and opportunities. In describing your stance, you can discuss your interpretation of
different climate change scenarios, the significance of any impact on society and ecosystems
and how climate-related risks should be addressed and opportunities be leveraged. In addition,
you can describe the level at which your company sets the accountabilities for policy, positions
and strategy, including the management and review of climate-related issues.
You may also outline how you have applied scenario analysis to support strategic decision
making and planning. You might consider a range of different climate-related scenarios,
including a 2°C scenario, to help explain potential climate risks and opportunities. This process
can also help you communicate your understanding of your strategic options for addressing
these risks and opportunities.
Where government policy exists, you might also need to address GHG regulation in different
countries or regions. You should outline your approach to GHG regulatory programmes,
including participation in market-based mechanisms, such as emissions trading and offset
programmes.
Where applicable, you might refer to other company publications and communication that
relate to climate change science and scenarios, governance and policies, and your positions on
regulations and market mechanisms. Where appropriate, you might also indicate how your
policies and regulations apply to joint ventures or other commercial arrangements.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your approach to governance and management of climate-related risks and
opportunities, including board – level accountabilities and processes that ensure related issues and
impacts are considered when making strategic business decisions.
C2 Report the highest-level position in your company that is accountable for policy and strategy on
addressing climate-related risks and opportunities.
C3 Disclose your positions and any related policies that address climate-related risks and
opportunities for society and ecosystems.
C4 Discuss the relationship between future energy supply/demand balances and your climate policy
and strategy, including how a transition to lower-carbon energy may influence your asset base,
business performance and value.
Additional
A1 State your views on the relationship between public climate change policy and climaterelated scenarios, including future energy supply/demand balances.
A2 Discuss your views and responses to approaches undertaken by governments, private
sector and civil society to mitigate GHG emissions and adapt to climate-related risks.
CGM:
A3 Describe how you address GHG emissions regulations, including any participation in
market based systems and application of internal carbon pricing for investment decisions.
A4 Outline your position and initiatives on GHG offset programmes, including specific
examples or case studies of current and planned offset projects.
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CCE-2: CLIMATE RISKS AND OPPORTUNITIES
WHY THIS MATTERS

To make their own judgements, stakeholders, particularly investors, need confidence and understanding about how
you assess and address climate-related risks and opportunities. It is also helpful to clarify how you plan to manage
these risks and opportunities to provide a basis for your strategic decisions, including mitigation of GHG impacts. This
indicator describes your approach, including relevant plans, programmes, initiatives and activities for managing
climate-related risks and opportunities, including GHG emission management.

SCOPE

This indicator covers the management of all significant corporate strategies and plans related to operational
measures to tackle climate-related risks and opportunities, including:
-

-

how you assess, prioritize and address climate-related risks and opportunities at both a corporate and
operational level;
context on historical emissions management and reduction performance;
how you integrate climate-related risk and opportunity management into your long-term strategies and
annual plans;
how you describe the impact of climate-related risks, including the valuation of financial impact
description of planned activities and estimated costs, for example to:
o reduce CO2 and methane emissions;
o reduce GHG intensity;
o improve energy efficiency;
o invest in renewables;
o reduce flaring;
o increase use of cogeneration;
o carbon capture and storage (CCS); and/or
o Reduce the impact of/improve the efficiency of the use of the company’s products;
climate-related targets and/or commitments;
the relationship between your climate-related performance targets, incentives and reward.

Scenario analysis may provide useful context (including methodology and benchmark used, e.g. IEA as well as
assumptions, e.g. carbon price, oil price, demand trends) for outlining the climate-related risks and their potential
impact and for communicating your strategic options to address risks and opportunities.
You might want to provide quantitative information, as outlined in indicators CCE-4, 5, 6 and 7, to demonstrate the
effectiveness and performance of your strategies and plans in managing climate risks and opportunities.
Your narrative might refer to other company publications that provide more detail on your approach and activities
for managing climate-related risks and opportunities.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your general approach to managing climate-related risks and opportunities, including
discussion on:
•

identification and evaluation of risks and opportunities;

•

incorporation of risks and opportunities are into business strategies and planning for existing
operations and new projects;

•

risks and opportunities related to energy transition; and

•

physical climate-related risks, such as rising sea levels or flood risk.

C2 Outline your GHG emissions management strategy, including plans, commitments, investments and
activities to mitigate GHG emissions within your operations.
C3 Explain how you assess, prioritize and manage methane risks and impacts as part of your overall GHG
emissions management strategy.
C4 If you have quantitative GHG emission or energy-related targets, describe the:
•

scope of your targets - total GHG, CO2, methane, other GHGs, energy use, and/or flaring;

•

type of targets (absolute or intensity);

•

targets already underway or planned;

•

approach used to measure progress towards these targets;

•

baseline period and timescale, along with progress towards meeting your targets.

Additional
A1 Describe the tools and methodologies (including explicit description of underlying assumptions,
e.g. carbon pricing, global policy development and associated temperature increases estimates)
you use to manage climate-related financial risks and opportunities, such as stress testing,
‘shadow’ cost of carbon, scenario planning.
A2 Outline your approach to incentivize the management of climate-related risks and opportunities
and, if relevant, describe how you incorporate climate-related performance targets within
remuneration for senior management and your workforce.
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CCE-3: LOWER-CARBON TECHNOLOGY
WHY THIS MATTERS
To meet future global energy demand, the world will need a variety of commercially viable energy sources, combined with
energy efficiency. Stakeholders are seeking information that enables greater understanding of the technological advances
needed for the energy transition. This indicator helps you report on your company’s activities and plans on technology or
research initiatives that aim to reduce the carbon footprint of your operations and products, including the use and/or
supply of lower-carbon energy such as alternative energy sources.

SCOPE
This indicator covers activities related to:
• lower-carbon energy derived from fossil fuels but having low or zero CO2 impacts; and
• alternative energy sources that are non-fossil fuel based, including renewable sources.
When reporting your plans and activities you might [consider] [to] include:
•

research and development of lower and zero -carbon and alternative energy solutions;

•

collaboration and participation in technology programmes with third parties;

•

production of lower-carbon/alternative/renewable energy, either for internal use or sale, reported by source;

•

development of alternative forms of transportation, such as vehicle electrification;

•

if producing biomass or biofuel energy, a breakdown by source. You might also discuss associated material
issues, such as lifecycle assessment of carbon reductions (considering all carbon emission inputs and outputs
from initial production through transportation, storage and eventual use on an energy equivalent basis), direct
and indirect land-use changes, water use, impact on air quality, food and social issues. Where appropriate,
include any third-party certification systems;

•

technology development and emission reductions from any relevant carbon capture and storage (CCS) projects
that are planned, under construction or already operational; or

•

advanced technologies that you offer or supply as services that reduce CO2 impacts though improved
efficiency, such as for operations, logistics, maintenance and transportation;

BASIS
This indicator can have both qualitative and quantitative aspects as well as case studies to demonstrate progress at a
local level. When reporting alternative/renewable energy production, the preferred unit is gigajoules and data
should be consolidated within your reporting boundary using the ‘operational approach’ (see Appendix A).
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe how you introduce and apply technologies that reduce CO2 emissions, that relate to:
-

operations (Scope 1);

-

imported electricity and steam (Scope 2); and

-

as applicable, consumer use of products (Scope 3).

C2 As applicable, discuss your approach to supply of lower-carbon and/or alternative energy,
including descriptions of relevant operational activities, plans or projects, including data on
amount and type of energy supplied.

Additional
A1 Discuss your technology outlook on the transition to lower-carbon and renewable energy solutions,
including any technology investment plans and the impact of technologies on energy supply and
demand.
A2 Describe your initiatives and plans to develop or implement CCS technologies.
A3 Disclose your engagement with third-party institutions and/or programmes to promote lowercarbon technology development and application.
A4 Report the amount of alternative energy generated for sale or for internal use.
A5 Describe the potential GHG emissions reduction benefits that might be achieved by applying the
technologies that you are investigating or piloting.
A6 Report on amounts of CO2 sold as product, used for enhanced oil recovery, or captured and
sequestered from CCS technologies.
A7 Report on use of renewable energy bought from third parties, such as renewable energy purchased
from a utility supplier.
A8 Describe new investments, operational or capital, or initiatives, in lower-carbon transport
technologies, including vehicle electrification. Provide information on benefits, including
reduction in Scope 3 emissions.
A9 If your company is involved in nuclear energy activities, describe them and report on nuclear
energy produced, used or traded.
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DEFINITIONS
•
•

•

•

Alternative energy: energy derived from non-fossil fuel sources, including renewables such as
wind and solar. Nuclear energy, while a non-fossil fuel, can be included as an alternative fuel.
Renewable energy: energy sources that are constantly renewed by natural processes. These
include non-carbon technologies such as solar energy, hydropower and wind, as well as
technologies based on biomass. Lifecycle analyses are required to assess the extent to which
biomass-based technologies may limit net carbon emissions.
Biofuel: fuel produced from organic matter produced by plants. Examples of biofuels include
alcohol (from fermented sugar), black liquor from the paper manufacturing process, wood, palm
and soybean oil.
Biomass: total dry organic matter or stored energy content of living organisms. Biomass can be used
for fuel directly by burning it (e.g. wood), indirectly by fermentation to an alcohol (e.g. sugar) or
extraction of combustible oils (e.g. soybeans).
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CCE-4: GREENHOUSE GAS EMISSIONS
WHY THIS MATTERS
Most oil and gas industry operations emit greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions, contributing to global atmospheric GHG
concentrations. GHG emissions are also generated by customer use of sold fuels and other products. This indicator
demonstrates how your company measures and monitors GHG emissions, including CO2 and methane, from
combustion and other processes.

SCOPE

The following scope summarizes key aspects of the IPIECA/API/IOGP Petroleum Industry Guidelines for Reporting
Greenhouse Gas Emissions [Reference 7], which are recommended for accounting and reporting of GHG emissions in
the industry and should be referred to for more detailed guidance on this indicator.
Oil and gas companies should consider including, if significant, the seven species of GHGs listed by the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC):
• carbon dioxide (CO2);
• methane (CH4);
• nitrous oxide (N2O);
• hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs);
• perfluorocarbons (PFCs);
• sulphur hexafluoride (SF6); and
• nitrogen trifluoride (NF3).
For oil and gas operations, CO2 and CH4 are usually the most significant components of GHG emissions. N2O is emitted in
very small quantities from the combustion of fossil fuels, and its GHG contribution is usually insignificant compared
to CO2. Depending on your operations, other GHGs, such as HFCs and PFCs used in refrigeration and SF6 used in
electrical equipment, may contribute significantly relative to the total GHG emissions from your operations. NF3 is
normally associated with emissions from electronics manufacturing and is not, therefore, expected to be significant
for oil and gas reporting.
For each GHG you determine to be a significant contributor to total emissions, it is good practice to report annual
emissions in metric tonnes and/or the CO2 equivalent (CO2e). The CO2e should be calculated in accordance with
published global warming potential (GWP) factors. Note that, at present, the preferred source for these factors for
this indicator is the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report [2007, Reference 8] and that for consistent reporting of CO2e
they are based on GWP-100 1. Table 1 provides an example of GHG annual reporting based on the Elements of this
indicator.
GHG emissions from all your business activities should be included:
•

combustion emissions, such as fuel use in gas compression, power generation, heating, coke burn, transport;

•
•

flaring and venting;
process emissions, such as vessel loading, tank storage and flushing, glycol dehydration, sulphur recovery units,
hydrogen production;

•

fugitive emissions, including piping and equipment leaks; and

•

non-routine events, such as pipeline maintenance and equipment, gas releases related to safety events,
equipment maintenance.

1

The 2010 version of the Guidance recommended use of the GWP factors in the IPCC’s 1995 publication, Second Assessment Report (SAR). This
recommendation has been revised to use of the GWP-100 (100-year time horizon) factors from the IPCC’s 2007 publication, Fourth Assessment Report
(AR4) that, inter alia, increases the GWP for methane from 21 to 25, which is of significance for this indicator. In 2013 the IPCC issued its Fifth Assessment Report
(AR5) with further modifications to GWP factors including methane, for which two revised, alternative, factors of 28 or 34 are provided, depending on whether
carbon-cycle feedbacks are taken into account. Because of this additional complexity, and because national and international inventories have generally not yet
taken into account the GWP factors in AR5, this Guidance recommends use of the AR4 factors in order to maintain consistency in reporting with prior data and
transparency on performance. The recommendation of which IPCC GWP factors to use for sustainability reporting will continue to be reviewed. It is good practice
for companies to state the source of GWP factors used to report GHG emissions in their reports.
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GHG emission estimates should include stationary and mobile sources from your business activities:
•

Stationary sources should include equipment at well sites, production facilities, refineries, chemical plants,
terminals, fixed site drilling rigs and office buildings.

•

Mobile sources should include marine vessels transporting products, tank truck fleets, mobile drilling rigs, and
moveable equipment at drilling and production facilities.

The GHG Protocol Corporate Accounting and Reporting Standard [Reference 9, updated in 2015] is a partnership
between the World Resources Institute (WRI) and the World Business Council on Sustainable Development (WBCSD). The
standard classifies GHG emissions as either direct or indirect based on three categories; Scope 1, 2 and 3:
•

Scope 1 emissions are reported as direct GHG emissions from equipment or other sources owned (partly or wholly)
and/or operated by the company. For increased clarity when reporting direct GHG emissions, those Scope 1
emissions associated with energy sold to others can be reported separately as Direct emissions from exported
energy.

•

Where an operation purchases energy already transformed into electricity, heat or steam, the GHGs emitted to
produce this energy are Scope 2 and reported as Indirect GHG emissions from imported energy. The 2015 update
of the GHG Protocol now distinguishes between two calculation approaches, ‘location’ and ‘market based’ for
Scope 2 emissions and it is helpful for companies using this standard to highlight which method is used in their
reporting.

•

You can report Scope 3 emissions as Other indirect emissions, which refer to GHG emissions related to your
company’s value chain (see Reporting Process (REP) module). The GHG Protocol supplemented its standard with its
2011 publication of the Corporate Value Chain (Scope 3) Accounting and Reporting Standard [Reference 10]. Of
the 15 categories of Scope 3 emissions defined in this standard, category 11 “Use of sold products” is the most
relevant to the oil and gas industry. Due to the nature of the industry’s products and their impact on climate
change, there is a growing stakeholder interest related to Scope 3 disclosures. In 2016, IPIECA published
Estimating petroleum industry value chain (Scope 3) greenhouse gas emissions {Reference 11] to provide
additional oil industry methodology guidance for the 15 categories.

If significant, Ozone-depleting gases such as chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) and hydrochlorofluorocarbons (HCFCs) can be
included in your GHG emissions reporting. Although these substances are now included in the GHGs listed by the IPCC in
AR5 [Reference 1], they are less likely to be significant for your company as the 1987 Montreal Protocol successfully phased
out almost all supplies of these ozone depleting gases.

BASIS
Emissions are reported quantitatively at the company level as CO2e (reflecting the global warming potential of all
the GHG species) and as emissions of the individual gases expressed in mass and/or CO2e. Measurement units are:
•

GHG emissions (direct or indirect): metric tonnes CO2 equivalent (where CO2e = the sum of the emissions
for each GHG species multiplied by its respective GWP relative to CO2, in metric tonnes); and

•

GHG species (i.e. when reporting individual gases): metric tonnes and/or metric tonnes CO2 equivalent
(where CO2e = the product of metric tonnes of the GHG species of interest by its GWP relative to CO2).

Clearly identify the specific GHG species included in your emission estimates and the GWP for each species.
When reporting Scope 3 emissions related to consumer use of oil and gas products, you should state the types of
product, such as crude oil, gas or other production, fuels and other refinery outputs or direct retail sales, used to
estimate the GHG emissions and also state the source of emission factors applied.
The GHG protocol does not address carbon capture and storage (CCS) or use of CO2. You can report separately on
the amount of CO2 sold as product, used for enhanced oil recovery, or captured and stored.
Data should be consolidated within your reporting boundary using either the ‘operational control’ or the ‘equity
share’ approach, or both approaches (see the Reporting Process (REP) module Appendix). You can also consider the
alternative ‘financial control’ approach. Reporting boundaries and these data consolidation approaches are defined
and discussed in more detail in Chapter 3 of the IPIECA/API/IOGP Petroleum Industry Guidelines for Reporting
Greenhouse Gas Emissions [Reference 7]. You should clearly state the consolidation approaches that you have used.
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If non-operated joint ventures are significant in terms of climate change risks and opportunities for your
organisation, it should be noted that these emissions are, by definition, excluded under the operational control
approach but included under equity share or financial control reporting (see also the Reporting process (REP)
module guidance on Joint venture reporting.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Report your company-wide direct GHG emissions (Scope 1), using your preferred approach
(operational, equity share or other) to include:
direct CO2;
• direct CH4; and
• direct other greenhouse gases.
•

C2 Report your company-wide indirect GHG emissions related to imported energy, separate from direct
emissions, using the same approach as for C1 (Scope 2).
C3 Report your GHG emissions, disaggregated by business activity. For example, oil and gas production,
refining.
C4 Report your GHG emissions intensity, company-wide and, if appropriate, disaggregated by business
activity.
Additional
A1 Report your company-wide direct GHG emissions (Scope 1), using both operational and equity share
approaches.
A2 Report your company-wide indirect GHG emissions related to consumer use of your oil and gas products
(GHG Protocol, Scope 3, Category 11), as appropriate.
A3 Provide a breakdown of major source categories for both CO2 and CH4 emissions. For example, combustion
(stationary and mobile equipment), flaring, venting, process / fugitive leaks and product transport.
A4 Emissions that relate to activities of special interest to your stakeholders, such as oil sands, can be noted
separately if these represent a substantial portion of your GHG profile.
A5 Separately report substantial direct GHG emissions associated with the cogeneration of heat and power,
including information on emissions avoided through cogeneration.
A6 Separately report substantial direct GHG emissions related to the generation of energy exported.
A7 Report other Scope 3 categories of indirect GHG emissions as listed within the GHG Protocol.
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A note on reporting of activity and intensity data for Elements C3 and C4
When reporting emissions by activity and intensity for Element C3, use of a consistent normalization factor will
allow performance comparison between companies. For intensity disclosures reported by activity:
•

For upstream activities, the IOGP annual Environmental performance indicators data series [Reference 12]
reports use consistent environmental data collection definitions that are recommended. This requires
hydrocarbon production to be reported in thousands of tonnes based on the gross hydrocarbon production at
the wellhead. Production per thousand barrels of oil equivalent may also be disclosed when seeking
consistency with the company’s statutory annual reporting disclosures.

•

Annual refinery throughput per thousand tonnes is a consistent normalization factor for downstream refining
operations.

•

Annual production per thousand tonnes is
generally employed for petrochemical
facilities.
You may also disclose intensity measures based on more
complex indices that more accurately account for
differences in operational activities and facilities. Such
indices can provide more advanced intensity factors ,
e.g. Solomon Associates´ Utilized Equivalent Distillation
Capacity (UEDC™, Reference 13), which have been
established for downstream refining operations.
Advanced factors for GHG and Energy intensity are the
subject of work by IOGP to investigate applicability to
upstream activities.
In general, you should report emissions at least annually
together with data from past years to show
performance trends and state a base year against which
you are assessing that performance. It is also good
practice to indicate the basis for the methodology you
have used to report Scope 1 and 2 emissions data (e.g.
the GHG Protocol, IPIECA/API/IOGP or other). Table 1
provides an example of how a company might record
GHG emissions performance over five years, to include
activity and intensity data, as well as energy use (from
CCE-6) and flaring data (from CCE-7). (Note table to be
updated)
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DEFINITIONS
•
•

•

•
•

•

Direct GHG emissions: total GHGs emitted from sources at a facility owned (partly or wholly) and/or
operated by the company.
Indirect GHG emissions from imported energy: GHG emissions that occur at the point of energy generation
(owned or operated by a third party) for electricity, heat or steam bought by your company for use at your
facilities.
Direct GHG emissions from exported energy: GHG emissions related to energy production in the form of
electricity, heat or steam that you sell to a facility owned or operated by a third party. This is a subset of
direct GHG emissions.
GHG intensity: GHG emissions divided by the appropriate normalization factor for the business segment.
This metric can be useful in comparing performance within a company’s business segments.
Direct GHG emissions from cogeneration: GHG emissions related to the production of electricity and steam
in cogeneration (simultaneous production of power and useful heat). This subset of direct GHG emissions
typically results in a reduction of GHG emissions from a public utility.
Other indirect emissions: emissions that are not covered by Scope 2 and are not the direct result of your
activities. Examples include emissions from the manufacture of purchased raw materials, such as hydrogen
or steel, emissions from third-party vehicles, or emissions from customer use of your fuel products.
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CCE-5: METHANE EMISSIONS
WHY THIS MATTERS

Methane is what is known as a short-lived climate forcer (SLCF) with a significantly higher global warming potential (GWP)
than CO2. Therefore, industry action on methane offers an important opportunity to address the overall challenge of
limiting the impact of GHG emissions over a more immediate period. Companies throughout the industry are contributing
to such action by identifying, monitoring and reducing their methane emissions, while participating in industry initiatives to
develop and introduce improved measurement and mitigation technology. This indicator provides an opportunity to
overview your plans and progress to assess and mitigate methane emissions from your operations, including participation in
collaborative initiatives.

SCOPE
Your report should provide an overview of your company’s strategic management of methane including, for example,
your top priorities for quantifying and mitigating emissions, the reduction technologies you use, the impacts of
government policy and/or regulation, participation in collaborative initiatives, and contributions to advancing the
understanding of methane science.
You should provide specific information in the following areas:
•

Measurement and monitoring: describe how you identify methane sources and estimate or quantify their
emissions.

•

Risk assessment and mitigation plans: outline how you assess methane-related risks and explain how you
incorporate your mitigation plans, including training, into facility design and construction, operations,
maintenance, retrofit and decommissioning.

•

Fugitive emissions: describe the approaches you have taken to identify, quantify and eliminate fugitive
emissions. Indicate the scope and frequency of application, such as continuous monitoring, leak detection and
repair (LDAR) or aerial / atmospheric survey techniques.

•

Science and technology: describe innovative activities that aim to measure and reduce methane emissions
more effectively or efficiently across all your operational activities and contribute to industry and stakeholder
understanding of methane science.

Your estimation and mitigation of methane emissions related to flaring may be reported within CCE-7 as part of your
company’s overall plans and progress to reduce operational flaring.

BASIS

Qualitative information should be supported by quantitative data. Total methane emissions should be consistent with those
reported as Scope 1 and 2 emissions for indicator CCE-4 and reported in metric tonnes of methane and/or CO2 equivalent
(CO2e). When reporting in CO2e, a GWP of 25 is recommended for consistency with that used in CCE-4, which is based on
methane’s relative impact over a 100-year timescale as stated in the IPCC’s Fourth Assessment Report – AR4 2007 (see
Reference 8 and footnote in CCE-4).
For clarity when discussing emissions reduction performance, methane emissions may be broken down by source and
business activity. Below is a matrix for reporting emissions and/or emission intensity that might be useful. You may use
different categories to better characterize your operations.

Exploration
Onshore production
Offshore production
Coal bed methane
LNG processing and shipping
Refining
Petrochemicals
Distribution (natural gas / products)
City gate (natural gas end-user transmission)
Other

Energy/
combustion

Flaring

Venting

Fugitive
losses

Other
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your approach to managing methane emissions, including:
•

responsibilities for management of methane-related climate issues.

•

risk assessment and mitigation plans; and

•

direct or estimated measurement and monitoring methods;

C2 Discuss your performance in managing methane emissions (as reported in CCE-4) by source and activity in
terms of total absolute emissions and emission intensities.
Additional
A1 Outline the scope, timescales and progress of any methane emission reduction targets (absolute or
intensity).
A2 Describe efforts that contribute to technology innovation that help assess or reduce methane emissions.
A3 Describe company participation in, and adoption of, collaborative industry initiatives to advance scientific
understanding and/or technology development to address methane emissions.
A4 Provide case studies of methane measurement and/or reduction/recovery initiatives, including
cost benefits.

DEFINITIONS
•

Short-lived climate forcers (SLCF): atmospheric pollutants which have a greater greenhouse potency
than carbon dioxide, but persist in the atmosphere for a shorter period. SLCFs primarily include
methane and black carbon, as well as gases such as hydrofluorocarbons (HFCs).
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CCE6: ENERGY USE
WHY THIS MATTERS
Energy efficiency is a key sustainability goal. Demonstrating a clear understanding of energy consumption and
resource efficiency also supports commensurate opportunities to mitigate CO2 emissions. This indicator discloses
the total quantity of energy consumed by your operations and information on your related efficiency measures for
your oil and gas operations and other business activities.

SCOPE
You should state the total energy used to operate your facilities and equipment. This includes any energy your operations
produce and use, as well as imported energy (e.g. electricity, heat and steam). To reflect resource use, energy is measured
and reported as primary energy, i.e. the energy content of the hydrocarbon fuels or other sources used to produce the
energy ultimately consumed as heat, steam or electricity by the company’s operations. The following categories of energy direct, imported and exported – should all be measured and reported as primary energy.
Direct primary energy results from self-generation of mechanical power, electricity, heat or steam in your operations, as
well as in office buildings, marine vessels, trucks, or other stationary or mobile equipment under your operational control.
Examples of energy-consuming equipment include boilers, fired heaters, waste incinerators, gas turbines, gas engines and
diesel engines. Direct energy use is a measure of the energy content of the fuels or other energy sources used to produce
the power or heat generated directly at the facility.
Direct primary energy should include combustion of fuels, whether produced or purchased by you.
Energy from fuel combustion should be determined as follows:
•

Preferred: calculated based on the fuel volume consumed and the fuel energy content of the fuels used to
generate the required energy. Calculation may be carried out by total fuel consumed – if the same fuel is used by
all energy sources - or by source if fuel types vary. Use of ‘lower heating value’ is recommended because this
reflects the amount of useable energy consumed and its use will promote a consistent reporting basis. Use of
‘higher heating value’ in place of ‘lower heating value’ will increase the reported energy consumption by up to
10%.

•

Alternative: estimate based on the design energy consumption specifications associated with various processing
equipment, augmented with runtime or throughput information if available.

You should include on-site generation of non-fossil energy, sources of electric power or other non-combustion energy
sources in your calculations.
Exported energy is a subset of the direct primary energy sold or otherwise exported from your operations for use by
others. It includes energy losses from your own power generation equipment.
This indicator quantifies the energy used by your operations and, therefore, excludes exported energy not available to
support on-site operations. If your company has significant export contributions from power plants or cogeneration plants,
you may choose to report energy use related to generation of exported power separately to provide a clearer picture of
overall resource use.
Imported energy should reflect the energy content of the fuels that a supplier has used to produce electricity, heat or
steam imported by you. This approach is used to reflect the use of primary energy resources. For example, imported
energy derived from a thermal power generation plant would be the primary energy content of the fuel combusted by the
provider to produce the electrical power received by the company’s facility. Imported energy takes into account the
efficiency loss during the transformation of fuel combusted at the power plant into electricity, heat or steam.
Imported energy is calculated by using the purchased records of electricity, heat or steam, and then using efficiency
factors to convert back to the energy content of the fuels or energy sources. For purchased electricity, the imported
electricity is converted to an estimate of the energy actually used by applying a local ‘grid factor’ that reflects the
average thermal efficiency (i.e. energy content of the fuel versus energy produced) for the mix of electrical generation
facilities providing electricity to the local electrical grid. For purchased heat or steam, efficiency factors can typically be
obtained from the supplier.
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In the absence of efficiency or grid factors, or specific information from the energy provider, it is possible to use published
grid factors such as those provided by the 2009 API Compendium of Greenhouse Gas Emission Estimation
Methodologies for the Oil and Natural Gas Industry (Reference 14) or the US EPA eGRID factors (Reference 15) or
other sources available in the country of operation. Alternatively, it may be necessary to use published conversion factors
and information on the type of generating unit supplying the energy. In the absence of local or regional information, the
following efficiency factors can be used for combustion-based energy sources:
•

energy content of the fuel used to generate the electricity = electricity purchased/ received in gigajoules (GJ)
divided by 0.38;

•

energy content of the fuel used to generate the steam = steam purchased/received in GJ divided by 0.8.

The factors provided are conservative values to account for efficiency losses during generation and transportation of power
but do not reflect the efficiency of the most recent power generation technology. If imported electricity comes
solely from non-combustion and non-nuclear generation, such as wind, hydroelectric, wave, tidal power) there is no
need to apply an efficiency factor; simply report the imported energy that you purchased.
Total energy use reported should include direct energy and imported energy but exclude exported energy to
quantify energy consumed by your operations:
Total energy use = own energy generated + imported energy – exported energy
Fossil fuel energy-related emissions to the atmosphere are included within Indicators CCE-4 GHG emissions and
ENV-5 Other air emissions.

OUT OF SCOPE
The energy content of flared or vented gas should be excluded from total energy use estimates. Although these do
reflect loss of energy resources, they do not reflect energy use required for production or manufacturing of products.
These resource losses are covered by a separate metric, CCE-7, Flared gas.

BASIS
Energy data should be consolidated within your reporting boundary using the ‘operational control approach’. You
should report in gigajoules (one British Thermal Unit [BTU] = 1055 joules; 1 kilowatt-hour (kWh) = 0.0036 gigajoules).
As noted for CCE-4, when reporting energy use intensity by activity for Element A2, you should, where possible, aim to use
a consistent denominator / normalization factor to allow performance comparison between companies. Recommended
normalization factors are provided in the Reporting Process (REP) module, as well as CCE-4. For Element A2, you may also
disclose intensity measures based on more complex indices that more accurately account for differences in operational
activities and facilities (e.g. Solomon Associates’ Energy Intensity Index). Such advanced factors for GHG and energy
intensity are the subject of work by IOGP to investigate applicability to upstream activities.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Report your company’s total energy use.
C2 Discuss your initiatives and progress towards improving energy efficiency and consuming less energy. For
example, many companies are producing energy on site and using combined heat and power (also
known as cogeneration) plants to improve energy efficiency.
Additional
A1 Report any exported energy.
A2 Report energy intensity by business activity, such as oil and gas production, refining.
A3 Discuss progress in managing energy consumption through your use of energy-use indices,
comparing current energy use per unit product produced to a historical reference point.
A4 For refineries and chemical plants, use indices that account for facility-specific infrastructure and
operation conditions to provide energy performance comparison. Consider to report on trends in
these or other indices to track progress of energy-use management.
A5 Report on your initiatives to promote efficient customer use of energy.

DEFINITIONS
•
•

•
•
•

Total energy use: own energy generated + imported energy – exported energy.
Own energy generated: energy resource consumption by a facility or its equipment,
expressed as the primary energy needed to produce the power or heat required. This
includes the energy content of self-generated and purchased fuel used for energy
generation, as well as the energy from other renewable (e.g. wind, solar) and nonrenewable sources, but excludes the energy content of flared or vented gas.
Imported energy: amount of primary energy required to produce purchased power, most
typically as electricity, heat or steam.
Exported energy: amount of direct primary energy exported for use by others, most typically as electricity,
heat or steam.
Energy intensity: total energy use divided by the appropriate normalization factor
for the business segment (e.g. production volume, refinery throughput).
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CCE-7: FLARED GAS
WHY THIS MATTERS
Flaring of natural gas wastes energy resources and contributes to climate change by releasing CO2 to the atmosphere.
Although gas faring is gradually reducing, billions of cubic meters of natural gas is flared annually at oil production sites
around the globe. This indicator discloses the quantity of hydrocarbon gas flared to the atmosphere from your operations
and your approach to reduction measures.

SCOPE
Gas flare systems can serve two purposes: they are an essential safety mechanism in many petroleum operations and, when
flaring associated gas, they allow a company to dispose of gas when no gathering facilities are available.
Sources and situations that may feed gas into flare systems for safety can include but are not limited to:
•

pressure relief valve systems you use to prevent overpressure of equipment;

•

emergency depressurizing systems you use for safe plant management;

•

operations during plant start-ups and shutdowns;

•

tank storage overhead vapours, such as filling and breathing losses;

•

glycol dehydrators;

•

solution gas from separators or flash tanks at crude oil batteries, terminals or other production facilities;

•

well testing, especially at recently drilled wells in frontier areas;

•

well completion and clean-up operations where flaring is necessary for well bore and reservoir clean-up;

•

blow-down and pigging operations on gas gathering or other pipeline systems;

•

blow-downs of vessels, piping, gas compressors or other equipment during maintenance; and

•

vessel and tank truck loading emissions, such as the displacement of vapours during tanker loading.

You should report the total quantity of hydrocarbon gas that you send to operational flare systems at a facility. This
should include routine flaring operations as well as any non-routine/safety flaring events. Reported flared gas should
include purge gas, pilot light fuel and assist gas.
Your calculation of flared gas should be based on the composition of the gas stream involved and, if significant, should exclude
the quantity of non-hydrocarbons, such as CO2, water, hydrogen and nitrogen. In the absence of measured gas composition
data, you should apply engineering estimates.
For most oil and gas industry operations, venting of hydrocarbons represents a minor resource use and related emissions
are effectively covered by Indicator CCE-4, GHG emissions and by the volatile organic compounds (VOC) metric under
Indicator ENV-5, Other air emissions. If gas venting is significant, you should report the quantity of vented hydrocarbon
gas separately.

BASIS
Quantitative reporting uses units of metric tonnes of hydrocarbons flared. Reporting in units of mass is encouraged because
this provides a more consistent and comparable measure of product loss.
When reporting on a volume basis use standard cubic metres (Sm3) or alternatively standard cubic feet (SCF), which is
commonly used in industry operations and may be better understood by some audiences. When reporting volume, specify
units used and the temperature/pressure bases for the standardization.
Flared gas data should be consolidated within your reporting boundary using the ‘operational control approach’.
Data should be consolidated for all operational activities that contribute significantly to your total flared gas.
You should determine significance in terms of geographic locations/regions (see Glossary in Reporting Process (REP)
module).
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Report the total quantity of hydrocarbon gas flared from your operations.
C2 Indicate geographical locations of significant flaring
C3 State any commitments or targets you have set that relate to flaring, including collaboration with
cross-industry initiatives.
C4 Report contribution of flaring to your total GHG emissions in CO2e.
C5 Describe your current and future flare reduction activities, including long term reduction
improvements versus short-term operational fluctuations.

Additional
A1 Separately report hydrocarbon gas flared for each relevant business activity, such as oil and
gas production, refining.
A2 Report flaring by type, such as routine and non-routine flaring, to convey the causes of flaring
and indicate areas for operational improvement.
A4 Separately report vented gas if hydrocarbon venting represents a substantial portion of your
resource use.

DEFINITIONS
•

Flared gas: total mass (or volume) of hydrocarbon directed to operational flare systems,
where the hydrocarbons are consumed through combustion.

•

Routine flaring: gas flared during normal oil production operations in the absence of
sufficient facilities or amenable geology to re-inject the produced gas, utilize it on-site, or
dispatch it to a market.
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MODULE 4: ENVIRONMENT
Environment

Introduction
Water
Biodiversity

Air emissions
Materials
management
Decommissioning
Appendix

References and links

Key points to address
ENV-1: Freshwater
ENV-2: Discharges to water
Key points to address
ENV-3: Biodiversity Policy and Strategy
ENV-4: Protected and priority areas for biodiversity
conservation
Key points to address
ENV-5: Air emissions
Key points to address
ENV-6: Spills to the environment
ENV-7: Materials management
Key points to address
ENV-8: Decommissioning

STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDANCE
The guidance in its entirety is made up of the following inter-connected modules. All
modules, except for ‘Reporting process’ are accompanied by performance indicators.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting process (REP)
Governance and business ethics (GOV)
Climate change and energy (CCE)
Environment (ENV)
Safety, health and security (SHS)
Social (SOC)

The REP module provides good practice guidance on how and what to report. The
guidance covers important processes such as stakeholder engagement, determining
materiality, developing narrative and reporting indicators.
Each of the other five modules (see Figure 1 below) introduces a set of related
sustainability issues and provides guidance on developing your narrative supported by
relevant industry specific indicators on these issues. In general terms, depending on
materiality, your report’s narrative should provide an overview of:
•
•
•
•
•
•

how you manage each issue;
your overall approach to the issue and any policies you have in place;
your management of risk and opportunity;
key initiatives and actions;
how you measure and monitor the issue; and
how you review and learn in pursuit of continuous improvement.
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KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
The module boxes on ‘key points to address’ have been developed through input from
external stakeholders and industry subject matter experts. These overarching points are
intended to inform your narrative, supported by the data and facts provided by the
indicators that follow. Unlike indicators that primarily aim to establish consistency of
reporting, these points provide an opportunity for your narrative to convey your
company’s individual characteristics and unique culture that underpins how you address
impacts and contribute to sustainability.
INDICATORS
To support your narrative, informed by the key points above, you should report on any or
all of the suggested indicators, based on materiality. Each indicator is defined by its
Scope and its core and additional Elements, supported by any specific definitions of terms.
The REP module Glossary also provides a set of generic definitions.
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ENVIRONMENT
INTRODUCTION
Oil and gas operations, from exploration to manufacturing, storing and transporting products, can have a wideranging impact on the environment. As a result, companies apply systematic tools to:
• identify and assess the environmental impact of their operational activities;
• mitigate risks of pollution or contamination, by applying environmental management systems (EMS)
including use of control technologies;
• protect and conserve natural resources, particularly by managing materials efficiently and minimizing
waste;
• reduce the impact of emissions and waste streams;
• respond effectively to incidents, particularly spills to water or land; and
• decommission assets at the end of their operating life in an environmentally sound and safe way.
Environmental risks are of increasing importance to a growing number of stakeholders. Many banks, for
example, have exclusions or use enhanced diligence processes when financing assets that are located in
protected or sensitive areas. Rating agencies with a focus on environmental, social and governance
performance consider environmental concerns and the strength of a company’s response to risk management.
Companies themselves carry out due diligence to examine environmental risks when conducting acquisitions
and divestments. Poor environmental management can add operational risk, damage a company’s reputation,
and impact finances.
Using a robust EMS, or integrated operating management system (OMS), helps companies demonstrate
continuous improvement in reducing their impact on the environment, and protecting their workforce and
public health. Industry benchmarking based on common indicators also allows for greater performance
comparison across the sector.
In most cases, environmental issues are local in nature, and differences in sensitivities, risks, impact and
regulatory frameworks can result in reporting challenges. Depending on the nature and location of your
business activities, therefore, the issues you choose to report on may differ from issues that other companies
report on.

WATER
Water is an essential resource for human development, agriculture and industry. The UN considers access to
water and sanitation to be a human rights that entitle everyone to sufficient, safe, acceptable, physically
accessible and affordable water for personal and domestic uses. With the global population on the rise, rapid
urbanization and agricultural and economic development, demand on freshwater supplies is likely to intensify.
The effects of a range of issues, such as climate change, land use, and water availability, reliability and
quality have many potential implications for oil and gas industry activities. This includes, for example,
operational locations where the availability and quality of water are already challenges, or could become
challenges in the future, or in locations exposed to extreme weather and flooding.
Lack of access to water can have a significant impact on local communities and stakeholders. It can also
create physical, regulatory and reputational challenges for industrial users, including the oil and gas industry.
For example, the use of water in hydraulic fracturing, which must consider factors such as the quantity used
and the potential impact of drilling fluids on water quality, has led to environmental and community concerns
and even the banning of the technology in some locations.
Meanwhile, the connection between energy and water is growing as countries look to increase energy supplies
(such as biofuels) that may require greater access to water. Equally, energy - often from oil and gas - is
typically needed to collect, transport, treat and distribute water. As a potentially significant local user and
producer of water, oil and gas companies are vulnerable to water disruption in their operations and supply
chains.
As a result, effective water management is essential, in terms of the volumes of freshwater and nonfreshwater withdrawn or consumed, the protection of water quality and the maintenance of reliable
resources. More companies are developing water management strategies, improving their understanding of
water scarcity risk management, developing water technology, recycling, finding alternative water sources
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(such as produced water) and developing collective participatory approaches to water management, within the
industry and with other sectors.

BIODIVERSITY
'Biological diversity' is the phrase used to describe our planet’s variety of living organisms from all sources,
including terrestrial, marine and other aquatic ecosystems. In the oil and gas industry, biodiversity challenges
tend to relate to the impact and dependency that onshore and offshore activities might have (in the short and
long term) on air, water, and land. But there are also opportunities, since business can help to develop and
implement nature-based solutions to tackle issues such as climate change.
Biodiversity quality is the basis of effective ecosystems and, thereby, underpin the wide range of benefits
(direct and indirect) that people get from those systems - a concept known as ‘ecosystem services’.
Box: Ecosystem services: the benefits that ecosystems contribute towards human well-being (Millennium
Ecosystem Assessment, 2005)
Ecosystem services can be divided into four categories:
1. Provisioning services—products or goods such as water, fish, or timber.
2. Regulating services—ecosystem functions such as flood control and climate regulation.
3. Cultural services—non-material benefits such as recreational, aesthetic and spiritual benefits.
4. Supporting services—fundamental processes such as nutrient cycling and photosynthesis that support the above
three categories.
Source: Based on World Resources Institute (WRI) materials.
Onshore and offshore operations occur in a wide range of natural and social environments with different
sensitivities and regulatory regimes. Sometimes these operations take place in, or near, legally protected
areas, or sites high in biodiversity that are not legally protected but may still be relevant for conservation.
These operations depend on environmental resources and have the potential to have direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts on biodiversity. Identifying and managing these issues at an early stage can help a
company manage its environmental risks and opportunities. Companies may act in accordance with the
‘mitigation hierarchy’, a tool that helps prevent and remediate biodiversity risk. More information on the
mitigation hierarchy is available here.
Reporters can draw information on biodiversity from impact assessments, strategies and plans, and operations.
Biodiversity offsets, which typically seek to compensate for any residual effects after all reasonably feasible
preventative measures have been taken, are increasingly expected from both shareholders and stakeholders,
such as host governments, finance institutions, conservation non-governmental organizations (NGOs). Offsets
intended to mitigate carbon emissions may also have collateral effects on biodiversity, through activities such
as reforestation or land/soil restoration, which offer a range of environmental and social benefits.

AIR QUALITY
Air emissions from industry operations, including pipelines and transportation, may contribute to local or
regional impacts that can affect human health, flora and fauna or cultural heritage sites.
Impacts associated with greenhouse gas emissions, which are global rather than local, are included within the
Climate Change and Energy module of the Guidance.
Engineering technologies can be designed for new plants or retrofitted to reduce air emissions, helping
minimize the impact on local air quality.

SPILLS TO THE ENVIRONMENT
Oil spills, which can result from operational incidents, poor maintenance, or equipment corrosion, can in the
worst cases have severe and multiple environmental, social, health and economic consequences. Spills can
also have severe, long-term consequences for a company’s reputation.
For these reasons, in addition to reporting on the occurrence of spills, reporting on how a company is reducing
and eliminating oil spills continues to be a primary indicator of operating performance. You will need to
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confirm your preparedness to respond reliably and rapidly to incidents and demonstrate that you have robust
skills and resources to do so.
Measures relating to process safety are covered in the Process Safety module of the Guidance.

MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
Materials management is an integral part of responsible consumption and production. It involves minimizing
the quantity of materials/resources used, reducing waste and the sound management of chemicals, throughout
the entire oil and gas industry supply chain. Robust management processes help minimize localized risks to the
environment, communities and cultural heritage, while enhancing resource use and cost efficiency.

DECOMMISSIONING
When oil and gas assets reach the end of their lifecycle, there is a clear expectation that a company should
dismantle and remove the facilities in accordance with high environmental standards, return the site to a good
environmental condition, and take account of the needs of stakeholders and communities.
A company’s decommissioning plans need to be detailed and involve regulators and other stakeholders.
Effective plans address potential environmental and social impacts, while making sure the work is carried out
safely and in compliance with regulations. Decommissioning planning is normally regulated, with governments
and industry working together to make sure that financial and organizational provision is made for plans that
meet defined standards for environmental and cultural heritage protection and address societal expectations.
The technical complexity and potential impacts of onshore and offshore decommissioning will depend on the
type, scale and geographic location of the assets, as well as ecosystem and socio-economic considerations.
However, the overall goals are the same: protecting the environment, minimizing the impact on communities
and ensuring the safety of the workforce.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
Reporting information in response to the guidance in this module is voluntary. Other
frameworks, codes and statutory requirements may be applicable or more appropriate
than this guidance when reporting on environment matters in company publications,
including sustainability reports, annual financial reports and company websites. It is a
decision for each company how they choose to report on sustainability matters including
on the environment.
Please see detailed Legal Note and Cautionary Notes in the Reporting Process (REP)
module.
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WATER
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

Context on your overall interaction with water and how that might affect other water users. This can include your
strategic approach to water management across your supply chain and any responsible stewardship approaches
(including stakeholder engagement) you take to manage water as a shared resource, such as a watershed-based
approach. This is especially relevant in locations where water stress /scarcity is a concern.

2.

An account of any global or corporate level public commitments you have put in place to manage water resources
responsibly. This might include water use commitments in areas of water scarcity, or quantitative targets relating
to water quality, intensity, recycling or reuse.

3.

The types of operational activities where water management is material. As well as conventional upstream,
midstream and downstream oil and gas activities, this could include other activities such as any involvement in
non-conventional extraction from shale or oil sands, power generation, heating and cooling processes or production
of alternative/renewable energy sources, such as biofuels.

4.

The risks and opportunities for your activities associated with water, setting out the nature of those risks, such as
the effect of water shortages on operations, and how you assess and address them. Opportunities may stem from
more efficient use of water within operations, increasing access to freshwater resource for local use.

5.

Progress or outcomes from your stakeholder and regulatory engagements, risk assessments, resource efficiency
plans, implementation activities, performance evaluations and management reviews.
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ENV-1: Freshwater
WHY THIS MATTERS
Water management can influence its availability for the local environment, socio-economic development and
future demands. Reporting on freshwater withdrawal and resources provides specific quantitative and qualitative
information that supports your narrative on your approach to water management.

SCOPE
You should report the total volume of freshwater that you withdraw either directly from freshwater sources, such
as lakes, groundwater aquifers and rivers, or from municipal freshwater supplies and other water utilities. Some
business operations may return significant amounts of freshwater, treated to the appropriate standards, back to
the same or different source.
You should also report the amount of freshwater you consume (see figure 9 below), which is the difference
between the amount you withdraw and the amount you return. We would encourage you to report both freshwater
withdrawn and consumed, subject to the availability of data, as this gives a more complete picture of your
sustainability performance trends.

The following types of water should be excluded from these two reporting elements:
•

freshwater, used for once-through cooling water, returned unchanged (excluding thermal effects) into the
same source, or a different freshwater body located in the same area in which the freshwater was originally
withdrawn;

•

produced water, including flowback water, from exploration and production operations;

•

water provided – and already counted – by another facility within your company;

•

stormwater discharged (if not harvested for freshwater site use);

•

and fresh groundwater extracted solely for remediation or to control the migration of contaminated
groundwater.

While the exclusions above refer to freshwater reporting, these other types of water are covered by several other
reporting elements and you can include them if their impact is significant to your management of water.
If freshwater used for once-through cooling water is not returned to the same water source or another freshwater
body, it is considered consumptive use and you should, therefore, include it in your freshwater withdrawals.
As the potential effects are likely to be localized and more significant in areas where the freshwater supply is
stressed or scarce, several reporting elements encourage you to provide additional information on your operations in
such locations.
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Note that other indicators in the guidance may link to your management of freshwater risks and opportunities, such
as Indicator CCE-2, Managing climate risk and Indicator SOC-6, Local community impacts and engagement.

BASIS
You should report the volume of freshwater in cubic metres (m3) and consolidate it within your reporting boundary
using the ‘operational approach’ (see the Reporting process module). Reports should include examples and/or case
studies to illustrate how you apply the indicator at a local level.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Report the total volume of freshwater that you withdraw.
C2 Report the total volume of freshwater you consume.
C3 List significant operations located in water-stressed or scarce areas- including your definition of these terms (see
table of definitions below).
C4 Report the percentage of freshwater you withdraw or consume in water-stressed or water-scarce areas, detailing
how you reached that percentage.
C5 Report the total reduction in freshwater withdrawn or consumed due to your water reduction measures,
including water you replace or recycle /reuse within your reporting boundaries.
Additional
A1 Report your freshwater consumption per unit of production, the freshwater consumption intensity and by business
activity, such as oil and gas production, refining.
A2 Report your freshwater withdrawal per unit of production, the freshwater withdrawal intensity and by business
activity.
A3 Report your freshwater withdrawals related to once-through cooling water, not included in the core reporting
elements.
A4 Report separately the volume of non-freshwater taken into your operation, as an alternative to freshwater
withdrawn from surface or groundwater sources or purchased as potable water.
A5 Report water recycled / re-used by third parties.
A5 Discuss your efforts to maintain/improve freshwater availability for local communities within water stressed or
scarce areas.
A6 Provide quantitative and qualitative information or case study examples on your operations located in waterstressed or scarce areas or other locations where you have identified potential water management risks,
including:
•

the percentage of freshwater you withdraw from water stressed areas;

•

volumes of water you withdraw and/or consume from sources such as municipal water supplies and other
water utilities and surface water, including water from lakes, rivers and aquifers;

•

volume of freshwater (treated as necessary) that you return to the freshwater environment;

•

freshwater withdrawal or consumption intensity for the location;

•

water management practices you have adopted;

•

how you have avoided or minimized freshwater withdrawals;

•

how impacts to freshwater dependent biodiversity and ecosystems have been avoided or minimized; and

•

your community and stakeholder engagement activities in relation to water management and the environment.
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A7 Report your freshwater withdrawal as a percentage of total water withdrawn.
A8 Report your total volume of freshwater returned to the freshwater environment.
A9 Describe how you manage other types of water, including disposal. Other types might include produced
water, process wastewater, stormwater or desalinated water. Descriptions may include:
•

water treatment;

•

water reused/recycled (indicating whether it is used by you or others);

•

and/or returned to the environment by destination, such as irrigation, evaporation ponds, deep wells.
Indicate water volumes if appropriate.

A10 Provide information on your use of fresh groundwater extracted for remediation or to control the
migration of contaminated groundwater.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
• Freshwater: the definition varies accordingtolocal statutes and regulations. Where no regulation exists,

freshwater is defined for reporting purposes as non-brackish water and may include drinking water,
potable water, water used in agriculture. The total dissolved solids (TDS) concentration of this type of
water is up to 2,000 mg/l.
• Freshwater withdrawn: the volume of freshwater removed from sources (including surface water,
groundwater, harvested rainwater and municipal water supplies) and taken into the operations of the
reporting company for use.
• Freshwater returned: the volume of freshwater a facility discharges (directly or via a third party) into the
same source or a different source within the same catchment/watershed. We recommend the discharge
value is corrected by subtracting the amount of water that was not originally part of the freshwater
withdrawn. Examples include collected stormwater, or any groundwater from remediation activities (unless
used in the facility as a source of freshwater). Freshwater that is discharged to a different source that is a
non-freshwater supply, body or aquifer should not be considered freshwater returned.
• Freshwater consumption: the difference between freshwater withdrawn and freshwater
returned.
• Freshwater withdrawal intensity: the ratio between freshwater withdrawal and a defined unit of
production, such as barrels of oil for upstream operations and crude oil throughput for downstream

•

•

•

•

operations, and product specific for petrochemical operations. You can calculate this by dividing the volume
of freshwater withdrawn by the output or volume of product created.
Freshwater consumption intensity: the ratio between freshwater consumption and a defined unit of
production You can calculate this by dividing the volume of freshwater consumed by the output or
volume of product created.
Water replaced: water sourced from a non-freshwater body that has replaced an existing freshwater source
to reduce freshwater withdrawal and/or consumption. This might include water types such as
produced water, process wastewater, stormwater or desalinated water.
Water reused/recycled: water that has been used more than once in a single process or used in other
processes, with treatment as appropriate, to reduce freshwater withdrawal. Note that the terms reused and
recycled are similar and not differentiated for this indicator. If reused/recycled water is reported
quantitatively, the reported volume should equal the reduction in the volume of freshwater withdrawn
that resulted from the reuse/recycling.
Reduction in freshwater withdrawn or consumed: a decrease in the amount of freshwater
withdrawn or consumed in the reporting year due to planned actions, projects or measures to replace or
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reuse/recycle water. Freshwater reductions should be sustainable in future years and can only be
aggregated over multiple years when referenced against the total change in freshwater withdrawn or
consumed in the same period.
• Water stress/scarcity: when reporting qualitative and quantitative water stress and scarcity
information, the definition or indicator of stress and scarcity should be defined by you. There is no single,
universally accepted measure of stress and scarcity and many tools and models have been developed that
map the issue. IPIECA has studied a range of these tools in the 2019 [pending] publication Review of
water risk tools, and we do not make any specific recommendation on which one you should use.
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ENV-2: Discharges to water

WHY THIS MATTERS
Discharges to water are controlled to reduce the potential impact on local water quality. The oil and gas industry
handles large quantities of produced water, process wastewater and stormwater. These are normally treated to
remove contaminants before being discharged, in compliance with regulatory requirements. Actual environmental
risk or impact is subject to local conditions: larger discharges in some water environments may have lower risk than
smaller discharges in other environments. This indicator gives specific quantitative and qualitative information
on the amount of hydrocarbon and other discharges present in discharges from your operations to surface water,
including the sea, rivers, lakes and other waterways.

SCOPE
This is about the level of concentrations of oil, grease and other hydrocarbons within water that is returned to
the environment. Typically, your operations´ license to operate will provide permitted levels.
Depending on your operational activities and how material the issue is for your company, you may extend your
scope to report separately on the amount of other substances that are discharged in water streams that you
manage. This might include substances of concern - as defined by you, international standards or other
authoritative lists - that could cause irreversible damage to waterways, ecosystems or human health.
You should report management (reuse, recycling or disposal) of waste streams, such as salts, brines, oils and sludges,
which are separated from water prior to discharge under Indicator ENV-7, Materials management.
You may wish to address this indicator together with Indicator ENV-1, Freshwater, under the overall issue of water
management. This could include coverage of the approach you take to protect freshwater resources from your
activities, such as the potential risk of induced seismicity associated with underground injection of produced water
or wastewater.
This indicator excludes:
•

quantities of hydrocarbons that are discharged to third-party treatment facilities;

•

and quantities of hydrocarbons associated with a once-through cooling water withdrawal returned unchanged,
excluding thermal effects.

•

Spills to the environment - which are covered by Indicator ENV-6, Spills to the environment.

BASIS
Report discharge data in metric tonnes of hydrocarbons (oil and grease) or other substances. You may also express
quantities in terms of annual average concentrations (in mg/l or ppm).
You should consolidate discharge data using your reporting boundary ‘operational approach’ (see The Reporting
Process module). Where appropriate, you may include examples to illustrate how you apply the indicator at a local
level.
You should make your measurements using test methods required or approved by local regulatory authorities (or
equivalent applicable standards).
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 For upstream facilities, report the quantity of hydrocarbons (in metric tonnes) and/or annual average
concentrations (in mg/litre or ppm) in produced water and process wastewater that you discharge to surface water.
C2 For refineries and other downstream facilities, report the quantity of hydrocarbons (in metric tonnes) and/or
annual average concentrations (in mg/litre or ppm) that you discharge to surface water from process
wastewater and stormwater.
Additional
A1 Report separately the quantity of substances other than hydrocarbons (in metric tonnes) that you
discharge to surface water from your facilities. Other measures may include chemical oxygen demand (COD),
sulphides, ammonia, phenols and total suspended solids (TSS), or non-aqueous drilling fluids discharged).
A21 Discuss your efforts to manage discharges within local water environments where there is greater potential
for environmental risks or benefits.
A3 Describe your community and stakeholder engagement activities in relation to the way in which you
manage discharges to water.
A4 Explain trends in discharged quantities with respect to operating conditions such as field maturity.
A5 Report the volumes of produced water and process water that are:
• reused / recycled within the operation or to a third party;
• discharged to surface water; and/or
• disposed of via underground injection wells
A6 Report discharges to water by destination type.
A7 Report water discharges in areas of high water stress.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
• Produced water: water that is brought to the surface during the production of hydrocarbons including
formation water, flow-back water and condensation water.
• Process wastewater: water associated with operations that comes into contact with hydrocarbons or
other chemicals.
• Stormwater: precipitation falling on (or run-off flowing across) a site, which is collected and discharged
from point source outlets, such as pipes, collection ditches, storm sewers.
• Discharges: intentional releases from a facility into a waterway, typically through a permitted outlet after
treatment.
• Surface water environment: fresh or saline surface water bodies, including rivers, lakes, wetlands, seas or
oceans. Surface water excludes water in the atmosphere or groundwater.
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BIODIVERSITY
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
6.

How you incorporate biodiversity considerations into your governance and business processes for the lifecycle of
your projects and activities. This may include how you integrate these processes within environmental
management systems (EMS) or health, safety and environment (HSE) management systems (you may directly link
or incorporate this into your general reporting on governance and management systems).
Any public commitments you have made to protect or enhance biodiversity, such as a commitment to avoid
working in sensitive areas or to pursue ‘net gain’ or ‘no net loss’.
Qualitative and/or quantitative information to describe your overall biodiversity performance, and strategic
decisions or positions, including if you set targets for continuous improvement and adaptive biodiversity
management.
How you engage your stakeholders to include their perspectives, particularly local communities. Your narrative
should set out how you assess and address their concerns in your biodiversity conservation planning and
activities. At a corporate level, you can outline the way in which you work with biodiversity organizations or
experts to understand emerging trends and good conservation practices. You could include site level examples
to demonstrate how you address stakeholder concerns about potential impacts.
Reference to any multi-stakeholder initiatives or partnerships you work with to promote improved
understanding of biodiversity and ecosystems, and/or to address potential impacts to biodiversity.
Your broader approaches to protect biodiversity and ecosystem services, such as landscape-wide conservation
initiatives, across countries, regions or communities. You might include an account of your approach to
biodiversity offsets; descriptions of initiatives to protect and/or restore natural habitats, such as forests; or to
protect and/or restore other land or marine environments.
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ENV-3: Biodiversity Policy and Strategy

WHY THIS MATTERS
It is a common expectation that companies set out their overall approach to how they manage their direct, indirect and
cumulative impacts on biodiversity. This indicator encourages you to describe your overall approach to identifying and
managing biodiversity risks and how you manage dependencies and impacts following the framework of the mitigation
hierarchy [insert link], as well as potential opportunities for improvement and conservation.

SCOPE
You should describe your policies, commitments, strategies and plans for ensuring that biodiversity management is
integrated into your operations throughout their lifecycle. You can broaden your narrative to include ecosystem services,
as appropriate.
Potential impacts, management approaches and conservation opportunities vary according to geography, where an asset
is in its lifecycle, and with type of activity involved. Consequently, the materiality of this indicator can vary significantly
between companies.

BASIS
You may support qualitative information with quantitative data, which should be consolidated within your reporting
boundary using the ‘operational approach’ (see the ‘Reporting Process’ module for more on reporting boundaries).
As noted in Element A1 in relation to risk management, you should explain the basis or criteria for determining the
sensitivity of operating areas, with consideration of potential primary, secondary and/or cumulative impacts, as
appropriate.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your biodiversity management approach, including policy, positions, goals, strategies, risk/impact
assessments, mitigation plans and outcomes. This can include how you apply the mitigation hierarchy and
international biodiversity standards in your operational planning, from early concept through
decommissioning.
C2 Provide examples or case studies of operating areas where you have put biodiversity management activities
and adaptive management in place.
Additional
A1 Set out your processes for identifying your biodiversity risks and for managing activities in sensitive
operating areas, such as Biodiversity Actions Plans (BAPs). Include the criteria you use to determine
sensitivity and any applicable metrics.
A2 Describe how you integrate biodiversity issues within your business strategies, including plans,
commitments or targets for investment in initiatives and technologies that have the potential to
conserve and/or enhance biodiversity and/or ecosystem services.
A4 Describe how you identify, assess and manage biodiversity impacts within your supply chain.
A5 Describe how you consider the biodiversity impact of your products, taking account of their production,
sale and use.
A6 Describe any planned or current biodiversity offset projects.
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DEFINITION OF TERMS

•
•
•

•
•

•

Adaptive management: the process of monitoring, assessing, and reporting the results of management practices
and/or mitigation plans and using the results to improve future biodiversity performance.
Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPs): a set of current or planned actions aimed at addressing identified biodiversity
impacts that will lead to the conservation or enhancement of biodiversity at local level.
Biodiversity: the UN Convention on Biological Diversity (1992) defines biodiversity as the variability among living
organisms within species, between species and between ecosystems. Biodiversity quality and richness are the basis
of the integrity and effective working of ecosystems and thereby underpins all services they provide, i.e. the socalled ecosystem services—the benefits that people derive from ecosystems (Millennium Ecosystem
Assessment, 2005).
Dependencies: the ecosystem services that a project or operation relies on to complete its work or run the
business. For example, water, aggregates, storm/flood protection, water discharge treatment etc.
Ecosystem: dynamic plant, animal and microorganism communities and their non-living environment interacting
as a functional unit (Millennium Ecosystem Assessment, 2005). They include, but are not limited to, coral reefs,
tundra, wetlands, forests, grasslands and farmlands.
Ecosystem services: The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (2005) defines ecosystem services as the benefits
(direct and indirect) that people obtain from ecosystems. The Assessment defines four categories of ecosystem
services: provisioning services (products obtained from ecosystems such as freshwater or timber); regulating
services (ecosystems’ control of natural processes such as climate, disease, water flows and pollination); cultural
services (recreation, aesthetic enjoyment); and supporting services (natural processes such as nutrient
cycling that maintain other services).

•
•

Habitat: the place or type of site where an organism or population naturally occurs.
Operating area: where business activities take place that have the potential to interact with the adjacent
environment.
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ENV-4: Protected and priority areas for biodiversity conservation
WHY THIS MATTERS
This indicator provides information on the location and scale of your significant assets and/or projects that are in or near
designated protected areas for biodiversity conservation identified by scientific criteria. This may indicate the potential for
your operations to impact biodiversity and your exposure to biodiversity risk.

SCOPE
There is huge variation in the description of, criteria for, and management objective and approach to protected areas and
priority sites for conservation at a global, regional and national level. For consistency, it is recommended for Elements C1
and A1 below that you refer to the IUCN categorization for protected areas, focusing on categories I to IV, as follows:
o Ia - Strict Nature Reserve
o Ib - Wilderness Area
o II - National Park
o III - Natural Monument or Feature
o IV - Habitat/Species Management Area
In addition, you may take into consideration other international protected area designations including UNESCO World
Heritage sites (natural and cultural), the Ramsar Convention wetlands sites and the UNESCO Man and Biosphere Reserves.
Depending on specific concerns in your locations of operation, other national or regional protected areas or priority sites
may be relevant. The World Database of Protected Areas provides a useful compendium of these and other protected
areas.
Please note the definition of terms provided in ENV-3 Biodiversity Policy and Strategy. It should be noted that your
operating areas may be within, adjacent or near more than one type of biodiversity-rich area. Although this indicator
does not define ‘near’ in terms of an absolute distance or buffer zone, your impact assessments for operations or projects
can help indicate if biodiversity may be affected in an adjacent or near protected area.

BASIS
Qualitative information including examples to illustrate how you apply the indicator at regional and local levels. Youmay
support this with some quantitative data, which you should consolidate within your reporting boundary using the
‘operational approach’ (see the ‘Reporting Process' module).

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 List, with brief descriptions, the geographical areas or locations where your assets and/or projects are in
or near protected areas and priority sites for biodiversity conservation.
C2 Describe your commitments and / or mitigation measures that relate to projects or operations in or near
protected areas and priority sites for biodiversity conservation.
Additional
A1 For listed operating areas in C1, describe:
•

ongoing and/or planned biodiversity/ecosystem services activities;

•

the progress you’re making on biodiversity impact mitigation measures;

•

the progress you’re making on biodiversity/BES action plans including mitigation actions;

•

and your monitoring plans and verification processes.

A2 Describe the outcomes of any baseline assessments for planned projects where future activities are in or near
internationally protected biodiversity areas.
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AIR QUALITY
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

Your overall position on air quality, including risks and related impacts, as well as opportunities to
improve air quality, including any specific targets or commitments. You can highlight any air quality
issues that relate to public health in cities and other relevant areas.

2. Your approach to managing the impact your operations have on air quality, with reference to applicable
regulatory frameworks, or internal frameworks, if local rules are less stringent. In addition to the
atmospheric pollutants reported quantitatively in indicator ENV-5 below, you can include localized
impacts of other airborne pollutants, such as noise, odours or black smoke from non-routine flaring, that
result in neighbouring community concerns. You may also capture these concerns in your community
grievance reporting mechanisms outlined in Indicator SOC-11, Community grievance mechanisms.
3. Air quality issues that relate to your value chain and/or supply chain, such as emissions from
transportation (road, marine or aviation). For companies with downstream marketing and retail
activities, you could include discussion of vehicle exhaust emissions and urban air quality impacts. You
should outline any individual or collaborative efforts to supply cleaner fuel products with lower
environmental impacts.
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ENV-5: Air emissions
WHY THIS MATTERS

Emissions to air are an important determinant of local and regional air quality and can affect human
health, flora and fauna or cultural heritage sites. This indicator enables you to set out the
quantities of emissions to the atmosphere from your operations and describes how you monitor and
manage the impact of these emissions. It gives you an opportunity to discuss any innovative
approaches you take to manage air emissions as well as to report on your performance, based on
quantities of pollutants released annually to the atmosphere.

SCOPE

You should report significant emissions released to the atmosphere from your operations by
category. The specific substances included in each emissions category are detailed in the definition
of terms or as specified by the local regulatory agency. Categories of emissions that are of
significance for many oil and gas companies include:
• volatile organic compounds (VOCs);
• sulphur oxides (SOx);
• nitrogen oxides (NOx), excluding N2O;
• carbon monoxide;
• particulate matter (PM);
• ozone-depleting substances (ODS); and
• other regulated air emissions.
This scope does not include carbon dioxide and methane, which are reported within indicator CCE4, GHG emissions.
Approved or required methods of estimation and calculation of air emissions vary according to local
regulatory standards and by facility permit requirements. You should describe the approved local
methodologies that you are using to gather this performance data.

BASIS
Report quantitative emissions data in metric tonnes (SOx reported as SO2, and NOx reported as NO2).
You should consolidate air emissions data within your reporting boundary using the ‘operational
approach’ (see the ‘Reporting Process’ module for more on reporting boundaries) and, if
appropriate, include examples to illustrate how you apply the indicator at a local level. Companies
should determine significance when considering types and location of emissions.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Report your total emissions, by category:
• volatile organic compounds (VOCs);
• sulphur oxides (SOx);
• nitrogen oxides (NOx ).
C2 Discuss how you monitor and manage the impact of your operations on local air quality, including
any technologies you use, such as those that remove or treat combustion emissions in operations
or fuel products.
Additional
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A1 Report your total emissions, by category, if significant:
•

particulate matter (PM);

•

carbon monoxide;

•

ozone-depleting substances (ODS);

•

and/or other air emissions with an environmental impact, taking account of local
regulatory categorisations and requirements.

A2 Report your emissions by regional and/or business activity, where relevant.
A3 Share case studies, or other forms of local reporting or data that demonstrate air quality
management at regional, national and/or local levels, including locations where you have
put specific initiatives or measures in place to alleviate poor air quality.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
Due to air pollution regulations at national, regional and local levels, the specific compounds
regulated in each emissions type may vary slightly. The following definitions are provided as a
guide for reporting:
•

Nitrogen oxides (NOx): includes the total nitric oxide (NO) and nitrogen dioxide (NO2)
expressed as NO2 equivalent and excludes nitrous oxides (N2O).

•

Sulphur oxides (SOx): includes sulphur dioxide (SO2) and sulphur trioxide (SO3) expressed
as SO2 equivalent.

•

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs): organic compounds, excluding methane and ethane,
that vaporise in the atmosphere and may participate in photochemical reactions. VOCs
should be defined in accordance with regulatory requirements where a local regulatory
agency has defined measures for specific compounds. You should specify which species
are included in your reporting, for example ‘non-methane VOC’, and highlight any
locations where a local regulatory agency has defined specific compounds.

•

Particulate matter (PM): a complex mixture of extremely small particles and liquid
droplets. PM is made up of several components, including acids, such as nitrates and
sulphates, organic chemicals, metals and soil or dust particles. Definitions depend on
local regulations and are frequently based on particle size (e.g. PM10 or PM2.5). Companies
should specify which PM metric they are reporting.

•

Ozone-depleting substances (ODS): includes halons, CFCs, HCFCs and methyl bromide (we
suggest reporting when quantities emitted may be of interest). While ODS are not
produced by oil and gas activities, they may be used for activities such as refrigeration,
gas processing and fire suppression.
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SPILLS TO THE ENVIRONMENT
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

An overview of any major spills of oil or hazardous chemicals into the environment and the corrective actions
taken to address them.

2. How you assess and address risks of spills at a corporate level, including oversight from your Board and/or senior
management. Include both spill prevention and response when outlining your management approach. You can
link this narrative to your reporting on process safety risks (see the Safety, Health and Security module and
indicator SHS-6, Process Safety).

ENV-6: Spills to the environment
WHY THIS MATTERS

Oil spills can in the worst cases have severe and multiple environmental, social, health and
economic consequences and can also severely affect a company’s reputation. This indicator
provides information on your management approach to prevent and respond to unintended spills of
liquids to land or water, onshore and offshore. It details your performance based on the number
and volume of oil or chemical spills and can include details on the consequences of spills to the
local environment, communities or cultural heritage.

SCOPE

Your reported volume should represent the total estimated amount spilled that reached the
environment. It should not be reduced by the amount of hydrocarbons subsequently recovered,
evaporated or otherwise lost.
In addition to reporting spills that reach the environment, you may choose to report separately on
the number and volume of spills from primary containment: that is, spills that reach the
environment, plus those that are contained within impermeable secondary containment. This
indicator highlights operational performance and directly relates to process safety, in terms of
prevention of spills and recording spills as process safety events (see the ‘Safety, Health and
Security’ module). Note that you can report gas releases and spills that meet specific criteria as
process safety events under Indicator SHS-6, Process Safety.
You should include releases from:
• your operations, including, but not limited to, releases from above-ground and belowground facilities or from company-owned and operated transport; and
• events outside your operational control, including, but not limited to, sabotage,
earthquakes and extreme weather events.
You should only count leakage over time, above ground or underground, once at the time it is
identified.
You may report spills to soil and water separately. A spill that qualifies as a spill to both soil and
water should be reported as a single spill to water, with the volume properly apportioned to soil
and water.
You should exclude the following:
• once previously reported, spilled materials in the environment from historical losses; and
• hydrocarbons in produced water discharges or otherwise permitted discharges, such as
wastewater effluents, which are included in Indicator ENV-2, Discharges to water.
In the absence of analytical data, you might choose to estimate the hydrocarbon content of spills of
oil-water mixtures, for example, oil–water emulsions. If you are reporting spills with both
hydrocarbon and non-hydrocarbon components, you should report a single hydrocarbon spill with
the volumes properly apportioned. If relevant, you may separately report spills of other materials.
For chemical spills involving:
• miscible solutions: the spill volume is based on the total volume of material spilled;
• insoluble mixtures: the spill volume is based on the volume of the chemical constituent.
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When reporting significant chemical spills, you should include a description of the nature of the
substance spilled and any associated risks. Spills of solids can include plastic pellets, including
nurdles.

BASIS

It is standard industry practice to report the number and volume of hydrocarbon spills greater than
one barrel (bbl) that reach the environment. For reference, 1 bbl = 42 US gallons or 159 litres; for
solids, convert mass to volume in barrels, for example, using 159 kg or similar default value for
weight of material. You should report volumes in barrels or cubic metres (1 m3 = 6.29 US bbl).
You should consolidate your oil spill data within your reporting boundary using the ‘operational
approach’ (see the ‘Reporting process’ module for more on reporting boundaries) and include
examples to illustrate how you apply the indicator at a local level.
You should determine significance (see the Glossary) when considering reporting by type or
location, or for individual spills.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your strategies and risk-based approach to prevent accidental releases of hydrocarbons/other materials
to the environment.
C2 Report the number and volume of hydrocarbon spills greater than 1 bbl reaching the environment.
C3 Provide case studies or examples of significant spills, as determined by the company, which may include descriptions of
the following:
• your response measures to address immediate and long-term effects;
• any secondary effects on local communities and stakeholders;
• your stakeholder engagement;
• incident investigation findings, if available, including root-causes; and
• actions you are taking to prevent recurrence and share lessons.
C4 Describe your emergency preparedness and response programmes, plans, organizational structures
and affiliations for an effective response to spills and other emergencies. Your description may include
the development and checking of contingency plans, including aspects such as training, skills development,
and emergency response exercises.
Additional
A1 Report the volume of hydrocarbons /other materials you recovered.
A2 Report the number and volume of hydrocarbon spills greater than 1 bbl from primary containment.
A3 Report, separately, your hydrocarbon spills to soil and to water, by number and volume spilled.
A4 Report, separately, your hydrocarbon spills by business activity, such as production or chemicals.
A5 Report the number and volume of spills of non-hydrocarbon materials, including chemicals, produced water or
other materials, to soil and to water.
A6 Report spills with lower thresholds (less than 1 bbl) where smaller spills are significant to certain activities or
locations. For example, marketing and transportation may have more small spills than other operations.
A7 Discuss, in qualitative terms, any significant impact on the environment caused by a spill, particularly from larger
releases or from a small release into a sensitive environment.
A8 Separately report significant hydrocarbon spills from product transportation by third parties, including your
definition of significance used for this category of spill.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
•

Spill to the environment: any unintended release of liquids or solids associated with
current operations, from primary or secondary containment, into the environment.

•

Environment: surface water, soil, groundwater, and ice-covered surface where:
‘soil’ includes surfaces such as sand, silts, shells and gravel, not designated as
impermeable secondary containment, as well as the underlying sediments and
groundwater resources;
‘surface water’ includes creeks, rivers, ponds, seas, oceans, but excludes
ponds, pits, basins, located on your property for purposes of hydrocarbon
containment/treatment;
spills to snow- or ice-covered surfaces and standing rainwater are classified
based on the surface below the snow, ice or water.

•

Hydrocarbon liquids: crude oil, condensate and petroleum-related products containing
hydrocarbons that are used or manufactured, such as: gasoline, residuals, distillates,
asphalt, jet fuel, lubricants, naphthas, light ends, bilge oil, kerosene, aromatics,
refinery petroleum-derivatives, non-aqueous drilling fluids (NADFs). Includes:
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-

biofuels, regardless of percentage mixture with petroleum-based materials (if
100% methanol or ethanol it would be a chemical spill);
and the oil fraction of oil/water mixtures (e.g. emulsions, production fluids).

•

Non-hydrocarbon materials: chemicals, aqueous-based drilling fluids, produced water
and other process-related non-hydrocarbons. Examples of chemicals include
methanol, ethanol, ketones, methyl tertiary butyl ether (MTBE), sulphuric acid,
caustic, molten sulphur, stimulation acid, brine, dry salts, uncured or powdered
cement. Spills of inert solid materials, such as solid sulphur, barium sulphate,
bentonite or cured solid concrete as well as treated or untreated wastewater, are
excluded.

•

Primary containment: a vessel, pipe or barrel designed to keep a material within it.

•

Secondary containment: an impermeable, non-leaking physical barrier specifically
designed and maintained to keep spilled materials from reaching soil or water. For
example, high-density polyethylene (HDPE) liners, engineered clay liners, asphalt,
concrete. Earthen berms do not count as secondary containment unless they are
engineered to be sufficiently impermeable to prevent spilled oil from contaminating
underlying soil and/or groundwater.

•

Recovered hydrocarbons: the spilled hydrocarbons removed from the environment
through short-term spill response activities. This does not include longer-term
remediation of the spill site. Oil that evaporates, burns or is dispersed into the water
column should not be included in recovered volumes. This volume provides an
indication of the effectiveness of your immediate oil spill response measures.
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MATERIALS MANAGEMENT
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

The importance of materials management to your company, including any high-level positions or policies.
You may refer to areas such as:
• waste hierarchy, including avoidance, reduction, reuse, recycling and disposal principles;
• sustainable consumption and production; and
• application of circular economy principles to reduce consumption and maximize the life and value
of materials.

2.

Context about your activities and the specific materials you produce or use that have potential impacts on
the environment, such as lubricants, drilling fluids, plastics (including microplastics) and construction
components.

ENV-7: Materials management
WHY THIS MATTERS

Effective materials management can help minimize local risks to the environment, communities
and cultural heritage, and can enhance resource use and cost efficiency. This indicator highlights
your efforts to manage materials throughout a project or activity’s lifecycle. You should report
quantities of waste from your operations and describe your overall approach to managing materials
including your efforts to minimize the amount of materials you use, operate efficiently and reduce
waste. This can include a description of your application of circular economy principles.

SCOPE

Your description of your materials management approach should be company-wide, covering
lifecycle of resources, and your entire supply chain. You should include any efforts to minimize
waste together with information on new technologies designed to avoid the generation of waste.
You should report the quantity of hazardous waste that you dispose, including on-site and off-site
disposal.
You may report separately the quantities of non-hazardous waste that you dispose, as well as waste
that you reuse, recycle or recover. You should clearly state the basis for your assessment and
include the following sources:
• Waste from operational activities;
• Waste from immediate responses and clean-up of spills; and
• Waste from the replacement or upgrade of existing facilities.
For routine reporting of waste amounts under Elements C3 and A1, waste from the following
sources is excluded:
• Remediation of historical contamination at active sites;
• Remediation of inactive or abandoned properties;
• Facility or plant demolition;
• Construction of new facilities;
• Maintenance of contractor-owned equipment, any materials brought on site and eventually
disposed of as surplus by the contractor;
• Drilling muds and cuttings;
• Mine tailings (you may choose to report this separately as noted in Other reporting
elements); and
• Produced water and wastewater.
As discussed below, waste from these excluded sources can be separately reported in A3, if
significant. In addition, if a regulatory authority defines any of these out-of-scope materials as
hazardous—or some equivalent term—and they are disposed of as defined above, you should report
them accordingly as hazardous waste.
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Using Element A3, separate reporting of waste from unusual or high-volume events may allow
stakeholders to better understand any year-to-year fluctuations in your data. In addition to the
excluded sources list above such as construction, remediation, drilling and decommissioning
sources, events that can lead to short-term fluctuations in waste include shutdowns and periodic
maintenance activities that can generate high volumes of wastes such as spent catalyst from
downstream and midstream operations that needs to be treated before disposal and recycling.
Waste streams included in separate reporting should be clearly described.
In locations where no appropriate waste infrastructure exists, you may need to store waste safely
on-site for an extended period before final disposal or recovery is possible. You should report the
quantity of waste in such storage separately if the amount is significant to your overall total of
waste reported.
Similarly, you should explain the inclusion of large one-off disposals of stored waste in your
reported numbers.
BASIS
Report mass of waste in metric tonnes. You should consolidate waste data within your reporting
boundary using the ‘operational approach’ (see the ‘Reporting Process’ module for more on
reporting boundaries).
It may not be practical to account for all waste from your operations. If you have adopted a
minimum reporting threshold, where a facility does not track waste information, it is good practice
to disclose your threshold and indicate the significance to your data —indicating if, for example,
routine waste from marketing operations is below an established minimum level.
It is useful to measure or estimate quantities of wastes (both hazardous and non-hazardous) using
methods required or recommended by regulatory agencies or authorities. You should state your
chosen method of measurement and estimation. Recommended methods include:
• Direct measurement of quantity on site;
• Direct measurement by transporters at the point of shipping or loading (consistent with
shipping papers);
• Direct measurement of quantity by waste disposal contractor at the point of waste disposal
or by transporters, at the point of shipping or loading; and
• Engineering estimates or process knowledge.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your approach to materials management. This may include your operational strategies to
optimize design, minimize the amount of materials you use, and promote efficient use while ensuring
sustainable recovery and regeneration for further beneficial use.
C2 Describe your efforts to minimize the generation and disposal of waste, to boost re-use and recycling and
to continuously improve your materials management practices.
C3 Report the quantities of waste that you:
•

generate;

•

dispose;

•

recycle, reuse or recover.

You may report hazardous and non-hazardous waste separately, or total waste, stating that this includes
both hazardous and non-hazardous material.
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Additional
A1 Report separately quantities of waste by waste streams and by business, highlighting any new
initiatives or projects to reduce or eliminate specific waste streams, such as measures that adopt the
principles of the circular economy.
A2 Report separately the quantities of waste you store and that are awaiting treatment prior to disposal
or recycling.
A3 Report separately the waste that is excluded from routine reporting, such as remediation activities
at active and/or inactive sites, unusual activities, such as large one-time construction projects, or
large-volume wastes, such as drill mud and cuttings.
A4 Describe any collaborative projects to establish new or improved facilities that enhance local
materials and waste management infrastructure.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
•

Waste: material (solid or liquid) intended for disposal, reuse, recycling or recovery
either on- or off-site that is the result of your operations. Includes domestic waste
and other discarded material from offices and commercial activity, such as retail. It
does not include regulated or authorised water discharges, such as effluent from
water treatment plants or produced water from oil and gas production.

•

Hazardous waste: waste that is defined as hazardous, toxic, dangerous, listed,
priority, special—or similar term—by an applicable country, regulatory agency or
authority.

•

Non-hazardous waste: industrial waste resulting from your operations, including
process and oil field waste (solid and liquid) disposed either on- or off-site. Includes
industrial waste and other office, commercial or packaging-related waste. Excludes
hazardous waste as defined above.

•

Disposal: any waste management option, either on- or off-site, classified as
‘disposal’ by an appropriate regulatory agency or authority. In cases where such
classification is absent, any waste management that does not meet the definition of
‘reused, recycled and recovered’ waste, such as land filling or burning without
energy recovery. Temporary storage is not considered disposal.

•

Reused, recycled or recovered waste: waste from an industrial or commercial
process that is not disposed of, but is reused, for example, used as a raw material
for another process, or recovered for beneficial use. The term ‘Reused, recycled or
recovered materials’ is equivalent and may be preferred to align reporting with local
regulatory definitions. Examples may include catalysts sent for reclamation, sludge
used for fuel, reused construction materials, recovered used oil and solvents,
recycled scrap metal, drums, pallets and packaging returned or reused, plastic, glass
or paper reused or reprocessed and uncontaminated earthen materials used as fill.
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DECOMMISSIONING
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Your overall approach to decommissioning for different types of assets, such as offshore and onshore
upstream production facilities, refineries, chemical plants, pipelines or terminals.
Context on any risks and opportunities related to your major facilities that are approaching the end of their
productive life and that are due to be decommissioned, highlighting any significant planned or current
projects.
Your process to engage stakeholders and regulators when planning and executing decommissioning projects.
This could include how potential social impacts are considered when an employer is no longer present after
facilities are decommissioned.
The general principles you apply to materials management and site restoration for decommissioning.

ENV-8: Decommissioning
WHY THIS MATTERS

There is a clear expectation that companies should dismantle and remove facilities in accordance
with high environmental standards, return sites to a good environmental condition, and take
account of the needs of stakeholders and communities. This indicator provides an opportunity for
you to share information on current and future decommissioning projects and to describe your plans
and processes for environmental protection and restoration, including abatement, demolition,
remediation, reclamation and beneficial materials management.

SCOPE

Your management approach may include descriptions of established policies, standards, processes,
practices or procedures.
You may want to include information on planned resources, such as finance and labour, recycling
and/or reuse of materials, asset disposal, safety, security, engagement with communities and/or
local authorities, and efforts to minimise any negative socio-economic impacts associated with
asset closure.
You may provide the number, geographical location, description and progress status of any
significant decommissioning projects you are currently working on, individually or by type. You may
also include any intended outcomes and plans for use of the asset for beneficial end use.
You may want to focus on larger single projects, such as the decommissioning of entire facilities,
such as an offshore production platform or a refinery, or collectively describe the different types of
decommissioning activities you carry out. You could include smaller assets, such as fuel terminals
and service stations depending on their relative importance.

BASIS

You should clarify your terminology and the types of assets that your approach covers. You should
determine which projects are ‘significant’ for reporting based on the scale, location, type and their
potential impact. In determining ‘significant’, you should consider issues such as the asset’s
financial scale, and its environmental and social impact before decommissioning and as a result of
decommissioning.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your approach to planning and executing decommissioning activities for offshore and onshore
assets.
C2 Provide information on the percentage of materials used in the structures being decommissioned that
is/has been recycled and on any targets you have set for re-use and recycling.
Additional
A1 Provide the number, location, status and brief description of decommissioning and associated
remediation projects that you consider to be relevant.
A2 Describe any technology and research related to decommissioning and remediation.
A3 Describe the environmental and social (including economic) impact of your decommissioning work and
any post-decommissioning monitoring plans you have in place.
A4 Report the total financial provision made by the company for decommissioning offshore and/or onshore
projects.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
•

Assets: an identifiable resource that is owned or controlled by you. Typically, an
asset is a single or group of facilities based on land or sea, that may include
buildings and engineered structures (e.g. refineries, production rigs or platforms,
chemical facilities, process plant, wells, pipelines, terminals, electrical
distribution systems, roads, retail outlets, offices or supporting infrastructure).

•

Decommissioning: a formal process to permanently remove an asset after active
service, giving due consideration to the potential impact on the environment. The
term ‘decommissioning’ is intended to include the following activities:
Abatement: safe removal of hazards, such as asbestos, PCBs
(polychlorinated biphenyls), hydrocarbon, or H2S from an asset.
Demolition: the process and activities to remove an asset.
Remediation: a process to reduce or eliminate the impact on areas of land
or water in order to restore environmental conditions to acceptable levels,
with reference to regulatory or company standards as appropriate.
Reclamation: the restoration of disturbed lands to similar pre-development
condition, other economically productive use, or natural or semi-natural
habitat.
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MODULE 5: SAFETY, HEALTH AND SECURITY
This module covers a set of inter-related sustainability issues covering safety, health and
security. It provides background about the issues, followed by guidance on reporting and
a set of related performance indicators.
THIS MODULE’S STRUCTURE
Safety,
Introduction
Health
Key points to address
and
Indicators
Security
SHS-1: Safety, health and security engagement
SHS-2: Workforce and community health
SHS-3: Occupational injury and illness incidents
SHS-4: Transport safety
SHS-5: Product stewardship
SHS-6: Process safety
SHS-7: Security risk management
Appendix References and links
STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDANCE
The Guidance in its entirety is made up of the following inter-connected modules. All
modules, except for ‘Reporting process’ are accompanied by performance indicators.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting process (REP)
Governance and business ethics (GOV)
Climate change and energy (CCE)
Environment (ENV)
Safety, health and security (SHS)
Social (SOC)

The REP module provides good practice guidance on how and what to report. The
Guidance covers important processes such as stakeholder engagement, determining
materiality, developing narrative and reporting indicators.
Each of the other five modules introduces a set of related sustainability issues and guides
your narrative supported by relevant industry-specific indicators on these issues. In
general terms, depending on materiality, your report’s narrative should provide an
overview of:
•
how you manage each issue;
•
your overall approach to the issue and any policies you have in place;
•
your management of risk and opportunity;
•
key initiatives and actions;
•
how you measure and monitor the issue; and
•
how you review and learn in pursuit of continuous improvement
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KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
The key points listed in this section have been developed through input from external
stakeholders and industry subject matter experts. The overarching points are intended to
inform your narrative, supported by the data and facts provided by the indicators that
follow. Unlike indicators that primarily aim to establish consistency of reporting, these
points provide an opportunity for your narrative to convey your company’s individual
characteristics and unique culture that underpins how you address impacts and contribute
to sustainability.
INDICATORS
To support your narrative, informed by the key points above, you should report on any or
all of the suggested indicators, based on your material issues. Each indicator is defined by
its Scope and its core and additional Elements, supported by any specific definitions of
terms. The REP module also provides a set of general Guidance definitions in a Glossary.

CAUTIONARY STATEMENT
Reporting information in response to the guidance in this module is voluntary. Other
frameworks, codes and statutory requirements may be applicable or more appropriate
than this guidance when reporting on safety, health and security matters in company
publications, including sustainability reports, annual financial reports and company
websites. It is a decision for each company how they choose to report on sustainability
matters including safety, health and security.
Please see detailed Legal Note and Cautionary Notes in the Reporting Process (REP)
module.
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SAFETY, HEALTH AND SECURITY
INTRODUCTION
The oil and gas industry has a long history of addressing safety,
health and security risks. While significant progress has been
made to reduce the number of harmful incidents, potentially
damaging events still occur. Safety, health and security
protection therefore remains a material issue for reporting in the
long term.
Encouraging participation in safe, healthy and secure practices
within the workplace promotes greater hazard awareness and
changes the way people approach risk. Companies also recognize
the value of raising awareness in local communities and with
other stakeholders. Prevention of illness and promotion of
healthy lifestyles provide lasting benefits for the workforce,
their families and the general public.
While the most common types of safety incidents occur in the
workplace, those involving transport result in a high proportion of
fatalities for the industry. For this reason, we have included a
new indicator on land, air and marine transport safety.

Hazards, risks and consequences
The industry’s inherent hazards can
range from the flammability and toxicity
of hydrocarbon products to the
vulnerability of its infrastructure or
helicopter transport to facilities.
Companies should systematically manage
the safety, health and security risks that
these hazards present across their
activities, including from major onshore
or offshore development projects to
downstream refining, distribution and
retail operations, as well as
petrochemical plants.
If those risks are not controlled, the
potential consequences could include:
• fatalities, injuries or illnesses;
• contamination of land, water or
air;
• long-term social or health
impacts on communities;
• financial losses
• damage to corporate reputation.

Loss of control or containment at facilities such as well sites,
processing plants, refineries and petrochemical plants can
potentially result in serious harm to people and/or the
environment. The oil and gas industry has established robust
systems to address process safety risks with the aim of
preventing such events. To monitor the performance of these systems, we have continued to evolve the
process safety indicator introduced in 2010, and in 2020, we include additional reporting elements on well
control, risk assessment and behavioural factors.

Product Stewardship provides well established industry practice to assess the health, safety and environmental
risks of new fuels, chemicals and other products and to provide up-to-date information on existing products.
Reporting on this topic is likely to remain material for downstream and oilfield service businesses that supply
fuels, lubricants, chemicals or polymers.
Security threats, to individuals, facilities and computer-based infrastructure are becoming more frequent and
sophisticated. We have introduced a new indicator on security risk management to address this. In addition,
SOC-14 addresses the potential effects of security activities on human rights such as the rights of
demonstrators, local residents and vulnerable groups.
The reporting guidance and indicators aim to strike a balance between providing quantitative ‘lagging’ data on
the outcomes and consequences of safety, health and security risks, and quantitative and qualitative ‘leading’
measures that monitor the systems a company has in place to continuously improve performance and reduce
risk.
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SAFETY, HEALT H AND SECURITY
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1. Your overall approach to managing safety, health and security risks, including planned initiatives and
measures to reduce risk and improve performance. Include management systems, auditing and
assurance – as well as efforts to enhance leadership regarding these issues within the
organisation.
2. Beyond the general reporting under Module 2 on Governance and Business Ethics, the specific aspects of
your governance, policies and management systems that address safety, health and security issues. This
can include crisis management, emergency preparedness and business continuity plans to respond to
major incidents, epidemics or terrorist attacks.
3. Any safety, health and security event that had a significant impact during the reporting period, such as
fatalities or extensive environmental/socio-economic impact, including outcomes of investigations and
lessons learned to prevent recurrence.
4. Recent or planned enhancements, initiatives and campaigns by your leadership to improve safety, health
and security performance. You can include process improvements, investments in equipment to protect
individuals and asset integrity, as well as human factors initiatives designed to positively influence
workforce behaviours and overall organizational culture.
5. Robust safety, health and security management systems rely on the cycle of continuous improvement. To
support this, include any specific improvement plans, commitments or initiatives and describe how you
monitor performance and the actions you have taken to demonstrate progress.
6. While safety, health and security reporting is predominately associated with operations, projects,
products and services, you should also include information on how you manage risks as they relate to, for
example, non-operated joint ventures, contractors, suppliers and local communities.
7. The processes you use in operations and projects that make substantial use of contracted resources. This
can include how your management system addresses areas such as training and skills assessment, control
of work and protective equipment, and performance review of contracted activities and personnel.
8. When discussing your workforce, particularly in quantitative terms, clarify the extent to which your data
includes contractors as well as your employees. The guidance in Module 1, on developing a reporting
boundary, can help you clarify your reporting scope.
9. Systems to manage safety, health and security risks related to the supply chain of your products and
services. For fuels, lubricants, plastics and chemical products, you can refer to applicable regulatory
frameworks as well as specific internal processes that provide product stewardship controls, such as
product registration, data sheets and labelling provisions that provide transparency and confidence to
customers when transporting, handling or using sold products. For service suppliers/contractors, you can
describe risks and management requirements as they relate to materials such as drilling fluids and
chemicals. Linked to materials management (Environment Module Indicator ENV-7), you can provide
information on how you are helping customers to reduce, reuse or recycle your non-fuel products
manufactured from hydrocarbons, such as lubricants and plastics.

10. Your capability and processes to control process safety risks within your own operations, as well as
information on how you apply this to non-operated joint ventures and contracted assets. This can include
activities, such as drilling or hydraulic fracturing operations, where companies have put specific
measures in place to prevent adverse events. Apart from the potential to cause direct harm to people,
there are clear links between process safety and other issues/indicators in the Guidance, including
environmental and socio-economic impacts, for example, from an oil spill (also see Indicator ENV-6:
Spills to the environment).
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SHS-1: SAFETY, HEALTH AND SECURITY ENGAGEMENT
WHY THIS MATTERS
Effective programmes bring together employees from all levels of a company – from managers to operators –
to build a culture that recognises risks and values cooperation. Extending participation to contractors and
other stakeholders, including local communities, schools, suppliers, customers and local authorities, will
yield mutual benefits to reduce risks further. This indicator conveys your approach to strengthening risk
awareness and management through constructive engagement with your workforce and other stakeholders on
safety, health and security issues.

SCOPE
Describe the structure of your safety, health and security programmes and the processes you have in place to
enable active involvement and consultations on healthy and secure working environments and good safety
practices. You should include a description of how you integrate these programmes or processes into your
overall management system, as well as how you enable participation at all levels.

The participation programmes and processes you might include could be:
1. Policy and programme development, deployment and improvement.
2. Safety, health and security orientation and training.
3. Mechanisms for management and leadership to communicate with the workforce and other
stakeholders to identify concerns and participate in initiatives to improve safety, health and
security.
4. Consultation and feedback mechanisms to improve the effectiveness of your safety, health and
security measures, such as workforce health and safety steering committees, management of change
consultation, safety and health culture surveys, community engagement events, or grievance
mechanisms.
5. Performance measurement reviews at regular workforce safety meetings that help you track
progress towards continuous improvement.
6.

Workforce participation and representation in operational risk assessments.

7. Regular joint participation of your workers and managers in safety, health and security processes, such
as proactive risk reporting, site inspections, audits and activity observations, as well as
interventions. This should include the steps you take to include all workers, such as part-time
employees, home-workers and contractors, to avoid divisions, discrimination or exclusion.
8. Formal meetings with local or national authorities, safety, health and security specialist
organisations, unions or academic/international institutions to improve processes and performance.
This could include forums to address the UN Sustainable Development Goals, such as Good Health
and Wellbeing (Goal 3).
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BASIS
This leading indicator is primarily qualitative. If available, quantitative data on the extent of your engagement
programmes and initiatives may be included.
The workforce includes both your employees and contractors. Quantitative workforce data should be
consolidated within your reporting boundary using the ‘workforce approach’ (see the Reporting Process module
for more on reporting boundaries).
Contractors are often responsible for their own safety and health participation programmes. You should consider
describing the way in which your programmes interface with those of your contractors and business partners
working on your sites.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your approach to managing workforce participation in safety, health and security.
C2 Outline your overall approach to safety, health and security training for the employees and
contractors that make up your workforce. Include information on whether training initiatives are
extended to other parties, such as non-operated joint ventures, business partners, suppliers, security
forces, public emergency response groups, consumers and local communities.
C3 Discuss the coverage of your safety, health and security engagement programmes and the extent to
which you include contractors.
Additional
A1 Provide case studies on specific activities at your facilities that illustrate how you apply your
management approach. For example, local workforce engagement programmes, verification processes,
outcomes or actions based on assessment of results.
A2 Describe your efforts and initiatives to work with external stakeholders to improve safety, health
and security, supported by case studies and/or examples.
A3 Summarize your participation in national or international forums to improve safety, health and
security practices.
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SHS-2: WORKFORCE AND COMMUNITY HEALTH
WHY THIS MATTERS
Proactive assessment and management of health risks and opportunities can improve workforce satisfaction and
business performance. Extending health programmes to workforce families, the local community and other
stakeholders promotes good health and wellbeing and has mutual long-term benefits in managing health risks,
such as infectious diseases. This indicator outlines your programmes and processes to address health risks
and create opportunities to promote good health and wellbeing in your workforce and the wider
community.

SCOPE
This indicator provides a set of measures that focus on the potential health risks in the workforce and
workplace that can also include promotion of good health and wellbeing for the workforce and the local
communities.
Engaging your workforce is an effective way of understanding the opportunities that exist to maintain and
improve health (see also SHS-1: Safety, health and security engagement).
Management systems are generally used to address all aspects of safety and environmental performance.
Safety and Environmental Management Systems use technical standards combined with safe work practices and
operating procedures, while building skill and knowledge and enhancing the safety culture at sites. Such
management systems are further discussed under GOV-2.
Processes and indicators that specifically support health are described in the guide Health management
in the oil and gas industry (IOGP-IPIECA, 2019) and Health Performance Indicators: A Guide for the Oil
and Gas Industry (IOGP-IPIECA, 2007). Key aspects covered by these documents include:
•

Health risk assessments (HRA) and related tools to help your health protection planning when designing
new projects, products and operations or modifying existing processes, products or operations.

•

Health risk mitigation and management, which covers risks such as fitness for task, worker welfare and
wellbeing, occupational health, food and water safety, fatigue, stress, substance abuse, pandemics and
infectious diseases, as well as environmental and security factors.

•

Health surveillance, based on methodologies, such as hearing and blood tests, to check for
impacts from an exposure to individuals.

•

Healthcare delivery, including medical emergency management, infrastructure and response planning.

•

Health reporting and records management, which outlines the steps you take to ensure documents,
procedures and records are up to date, accessible and meet quality, confidentiality, legal compliance
and retention standards.
Social responsibility and shared values, and general promotion of good public health.
Health performance indicators (HPIs), covering health management, leading indicators and lagging
indicators.

•
•

BASIS
The indicator is primarily qualitative but can be supported with quantitative occupational illness
incident rates as reported in Indicator SHS-3 Occupational injury and illness incidents. Workforce health
issues vary widely by location, so local case studies can help you demonstrate how you manage these issues.
You should consolidate quantitative workforce data within your reporting boundary using the ‘workforce
approach’ (see the Reporting Process module for more on reporting boundaries). You should determine
significance (see Glossary) when considering reporting health issues by type or location.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your processes and programmes for identifying and addressing significant workforce
health issues at the local, regional and global level, together with any results and plans.
C2 Describe aspects of your management systems that are specific to health and any improvements you
have planned or made.
C3 Describe your proactive wellness initiatives that encourage the adoption of healthier lifestyles, including
nutrition, fitness and awareness of health risk factors.
Additional
A1 Outline your measures and initiatives to extend health initiatives to local communities and
other stakeholders.
A2 Provide case studies of health impact assessments (HIAs).
A3 Describe your health measures to prevent, reduce and manage infectious diseases, both
within your workforce and within the local community affected by your activities, including
voluntary testing, treatment, counselling and return to work.
A4 Describe your health training programmes for managers and workers, including programmes
that address diversity, cultural and personal beliefs.
A5 Discuss the main health challenges you face at different operating locations, including how you
address local health issues, such as access to clean water and sanitation.
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SHS-3: OCCUPATIONAL INJURY AND ILLNESS INCIDENTS
WHY THIS MATTERS
Workforce occupational incident injury and illness rates are well-established industry metrics that enable
evaluation of health and safety performance, including benchmarking. Incident reporting and investigation
provides learning opportunities to prevent recurrence and promote improvement in management systems.
This indicator reports your data on workforce injuries or illness caused by work-related incidents and offers
an opportunity for you to discuss how you learn from incidents and improve performance.

SCOPE
A number of organizations have published guidelines for reporting injuries and illnesses, including API, IOGP,
the U.S. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and national regulatory bodies. While
broadly aligned, there are some differences in definitions and exemptions. You should, therefore, clearly
state the reporting guidelines that you are using. API’s occupational safety and health standards are
updated regularly, including the 2019 fourth edition of Recommended Practice 54 (RP 54)
‘Occupational Safety and Health for Oil and Gas Well Drilling and Servicing Operations’. IOGP’s
‘Safety data reporting users guide’ is updated annually and is widely used by upstream oil and gas
companies for injury reporting.
The IOGP and OSHA guidelines provide details on how a work-related incident is determined and outline the appropriate
categorisation of incident severity, including criteria such as medical treatment beyond first aid, restricted
duty, lost time or death. It is important for overall reporting integrity that companies report injury and illness
classifications accurately and consistently.
A work-related incident, such as an event or exposure, is recordable if it either caused or
contributed to:
• a new injury or illness; or
•

an exacerbation of a pre-existing condition.

The guidelines provide a list of exclusion that are not considered work related.
If incidents involving your operations result in fatalities or serious injuries to third parties, you should report
them separately, not consolidate them within workforce data.
You should report total recordable injury and illness, lost time injury and illness and fatal accident rates
separately for company employees and contracted workers. You should also report injury and illness rates
separately. You may include related data, such as combined rates for the total workforce, numbers of
incidents and actual hours worked.
You should set your data within the appropriate context, which can include interpretation of incident
trends, or your plans to achieve management system objectives.
You should describe the impacts, actions and lessons-learned from significant incidents (which are often
referred to as ‘major’ incidents). Your description should provide an appropriate level of information that
takes into account possible legal and confidentiality constraints. Guidance on the term significance is
provided in the Glossary of REP, the Reporting Process module. Such incidents are defined by IOGP as
‘significant incidents causing, or having the potential to cause, multiple serious injuries and/or fatalities.
We also encourage you to discuss how lessons learned from investigations are shared, as appropriate in
industry working groups, benchmarking, or other groups that share good practices. This can include
lessons learned from high potential events which were near-miss events that could have resulted in a
fatality, in other circumstances.
You can also describe how your lessons learned on significant incidents and high potential events are shared
inside your company and externally for the purpose of learning to avoid recurrence.
Reporting incidents provides ‘lagging’ measures of safety and health performance. You should consider
establishing and reporting appropriate ‘leading’ safety measures that relate to your activities and
people’s behaviours. Leading measures include safety management processes such as training, auditing
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and engagement, observations and interventions (see indicator SHS-1). Leading measures include nearmiss events that did not result in injury or illness. Investigating and reporting of near-miss, and high
potential events, can provide insights and learning of equivalent value when subjected to the same level
of investigation as work-related incidents that had harmful consequences.

BASIS
The indicator is quantitative and reportable at a global level, and may be supported by qualitative descriptions
of incidents, responses and plans. You should consolidate quantitative workforce injury and illness data within
your reporting boundary using the ‘workforce approach’ (see the Reporting Process module for more on
reporting boundaries). The workforce includes both your employees and contractors.
You should clearly state your calculation method for determining frequencies and rates by indicating the
number of workhours employed as the normalization factor. The recommended factors are those defined by
IOGP: these are per one million hours worked for injury or illness frequencies, and per 100 million hours
worked for fatality rates. Companies may also use common OSHA incident reporting factors, which are per
200,000 hours worked for injury or illness frequencies, and per 100 million hours worked for fatality rates.
You should clearly state your basis for calculating frequencies and rates.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Report your work-related injuries separately for employees and contractors, including:
• Total recordable injury frequency;
• Lost time injury frequency;
• Number of fatalities (excluding illness fatalities);
• Fatal accident rate (excluding illness fatalities); and
• Fatal incident rate.

C2 Describe any significant incidents that occurred during your reporting year, detailing the
impact and actions taken in response.
C3 Describe any initiatives to improve your safety performance.
C4 Describe safety incident trends and the most common causes of work-related incidents, together
with any initiatives you have introduced to address these causes.

Additional
A1 Report your occupational illnesses separately for employees and/or contractors:
• Total recordable illness frequency.
• Lost time illness frequency.
• Number of illness fatalities.

A2 Describe high potential events, including how you have shared lessons learned.
A3 Discuss whether you have implemented company-wide life-saving rules, or equivalent, and how you
have communicated and monitored those rules.
A4 Describe how you apply leading health and safety measures, which may include:
• reporting and analysis of near-miss events, including first aid and ‘no-treatment’ events;
• Leading indicators, hazard awareness and proactive hazard reporting programmes, such as

peer-to-peer observations/interventions, feedback sessions, to demonstrate workforce
engagement and the maturity of your safety culture;
• safety management system audits and site/activity assessments that review the design and

effectiveness of your system and improvement plans;
• incident investigation completion and corrective action closure;
• workplace job safety/hazard analysis completed; and
• training to improve safety and health performance (including activities designed to raise

awareness and improve competency of the workforce).
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SHS-4: TRANSPORT SAFETY
WHY THIS MATTERS
Management practices and performance on transport
safety address a major cause of fatalities and
injuries in the oil and gas industry This indicator
describes your approach and practices for land, air
and/or marine transport safety, supported by
quantitative data on incidents.

SCOPE
While it is likely that land transport is a material
issue for most companies, we would also encourage
you to use this indicator to report on air transport,
such as helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft, and
marine transport, such as boats, ships or tankers.
IOGP has provided scope definitions and exclusions
(with examples) for motor vehicle crashes (MVC).
You should classify pedestrians struck by a vehicle as
land transport incidents and report third party
fatalities separately.
IOGP has also defined aviation events for reporting
and published Report 590: Aircraft Management
Guidelines, which document safety risks related to
contracted and non-contracted aviation services, as
well as the use of scheduled airlines and nonscheduled aircraft. Report 590 includes management
system reporting requirements for accidents and
incidents, including near-miss events.

IOGP Benchmarking on Land and
Aviation Transportation
The IOGP Data Series Reports on “Safety
performance indicators –Motor Vehicle Crash Data”
summarizes analysis of safety motor vehicle crash
(MVC) data and includes important insights, such as:
• land transport-related incidents have been,
historically, the single largest cause of
fatalities in IOGP member company
operations.
• Since 2008 the number MVC incidents has
fallen significantly.
• Not wearing a seatbelt has been the main
reason why an MVC resulted in a fatality.
Most of the IOGP participating companies report
MVC data, including driving distance, to provide the
basis for a normalized MVC rate, supporting the
practical nature of this new indicator to track
performance improvement over time.
IOGP member companies also benchmark helicopter
and fixed wing aircraft accidents resulting in
fatalities or injuries, including rates based on hours
flown for upstream and downstream operations. The
data shows that the highest exposure to the risk of
fatality is associated with helicopter passenger
transportation. particularly for offshore travel.

BASIS
The indicator is both quantitative and qualitative. Quantitative incident data should be consolidated within your
reporting boundary using the ‘workforce approach’ (see the Reporting Process module for more on reporting
boundaries). The workforce includes both your employees and contractors. You may support quantitative data
with qualitative descriptions of incidents, responses and plans.
For reporting MVCs in line with IOGP guidelines (see References) you should:
•

Classify MVCs as catastrophic (fatal), major, serious or other, following IOGP’s definitions, which are
consistent with injury categorisations in Indicator SHS-3.

•

State distances travelled in millions of kilometres, in line with IOGP benchmarking guidelines.

•

Determine MVC rates by using the distance travelled per million kilometres as your normalization
factor.

•

Categorise total catastrophic, major and serious as severe MVCs and normalize against distance
travelled to calculate a severe MVC rate per million kilometres driven as your primary metric for
reporting. The ‘other’ MVC metric category tends to provide less reliable data, due to reporting
variability. However, you may report on this separately or combined to provide a total MVC rate.

You should report aviation accidents separately for helicopter and fixed-wing aircraft transport. Flight hour
data is also recorded to derive normalized rates for the number of accidents per 100,000 flight hours, in line
with IOGP benchmarking and aviation industry practice.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your risk management approach to transport safety, including policies and
practices required within your management systems.
C2 Report the number of work-related workforce (employee or contractor) fatalities
caused by transport incidents.
C3 Describe your efforts to engage with external parties, including local communities and
authorities, to improve transport safety, including education and training and
implementation of new technology.
Additional
A1 Report and discuss the number of motor vehicle crashes (MVC) by severity. If
available, state the total distance driven in kilometres and the normalized severe
MVC rate per 100 million kilometres.
A2 Report and discuss the number of aviation events you have recorded and the rate
of aviation events per 100,000 flight hours.
A3 Provide qualitative descriptions of any significant incidents that occurred during the
reporting year, including your response and plans to prevent recurrence.
A4 State any initiatives you have to improve transport safety and report on your progress.
A5 Discuss how you apply leading indicators that focus on prevention of transport safety
incidents, including aviation and/or shipping near-miss data and lessons-learned.
A6 Outline your participation in significant national or international road or other
transport safety initiatives.
A7 Describe new vehicle, vessel or aircraft technologies or specifications that you use to
improve transportation safety.
A8 Describe your processes to ensure vehicles, aircraft and vessels are assessed and
maintained for safe use.
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SHS-5: PRODUCT STEWARDSHIP
WHY THIS MATTERS
For customers and other stakeholders to have confidence in your products, it is important to effectively
communicate health, safety and environmental (HSE) hazards and your risk mitigation and control
measures. This indicator outlines the systematic processes you have established to identify and manage product
HSE issues and your approach to assessing and communicating risks related to use, handling and transport of
your products.

SCOPE
Industry understanding of product HSE risks is based on experience and knowledge of toxicological and
exposure information. Countries regulate and manage these product-related risks differently, which can be
challenging for companies that operate across national borders. New products must be assessed before going
to market so that a company can recognize and manage any hazards or risks. Safety Data Sheets (SDSs) are a
key form of communication to employees and across the supply chain including end users. IPIECA has issued
and updated the ‘Guidance on the application of Globally Harmonized System (GHS) criteria to petroleum
substances’ to facilitate appropriate consistent classification and labelling of crude oil and petroleum
substances.
This leading indicator applies to risk management of your consumer products, such as fuels, petrochemicals,
hydrocarbon derived polymers and lubricants, as well as products within the industry’s supply chain. HSE risks
are present throughout the product lifecycle, from handling and use to recycling or disposal, if applicable.
You may also include chemical products supplied by service companies that support your operations. Product
stewardship concerns the processes companies apply to manage the use and transportation of product risks to
customers using three elements:
1. Product HSE risk characterisation to identify and document risks and address findings, including:
•

health risks based on toxicology hazard information and human exposure information;

•

safety risks, especially those related to major incident risks; and

•

environmental risks that relate to the impact of a release, both intended (permitted
discharges) and unintended (spills).

2. Customer communication that provides SDSs and other product health, safety and environmental
hazard or risk management information. Also, where appropriate, product stewardship information to
those who transport and handle your products throughout their life-cycle.
3. Product HSE management system, including processes that:
•

identify HSE hazards and manage risks;

•

specify and communicate precautions for using, storing, handling, transporting and disposing
of products;

•

provide guidance on the safe use of your products, as well as beneficial reuse and
recycling;

•

improve the knowledge of product risks;

•

comply with regulations in, and transportation between, relevant markets, or adopt
reasonable standards of care where regulations do not exist or are inadequate to promote
safe product use; and

•

track and evaluate any product stewardship incidents.
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BASIS
The indicator is qualitative and reportable at a global level and you may support it with quantitative
data on the extent of your programmes.
Products here generally include hydrocarbons and their derivatives but can also be interpreted more
broadly to include other types products, as appropriate to your company’s business activities.
The indicator has linkages to indicator ENV-7 Materials management but excludes operational
environmental impacts covered within the Environment module.
We have not described any normalization methods for these indicators due to the extensive range of
product types and diversity of regulatory regimes.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 For petroleum consumer products, such as fuels, petrochemicals and hydrocarbon

derived polymers and lubricants, discuss your approach to product assessments, for
new and existing products, and how you address any findings.
C2 Describe how you communicate product HSE hazards and risk controls to your
customers and the general public, including information on transportation and
handling of products.
C3 Describe your approach to health, safety and environmental management of
products.
Additional
A1 Report on your activities to monitor, track, evaluate and manage product-related
incidents.
A2 Describe your efforts to encourage sustainable materials consumption, including
approaches to reduce, reuse and recycle your products, such as lubricants and
plastics.
A3 Report on your activities to engage suppliers, contractors, and downstream users
on product stewardship.
A4 Provide quantitative data to demonstrate the scale of your product stewardship
activities, such as the number of product assessments you conduct, for new and
existing products, or the percentage of your SDSs that meet requirements within
their applicable review periods.
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SHS-6: PROCESS SAFETY
WHY THIS MATTERS

Major incidents may be caused by an
uncontrolled release of gas or fluids from
upstream or downstream oil and gas
processing facilities, midstream assets
and exploration production wells. Due to
the potential consequences to people,
property and the environment, it is
important to have established robust
process safety management systems and
to convey your commitment and approach
to preventing major incidents. This
includes transparent disclosure of process
safety events based on industry-standard
key performance indicators. Reporting
may also include information on leading
indicators to be more predictive of major
incident risks and to assess the strength
of preventive barriers. In addition, the
industry has established lagging and
leading indicators to record and manage
well control incidents.

SCOPE

The detailed definition of this process safety indicator is based on the consequence criteria defined by API
Recommended Practice 754—Process Safety Performance Indicators for the Refining and Petrochemical Industries
and IOGP’s updated report 456 entitled Process safety – Recommended practice on Key Performance Indicators,
which covers drilling and production processes.
These documents describe four tiers that provide a range of lagging and leading metrics as shown in Figure 10.
Both industry and international regulators have adopted Tier 1 and Tier 2, and API and IOGP publish
industry benchmarking data submitted by oil and gas companies. The other reporting elements are based
on Tiers 3 and 4, which are site-specific.
API RP 754 focuses on refining and petrochemical operations but has wider applicability. IOGP has developed
requirements for reporting Tier 1 and 2 indicators for upstream production and drilling activities, which are
published within its annual Health and Safety Data Reporting System Users’ Guide.
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Summary of Tier 1 and 2 Process Safety Event Definitions
A Tier 1 process safety event is defined by API RP 754 as an unplanned or uncontrolled LOPC release
of any material, including non-toxic and non-flammable materials, such as steam, hot condensate,
nitrogen or compressed air, from a process that results in one or more of the following
consequences:
1. An employee, contractor or subcontractor ‘days away from work’ injury or fatality.
2. A hospital admission and/or fatality of a third party.
3. An officially declared or precautionary community evacuation or community shelter-in-place.
4. Fire or explosion damage greater than or equal to US$100,000 of direct cost.
5. An engineered pressure relief discharge - whether directly to the atmosphere, or via a
downstream destructive device - or an upset emission from a permitted or regulated source,
that is in excess of the Tier 1 threshold quantities detailed in API RP 754, in any one-hour
period, that results in one or more of the following consequences:
- rainout;
- discharge to a potentially unsafe location;
- an onsite shelter-in-place or on-site evacuation, excluding precautionary on-site
shelter-in-place or on-site evacuation; or
- public protective measures, such as road closures, including precautionary public
protective measures.
A Tier 2 process safety event is defined similarly but with less severity than the Tier 1 criteria above.
The lower thresholds include a recordable injury for consequence 1 and financial fire damage of
US$2,500 for consequence 3, as well as lower discharge thresholds for consequence 5. (See API RP 754
and IOGP’s report 456 for detailed definitions and guidance.)
It should be noted that any process safety event causing, or having the potential to cause a fatality of a worker
or member of the public, is a regarded a high potential (HiPo) event. Investigation and review of HiPo
events can provide important lessons for industry, as described in SHS-3, Occupational injury and illness
incidents.
We recommend that companies report both Tier 1 and 2 process safety events, as well as providing context
to broadly describe the nature of the event, the consequences and subsequent interpretation of the data.
This includes describing any significant process safety events, where you determine significance based on
the guidance on ‘significance’ in the Definitions below and as provided in the Glossary in the reporting
process module (REP).
In addition to Tier 1 and 2 reporting, we encourage you to develop, select, use and evaluate site-specific
process safety and asset integrity leading metrics. A leading metric reporting programme supports t h e
continuous improvement of your safety performance. These Tier 3 and 4 metrics support your actions to
improve safety barriers and management system elements as identified through past incidents, your
experience with risk controls and knowledge of your specific facilities.
Tier 3 and 4 metrics are applied at site level to judge the performance of local management system
processes and programmes over time. These metrics are generally more difficult to normalize, compare
or benchmark across or between companies.
You can also record well control incidents and follow a similar four-level system of severity, depending on
the extent of well control failures with the potential to cause releases or damage.
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BASIS
The indicator is primarily quantitative. The total number of process safety events should be reported at a global
level and can be supported by qualitative descriptions of significant incidents, responses and plans. You
should consolidate quantitative data within your reporting boundary using the ‘operational approach’ (see
the Reporting Process module for guidance on reporting boundaries).
To provide comparison between major activities or companies of different scale, you can express the number of
process safety events as a normalized rate. As there is no uniformly applicable normalization factor for
process safety indicators based on facility configuration, API and IOGP use worker exposure hours (as used
in SHS-3 for calculation of Occupational injury and illness incidents). Thus, a process safety event rate (PSER)
can be defined as the total number of Tier 1 events per million hours worked, and similarly for Tier 2
events. As a convenient, easily obtained factor for Tier 1 and 2 indicators, the PSER provides a simple basis
for year-to-year trends for comparison between similar business activities.
The number of Tier 1 and Tier 2 events recorded by a single asset is typically low. For this reason, PSER data
is likely to be statistically valid when aggregated and suitable for reporting at the company or industry level.
In contrast, Tiers 3 and 4 will often be site-specific and not usually suitable for aggregated data reporting in
company reports or for industry benchmarking.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Number of Tier 1 process safety events reported separately for each major business activity,
such as refining or upstream.
C2 Provide qualitative descriptions of any significant process safety events that occurred during
the reporting year, including your response and lessons learned to prevent recurrence.
C3 Explain how you review your assessment and management of process safety risks.
Additional
A1 Number of Tier 2 process safety events, reported separately for each major business activity, such
as refining or upstream.
A2 Describe how you assess, monitor and review process safety and well control risk control barriers.
A3 Describe your approach and application of Tier 3 and 4 leading metrics, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

demand on safety systems intended to protect against LOPC events, such as pressure
relief valve release, safety instrumented system events;
operating envelope deviations;
the effectiveness of your management system;
training; and
management of change and permit to work.

A4 Describe how you incorporate cultural and human factors into process safety, including
leadership, risk awareness and employee development.
A5 State any commitments or targets you have that relate to process safety and report your
progress.
A6 Report process safety event rates (see normalization notes above).
A7 Report number of Level 1, 2 and 3 well control incidents and separately describe any Level 1
incidents.

DEFINITIONS
Process safety: the discipline of preventing an unplanned or uncontrolled release of hazardous
material, for example a loss of primary containment (LOPC), due to an unintended event or
condition. For example, this could be the release of hydrocarbons that, if ignited, could result in an
explosion or fire, leading to a major incident.
Significance: A judgement determined by the company on whether a specific aspect, impact, event,
action or other type of outcome of a company’s activities or performance is sufficiently important in
terms of management and/or reporting. The judgement may be informed by a number of factors such
as the extent of actual or potential consequences, local stakeholder concerns, regulatory or legal
exposure, or risk/impact assessment processes.

Note: in this Guidance, ‘significant’ applies to individual, usually localized, outcomes whereas ‘material’
applies to an entire issue which can be informed by multiple outcomes across the entire company and
reflects the issue’s relevance to the company’s management and stakeholders overall. A significant
localized impact, such as a major safety incident, can result in a material issue for the company as a
whole (or affect the materiality of an existing issue).
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SHS-7: SECURITY RISK MANAGEMENT
WHY THIS MATTERS
As a global industry with vulnerable assets, hostile actions by third parties can present threats to life, the
environment, socio-economic stability and operational disruption. This indicator gives you the opportunity
to explain how you manage and monitor security challenges to ensure your company’s resilience to
security risks and your capacity to cope with security threats.

SCOPE

Security risks and threats at the facility or asset level can include:
• political or social unrest;
• terrorism or armed conflict;
• sabotage, or other criminal activity (e.g. theft);
• insider actions;
• maritime / airline hijacking; or
• cyber-attacks.
Security risks are also important at an individual level, particularly during travel, such as the risk of:
• assaults/muggings, kidnapping;
• theft of proprietary documentation or electronic media;
• identity data loss; or
• fraudulent behaviour.
IOGP Report 555, ‘Conducting security risk assessments (SRA) in dynamic threat environments’ provides an
extensive set of examples of security threats.
Consequences of security incidents can include:
• fatalities, injuries or illness, reportable under SHS-3, and reportable to IOGP under incident
category “Assault and violent act”;
• process safety events due to sabotage or wilful damage, such as loss of hydrocarbon containment,
fires or explosions, reportable under SAF-6, and reportable to IOGP as incident category “Process
safety events due to sabotage or wilful damage”; and
• environmental impacts – this may include spills reportable under ENV-6.
Human rights can be put at risk by security services that maintain the safety of operations. Reporting on
this risk is the subject of Indicator SOC-3: Security and human rights.
IOGP and API have issued several publications on security management for the oil and gas industry that
provide additional guidance (see references).

BASIS

This indicator is qualitative and reportable at a global level and may be supported by local case studies and
examples or by quantitative data, such as training records.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your approach to security management for existing operations, projects planned or
underway and new locations for business activities, including assessment of threats,
vulnerabilities and risks.
C2 Outline awareness and training processes that address security risks and threat response
procedures for your workforce and how you make members of the community aware of relevant
security risks.
C3 Outline your management approach to promoting resilience to cybersecurity threats or attacks.
Additional
A1 Provide qualitative descriptions of any significant security events that caused harm to people, the
environment or business operations, including your response and plans to prevent recurrence.
A2 Outline your standard security measures for monitoring potential threats and security risks.
A3 Outline your management procedures and plans in the event of a security crisis, including
measures to maintain business continuity.
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Appendix: References and links
Safety, health and security engagement
References
1.

ILO. 1999. Report of the Director General: Decent Work. International
Labour Organization 87th session, Geneva, June 1999.
www.ilo.org/public/english/standards/relm/ilc/ilc87/rep-i.htm

2.

ILO. 2009. Tripartite Meeting on Promoting Social Dialogue and Good Industrial
Relations from Oil and Gas Exploration and Production to Oil and Gas Distribution.
International Labour Organization, Geneva, 11–14 May 2009.
www.ilo.org/sector/activities/sectoral-meetings/WCMS_161182/lang--en/index.htm

Workforce and community health
References
1. IOGP-IPIECA, 2019, health management in the oil and gas industry, IOGP Report 343 (Version
3.0, originally released 2003, new version 2011, major revision 2019)
2. IOGP-IPIECA, 2019, Health leading performance indicators – 2018 data, IOGP Data Series Report
2018h, published annually
3. IOGP-IPIECA. 2007. Health Performance Indicators: A guide for the oil and gas industry.
www.ipieca.org/publication/health-performance-indicators
4.

API. 2004. Five-point Approach to Addressing Workplace Ergonomics. (August 2004)

5.

API, 2019, Fatigue Risk Management Systems for Personnel in the Refining and Petrochemical
Industries API RP 755, May 2019) https://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas/health-andsafety/refinery-and-plant-safety/process-safety/process-safety-standards/rp-755
CDC (Centers for Disease Control and Prevention). Guidance documents on diseases (including SARS, HIV/AIDS,
etc.) as well as workplace health and safety, emergency preparedness and environmental health.
www.cdc.gov

6.

7.

ILO. 2001. An ILO code of practice on HIV/AIDS and the world of work. International Labour Organization.
www.ilo.org/aids/Publications/WCMS_113783/lang--en/index.htm

8.

United Nations Programme on HIV/AIDS / Global Business Council / Prince of Wales Business Leaders’ Forum.
2000.
The Business Response to HIV/AIDS: Impact and lessons learned. http://data.unaids.org/publications/IRCpub05/jc445-businessresp_en.pdf
IFC, 2012: International Finance Corporation Performance Standard 4 - Community Health, Safety, and
Security
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/topics_ext_content/ifc_external_corporate_site/sust
ainability-at-ifc/policies-standards/performance-standards/ps4

9.

Occupational injury and illness incidents
References
1. IOGP. Safety data reporting users’ guide. (Updated annually). London, UK. www.iogp.org
2.

IOGP-IPIECA. 2007. Health Performance Indicators: A
guide for the oil and gas industry.
www.ipieca.org/publication/health-performanceindicators

3.

OSHA (U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational Safety and Health Administration) OSHA Injury
and Illness Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements
https://www.osha.gov/recordkeeping/
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Additional related API Standards https://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas/health-and-safety/worker-and-worksitesafety-resources/api-osh-standards
- API RP 75, Recommended Practice for Development of a Safety and Environmental Management Program for
Offshore Operations and Facilities
- API RP 54, Recommended Practice for Occupational Safety for Oil and Gas Well Drilling and Servicing Operations
- API RP 74, Recommended Practice for Occupational Safety for Onshore Oil and Gas Production Operation

Product Stewardship
References
1.

ICCA (International Council of Chemical Associations). Global Product Strategy (website). www.iccachem.org/en/Home/Global-Product-Strategy

2.

ISO. 2014. ISO 11014:2009 Safety Data Sheet for chemical products—content and order of sections.
www.iso.org/iso/catalogue_detail.htm?csnumber=44690

3.

OECD. 2011. Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. http://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne

Process safety
References
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

API. 2016 ANSI/API Recommended Practice 754: Process Safety Performance Indicators for the Refining and
Petrochemical Industries (Second Edition, First Edition published in April 2010). Available from API at:
https://www.api.org/
Additional related API Standards:
API RP 752, Management of Hazards Associated with Location of Process Plant Permanent Buildings (3rd Edition
Dec 2009)
API RP 753, Management of Hazards Associated with Location of Process Plant Portable Buildings (Jun 2007)
CCPS (Center for Chemical Process Safety). 2007. Guidelines for Risk-Based Process Safety. American
Institute of Chemical Engineers, New York, 2007.
https://www.aiche.org/ccps/resources/publications/books/guidelines-risk-based-process-safety
CCPS. 2009. Guidelines for Process Safety Metrics. American Institution of Chemical Engineers, New York,
2009. https://www.aiche.org/ccps/resources/publications/books/guidelines-process-safety-metrics
CCPS. 2016, Guidelines for Integrating Management Systems and Metrics to Improve Process Safety
Performance, American Institution of Chemical Engineers, New York, 2016.
https://www.aiche.org/ccps/resources/publications/books/guidelines-integrating-management-systemsand-metrics-improve-process-safety-performance
CCPS, 2016, Guidelines for Implementing Process Safety Management, 2nd Edition American Institution of
Chemical Engineers, New York, 2016.
https://www.aiche.org/ccps/resources/publications/books/guidelines-implementing-process-safetymanagement-2nd-edition
OECD. 2008. Guidance on Developing Safety Performance Indicators Related
to Chemical Accident Prevention, Preparedness and Response for Industry
(2nd Edition). OECD Environment, Health and Safety Publications, Series on
Chemical Accidents. No. 19, Paris, 2008. www.oecd.org/env/ehs/chemicalaccidents/41269639.pdf
IOGP. 2018. Asset Integrity—the Key to Managing Major Incident Risks. IOGP Report 415.
https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/asset-integrity-the-key-to-managing-major-incident-risks/ (Second Edition
Dec 2018, First Edition 2008)
IOGP. 2018. Process safety: recommended practice on key performance indicators (Report 456, Revised
Nov 2018, First Edition 2011, Includes guidance for E&P industry use of API Recommended Practice 754.)
https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/process-safety-recommended-practice-on-key-performanceindicators/
IOGP. Health and Safety Data Reporting System Users’ Guide. This ‘User’s Guide’ for reporting health and
safety data is typically updated annually in December. Use of the most recent guide is recommended.
https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product-category/safety/
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10.

UK Health and Safety Executive (HSE). 2006. Step-By-Step Guide to Developing Process Safety
Performance Indicators. HSG254, Sudbury, Suffolk, UK, 2006. www.hse.gov.uk/pubns/books/hsg254.htm

Security risk management
References
1. IOGP 2016 Conducting security risk assessments (SRA) in dynamic threat environments Report Number
555 June 2016 https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/conducting-security-risk-assessments-sra-indynamic-threat-environments/
2. IOGP Security management system – Processes and concepts in security management IOGP Report
512 July 2014 https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/security-management-system-processesand-concepts-in-security-management/
3. IOGP 2014 Integrating security in major projects – principles and guidelines IOGP Report 494 April
2014 https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/integrating-security-in-major-projects-principlesand-guidelines/
4. VPSHR 2000: Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights
https://www.voluntaryprinciples.org/
5. API Security-related standards:
- API RP 70, Security for Offshore Oil and Natural Gas Operations
- API RP 70I, Security for Worldwide Offshore Oil and Natural Gas Operations
- API Standard 780, Security Risk Assessment Methodology for the Petroleum and Petrochemical
Industries
- API RP 781, Facility Security Plan Methodology for the Oil and Natural Gas Industries
-

API RP 1164, Pipeline Cybersecurity

Transport Safety
References
1.
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3.
4.

5.

IOGP Report 365-5: Land Transportation - Guidance note 5 Common KPIs for Motor Vehicle
Crashes https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/guidance-note-5-common-kpis-for-motorvehicle-crashes/
IOGP Report 365: Land transportation safety recommended practice
https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/land-transportation-safety-recommended-practice/
IOGP Report 590, 2017: Aircraft Management Guidelines
https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/aircraft-management-guidelines-2/
IOGP Issued Annually: Safety performance indicators – Aviation accidents – 2018 data
https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/safety-performance-indicators-aviation-accidents2018-data/
IOGP Report 2018m – Safety performance indicators – Motor Vehicle Crash Data – 2008–2018
https://www.iogp.org/bookstore/product/iogp-report-2018m-safety-performance-indicatorsmotor-vehicle-crash-data-2008-2018/
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MODULE 6: SOCIAL
Social

Introduction
Human Rights

Labour Practices

Community
engagement

Local content

Appendix

References and links

Key points to address
Indicators
SOC-1: Human rights due diligence
SOC-2: Suppliers and human rights
SOC-3: Security and human rights
Key points to address
Indicators
SOC-4: Site-based labour practices and worker
accommodation
SOC-5: Workforce diversity and inclusion
SOC-6: Workforce engagement
SOC-7: Workforce training and development
SOC-8: Workforce non-retaliation and grievance
mechanisms
Key points to address
Indicators
SOC-9: Local community impacts and engagement
SOC-10: Engagement with Indigenous peoples
SOC-11: Land Acquisition and Involuntary
resettlement
SOC-12: Community grievance mechanisms
SOC-13: Social investment
Key points to address
Indicators
SOC-14: Local procurement and supplier development
SOC-15: Local hiring practices

STRUCTURE OF THE GUIDANCE
The guidance in its entirety is made up of the following inter-connected modules. All
modules, except for ‘Reporting process’ are accompanied by performance indicators.
•
•
•
•
•
•

Reporting process (REP)
Governance and business ethics (GOV)
Climate change and energy (CCE)
Environment (ENV)
Safety, health and security (SHS)
Social (SOC)

The REP module provides good practice guidance on how and what to report. The
guidance covers important processes such as stakeholder engagement, determining
materiality, developing narrative and reporting indicators.
Each of the other five modules (see Figure 1 below) introduces a set of related
sustainability issues and provides guidance on developing your narrative supported by
relevant industry specific indicators on these issues. In general terms, depending on
materiality, your report’s narrative should provide an overview of:
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•
•
•
•
•
•

how you manage each issue;
your overall approach to the issue and any policies you have in place;
your management of risk and opportunity;
key initiatives and actions;
how you measure and monitor the issue; and
how you review and learn in pursuit of continuous improvement.

KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
The module boxes on ‘key points to address’ have been developed through input from
external stakeholders and industry subject matter experts. These overarching points are
intended to inform your narrative, supported by the data and facts provided by the
indicators that follow. Unlike indicators that primarily aim to establish consistency of
reporting, these points provide an opportunity for your narrative to convey your
company’s individual characteristics and unique culture that underpins how you address
impacts and contribute to sustainability.
INDICATORS
To support your narrative, informed by the key points above, you should report on any or
all of the suggested indicators, based on materiality. Each indicator is defined by its
Scope and its core and additional Elements, supported by any specific definitions of terms.
The REP module Glossary also provides a set of generic definitions.
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SOCIAL
INTRODUCTION
Access to affordable energy can change lives by improving quality of life, creating economic wealth and lifting
people out of poverty. However, extracting, processing, transporting and selling the resources needed to create
that energy can also impede stress local ecosystems and enable inequalities within society. Since oil and gas are
found all over the world, the industry finds itself operating in locations with multiple social and environmental
challenges. Instead of the intended socio-economic development, history shows us that, in some cases, the
industry’s presence can exacerbate these challenges. Investor and stakeholder expectations of how companies
manage community and indigenous relations continue to expand.
To address these risks, oil and gas companies aim to act responsibly by avoiding, mitigating and managing the
negative impacts with which they may be involved through their own activities and business relationships. This
includes respecting human rights. Many also make commitments to support socio-economic development, such as
providing access to employment, improving infrastructure, enhancing public health outcomes, and developing
workforce skills and businesses.
This Social module embeds human rights considerations throughout. This is because human rights cut across many
areas and this module uses it as a lens through which to consider other social issues. It is also relevant to other
sections in this Guidance, such as Environment, and Safety, Health and Security. Therefore, it is good practice to
discuss how these issues are interrelated and systematically managed.

Human Rights
Every individual, no matter who we are or where we are born, is entitled to the same basic rights and freedoms
without discrimination. Human rights are inalienable and universal, covering civil, political, cultural, economic and
social rights.1 They cover a wealth of issues, from the right of non-discrimination and freedom from slavery to the
right to freedom of movement and to participate in public life.
The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), drafted and agreed by representatives of a wide range of
political, religious and culture perspectives, provides the most authoritative list of internationally recognized rights.
It has been codified through two fundamental international treaties, the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights and the International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Together, the UDHR and the
two Covenants comprise the International Bill of Human Rights. While these agreements are not technically legally
binding for companies, there is an expectation that businesses will respect all internationally recognized human
rights.
The business and human rights landscape is an evolving one, and the UN’s Human Rights Council endorsement of
the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights (UNGPs)4 in 2011 being a significant
milestone. The UNGPs clarify roles for governments and business and provide a global standard of expected conduct
for businesses, over and above compliance with domestic laws and regulations. They set out:
•

the state duty to protect human rights;

•

the corporate responsibility to respect human rights; and

•

access to remedy for victims of business-related abuses.

After the endorsement of the UNGPs, other international guidelines have been updated to align with them,
including the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the IFC Performance Standards, and the tools and
resources of the UN Global Compact. The UNGPs have been reinforced by regulatory developments in several
countries, such as modern slavery laws in the UK and Australia, mandatory human rights due diligence law in France
and the child labour law in The Netherlands.
Consistent with the UNGPs, oil and gas companies should respect all human rights and exercise ongoing due diligence
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to identify, prevent, mitigate and remedy adverse human rights impacts in which they may be involved. This includes
preventing and addressing human rights issues in the supply chain in line with the UNGPs. Good supplier and
contractor management can help a company identify and address human rights risks, which enhances the security of
their supply chains and reduces associated operational, reputational, legal and financial risks. The UNGPs expect
companies to focus their human rights disclosure on the most severe actual and potential impacts on human rights
associated with their activities and business relationships. Severity is determined by those impacts that would be
greatest in terms of their scale, scope and remediability. The distinction in reporting terms, is that the starting point
for disclosure is, therefore, risk to human rights rather than risk to business, while recognizing that where impacts on
human rights are most severe, they converge strongly with risk to the business as well. The UNGPs Reporting
Framework introduces the concept of salient human rights. A company’s salient human rights issues are those human
rights that are at risk of the most severe potential negative impact through its activities or business relationships.

Human rights due diligence is set out in the United Nations Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. It has four
main components that inform and are informed by policy commitments, meaningful stakeholder engagement, grievance
and remedy.

Similarly, respecting human rights is key to oil and gas operations for maintaining safe and secure operations. It
involves understanding how the use of private or public security affects any pre-existing community tensions or
situations of conflict, ensuring that the company does not become complicit in breaches of international law.
The Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights are designed to guide extractive industry companies on how to
respect human rights when managing safety and security in their operations. By implementing the Principles,
companies can align their policies and procedures with an operating framework that encourages respect for human
rights.

Labour Practices
Companies are expected to treat all workers with respect and dignity, prevent discrimination and ensure just and
favourable work conditions.
Meaningful engagement with your workforce is an important tool in creating a positive company culture, with high
motivation and satisfaction in pay and working conditions. It is essential that a company has systems in place to
allow workers, and workers in their supply chain, to raise grievances without fear of retaliation and with an
expectation that they will be addressed. Success relies on a systematic process underpinned by robust policies and
procedures.
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While different countries may define labour rights in different ways, depending on specific issues, there are
internationally recognized standards. These are provided by the conventions and non-binding recommendations,
negotiated through the International Labour Organization (ILO). The four core labour standards, set out in eight ILO
Labour Conventions designated as fundamental by the ILO governing body, include:
•

freedom of association and the right to collective bargaining;

•

elimination of forced and compulsory labour;

•

abolition of child labour; and

•

elimination of discrimination in the workplace.

These four standards also form the basis of several principles within the UN’s Global Compact. With the 1998
adoption by the ILO Conference on the Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work, all ILO member
states are obliged to recognize the rights in these eight conventions as universal, irrespective of the relevant
conventions’ ratification status.
Apart from these eight fundamental conventions, ILO labour standards include up to 80 other conventions and
recommendations, which have been ratified or adopted, and integrated into national legislation and regulations
to varying degrees. Of particular relevance to the oil and gas industry are standards that address specific groups such as
indigenous and tribal peoples, migrant workers, seafarers and fishermen, or cover subjects such as working time,
employment security, wages, vocational guidance and training, and occupational health and safety. While these
conventions and standards are not legally binding on companies, following international best practice, together with
effective implementation of aligned corporate policies and processes, can help companies meet or exceed national
labour standards.
Modern slavery is a term used in policy and law to describe forms of exploitation which constitute serious
violations of human rights, including human trafficking and forced labour. The ILO have developed a set of
indicators of forced labour that include restriction of movement, physical and sexual violence, retention of
identity documents, withholding of wages, debt bondage, abusive working and living conditions and excessive
overtime. There is strong interest from external stakeholders such as governments, non-governmental
organizations (NGOs), the media and investors, in knowing more about what companies are doing in this area,
as well as an evolving regulatory context, both from ‘home countries’ (such as the UK Modern Slavery Act) and
through ‘host country’ labour law reforms.
Company and supply chain labour rights issues are complex and multifaceted, covering, for example, forced
labour and human trafficking, freedom of movement, worker grievance mechanisms, supplier and
subcontractor management, working hours and pay, health and safety and welfare principles. As well as being
committed to ensuring the health, safety, and well-being of their workforce and of workers in their supply
chain, oil and gas companies should recognize that better welfare correlates with better business results, and
that this can be achieved through greater respect for the rights of workers in the supply chain. An area of
common saliency for the oil and gas industry in terms of the labour rights risks associated with modern slavery
is the contracted workforce that the industry relies on to develop and conduct large scale operations, hence
the focus of the new indicator for this 4th edition of the Guidance - SOC-4: Onsite labour practices and
workforce accommodation.

Community Engagement
Successful, sustainable oil and gas operations rely on effective community engagement. Building mutual respect,
trust and confidence means engaging potentially affected rightsholders. Done well, community engagement helps
companies identify, prevent and address adverse human rights impacts and can foster acceptance as the
community starts to see benefits to their livelihoods and wellbeing.
Human rights and development
A human rights-based approach to development includes the principles of participation, non-discrimination,
transparency, accountability and empowerment. Bradly speaking it can be defined as: ‘a conceptual framework for the
process of human development that is normatively based on international human rights standards and operationally
directed to promoting and protecting human rights’.
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On the other hand, a lack of consultation and collaboration can lead to adverse impacts on people and contribute to
disruption of project planning or operations, delays, rising costs, legal challenges and the potential escalation of
local issues to the national or even a global stage.
The many facets of engaging with local communities may include, but not be limited to, topics such as local
environmental impacts, traffic, noise, dust and odours, visual amenity, community health and safety, privacy,
impacts on local services and property prices, economic impacts, physical and /or economic resettlement, use of
ecosystem services such as fresh water, impacts on local culture and heritage sites, impacts on children,
intersection with existing situations of conflict or community tensions, Indigenous Peoples’ concerns, security issues
and local content.
It is important to track the effectiveness of any company response to its impact on individuals and communities that
may be particularly vulnerable or at risk of marginalization. Operational-level grievance mechanisms can also
provide important feedback on the effectiveness of a company’s approach to human rights issues from those directly
affected.
Stakeholder groups are often diverse, featuring multiple voices, ranging from local residents and chambers of
commerce to education institutions and indigenous groups. In line with guidance for meaningful stakeholder
engagement provided by the OECD, companies are expected to prioritize those stakeholders for whom the
risk of adverse impacts is greatest, or the potential adverse impact is severe or could become irremediable. It
is also important that companies consider specific vulnerabilities that could affect groups as a result of their
activities. This includes Indigenous Peoples who are often likely to be relatively marginalized and vulnerable. Their
status in society (whether economic, social or legal) may limit their ability to defend their rights and interests in
relation to lands and other natural and cultural resources. In some countries they are afforded special rights or
protection; in others they receive little or no protection, or laws guaranteeing their rights are not enforced.
Companies with operations or activities that may affect indigenous groups, their lands, livelihoods and cultural
heritage should engage with them constructively, to understand potential adverse impacts on their rights and to
seek to address their concerns and expectations. Constructive and meaningful engagement with Indigenous Peoples
can prevent and minimize risks to the community and the company and provide opportunities for positive long-term
relationships.

Local content
For the purposes of this guidance, we define local content as the local resources a project or business uses or
develops along its value chain while invested in a host country. This may include employment of nationals, goods
and services procured from companies resident in the host country, partnerships with local entities, development of
enabling infrastructure, the improvement of local skills and capacity of local businesses, or the improvement of
local technological capabilities.
Effective local content programmes can support long-term development. However, there are risks, such as
displacing traditional economic activities such as farming and fishing, or over- dependence on a project’s
employment and supply contracts. A company’s arrival can also disturb the local balance of power and affect social
cohesion.
CAUTIONARY STATEMENT

Reporting information in response to the guidance in this module is voluntary. Other
frameworks, codes and statutory requirements may be applicable or more appropriate
than this guidance when reporting on social matters in company publications, including
sustainability reports, annual financial reports and company websites. It is a decision for
each company how they choose to report on sustainability matters including social.
Please see detailed Legal Note and Cautionary Notes in the Reporting Process (REP)
module.
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HUMAN RIGHTS
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

Any processes, positions or policies that demonstrate your commitment to respect all internationally
recognised human rights through your company’s activities and your supply chain, referencing any human
rights frameworks and guidance that your company has made a commitment to, such as the UN Guiding
Principles (UNGPs) or the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights (VPs).

2.

How your company embeds and implements human rights commitments within its day-to-day
responsibilities, where responsibility for identifying, mitigating and managing human rights issues sits, as
well as the type of issues your senior management and Board discuss, and are accountable for.

3.

Your human rights due diligence approach in line with the UNGPs and relevant regulation. Be sure to
demonstrate how that approach is reflected in corporate and project-level processes and functions, such
as procurement, provision of security, and labour relations. The approach should:
a.

Explain how you identify the company’s most salient human rights risk areas in your own
activities and business relationships based on severity, and how those risk areas are then
managed. Include how you engage with affected stakeholders in this process.

b.

Explain how you manage human rights risk and your measures to address human rights impacts,
include highlights of any action you have taken, such as the use of impact assessment processes,
or enhancements to procurement and supply chain management, or involvement in multistakeholder initiatives or awareness /training.

c.

Include how you track your performance on preventing and mitigating impacts, covering how you
engage with affected stakeholders in the process.

d.

Explain how you report back on your performance to affected stakeholders.

4.

Your grievance mechanisms. This can explain how your mechanisms meet the effectiveness criteria of the
UNGPs (legitimate, accessible, predictable, equitable, transparent, rights-based, a source of continuous
learning and based on engagement and dialogue) and the processes in place to ensure that affected
stakeholders have access to appropriate remedy. You can also include any criteria you use to establish new
mechanisms and how you work with the community to define those mechanisms.

5.

At a regional, country or asset level, how specific types of human rights issues may arise in particular
operations, projects or partnerships, as well as how you engage employees, contractors and business
partners in decisions and actions, including specific local challenges, opportunities and lessons learned.

INDICATORS
Narrative on social topics, informed by the guidance above, should be supported by reporting on
any, or all, of the following 15 indicators, based on your materiality assessment.
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SOC-1: HUMAN RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE
WHY THIS MATTERS
It is important for companies to provide evidence of their respect for human rights by demonstrating that they have wellestablished processes for human rights due diligence, as applied to relevant activities and relationships. This indicator
enables you to set out key elements of your approach, and to show how consideration of human rights issues is integrated
within your systems, processes and functions.

SCOPE
You should describe key elements of your approach, including:
•

relevant human rights-related policies, processes and guidance, including external commitments or
initiatives such as commitments to international standards;

•

how the approach to human rights due diligence and policy commitments are embedded into management
systems/business processes and functions, and thereby implemented;

•

procedures to identify, assess and address any actual or potential adverse human rights impacts on the
workforce, local communities and other rightsholders throughout the value chain;
efforts to integrate policies and commitments at the local level, along the supply chain and through other
business relationships;
processes and practices to ensure meaningful engagement of (potentially) affected rightsholders; and

•
•
•

internal monitoring and auditing to track the implementation of standards, policies or procedures. This can include
outcomes of assessments and potential challenges.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe the components of your company’s human rights due diligence approach and how it is applied to
company processes to assess, address, monitor and communicate actual or potential human rights impacts.
C2 Describe processes and practices to ensure access to remedy mechanisms at the local level, supported by
specific examples as appropriate.
C3 Describe how human rights considerations are factored into early phase decision making, including project
siting and planning for new projects, with joint venture partners, and likewise for decommissioning or
selling of operations.
C4 Outline the scope, content and tracking of human rights training programmes. You could include figures for
people trained in a given year, the proportion trained against the population that may need training, and
how you measure the effectiveness of training
C5 Report qualitative measures for tracking the effectiveness of implementation and the outcomes of policies
and procedures. For example, human rights considerations when evaluating investments.
Additional
A1 Provide additional context on the relevance of human rights standards to your operations. This might
include references to external country and/or human rights regulations or risk indices.
A2 Case studies to illustrate how potential human rights issues are assessed and addressed, with procedures to
monitor concerns and grievances and progress them to closure.
A3 Report quantitative measures for tracking the effectiveness of implementation and the outcomes of policies
and procedures. For example, the results of monitoring / auditing.
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SOC-2: SUPPLIERS AND HUMAN RIGHTS
WHY THIS MATTERS
Since suppliers and contractors provide goods and services, the way in which they approach human rights practices
can have a significant impact on your company and stakeholders. This indicator provides opportunity for you to
describe your approach, processes and programmes to promote respect for human rights by suppliers and
contractors.

SCOPE
You should describe key elements of your approach, including:
•

how you identify the nature and location of the most salient human rights risk areas based on severity
risks in your supply chains;

•

relevant policies, processes and guidance that you provide to suppliers and contractors;

•

the steps you take before entering into contracts. For example, any review of policies and
performance or due diligence investigations;

•

a review of your own purchasing and local hiring practices to ensure you are not contributing to poor
human rights/labour standards in supply chains. For example, undue pressure on pricing or strict
deadlines; use of suppliers with known poor labour rights records;

•

how you continue to monitor suppliers and contractors to make sure they meet human rights
expectations and labour standards throughout the contract. For example, through engagement and
audits;

•

how you raise awareness of grievance mechanisms available to your supply chain workforce and
determine their satisfaction with working conditions;

•

training or capacity building to improve supplier/contractor performance to meet contract
requirements;

•

the potential risks and effects of the energy transition. For example, through investment in
transferrable skills or re-training initiatives; and

•

your involvement in multi-stakeholder initiatives to address systemic supply chain risks. For example,
through commodity roundtables.

You might want to discuss specific efforts to engage suppliers in developing common goals, and behaviours that
promote respect for human rights and positive labour practices (see indicators SOC 4,5,6 and 7).

BASIS
Where quantitative data is included, you should determine an appropriate reporting boundary, including a
consideration for the extent to which you include subcontractors and your wider supply chain (see the ‘Reporting
Process’ section for further guidance.)
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ELEMENTS
Core

C1 Describe your approach and processes for promoting respect for human rights by your suppliers.
C2 Describe how you screen and assess suppliers for social, environmental and human rights-related risks.
Additional

A1 Describe efforts aimed at promoting human rights in your supply chain, including human rights due diligence processes
and supplier run grievance mechanisms.
A2 Report the percentage of significant contracts with relevant human rights related clauses.
A3 Report the number of audits conducted, issues found and corrective action taken.
A4 Case studies demonstrating your procedures to monitor suppliers’ adherence to contractual agreements related to
human rights - extending beyond tier 1 suppliers where possible - including the actions you take when findings do not
meet your company’s expectations.
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SOC-3: HUMAN RIGHTS AND SECURITY
WHY THIS MATTERS
Experience has shown that challenges can arise in maintaining the safety and security of operations within an
operating framework that ensures respect for human rights and fundamental freedoms. This indicators
enables you to set out how you manage and monitor your policies, programmes and processes relating to
human rights and security.

SCOPE
When describing your approach to security and human rights practices, you should include a description of how principles
for respecting human rights are incorporated into global and local level policies, procedures and/or guidelines. For
example:
•

How risk assessment processes (including mitigation plans) are integrated into management systems, and
how findings are acted upon. This might include how security risks are identified, potential for conflict in
particular locations, the human rights records of security providers (public and private), and risks associated
with the transfer of equipment (lethal and non-lethal) to security providers;

•

Procedures to monitor, report, investigate and remediate alleged security-related incidents with human
rights implications, including community engagement mechanisms and processes that ensure nonretaliation when allegations are made against security forces;
Procedures on working with public or private security providers and how those relationships are managed.
For example, screening and assessment processes, cost reimbursement, the use of company facilities,
training provided on company policies or international standards, guidelines on the use of physical force
and reporting procedures;

•

•

Efforts to raise awareness of security and human rights with internal and external stakeholders. For
example, external outreach and education with industry groups, governments and state security forces,
engagement with regulators and civil society organizations, and internal training for employees,
contractors and subcontractors. This can include lessons learned; and

•

Whether the company adheres to international best practices or has made commitments to principles or
good practices such as the Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights, noting that companies
may implement the Voluntary Principles without being formal signatories.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your relevant policies, programmes and processes relating to security and human rights.
C2 Describe how your security and human rights policies, programmes and processes are implemented at the country,
regional or facility-specific level.
C3 Describe communication efforts to implement your commitments on security and human rights with host
governments and authorities, contractors and subcontractors, in your supply chain and civil society.

Additional
A1 Disclose, subject to confidentiality considerations, safety, legal or political concerns or local community concerns,
any major incidents or challenges relating to security and human rights that have had a serious impact on human
rights or the company’s reputation, and lessons learned.
A2 Describe the scope, content, and tracking of human rights training programmes for security services.
A3Report on specific objectives set during the reporting period, or on lessons and issues encountered at an operational
level.
A4 Provide case studies to illustrate how you assess and address potential human rights issues related to security forces
and how you monitor and address concerns and grievances, especially in high-risk or conflict areas.
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LABOUR PRACTICES
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

How you implement labour practices, including policies that refer to or align with relevant national or
international laws, standards or guidelines such as the ILO Conventions.

2.

How you implement labour rights commitments in your company’s day-to-day responsibilities, where
responsibility for identifying, mitigating and managing labour rights issues sits, and the types of issues discussed
by senior management and the Board, and what they are accountable for.

3.

At the regional, country or asset level, how you help relevant stakeholders, such as employees, contractors,
and business partners, to identify labour rights risks and the decisions and actions you take that are relevant to
labour practices. For example, recruitment and working conditions for your employees, contractors and
subcontractors, lessons learned and specific local challenges or opportunities.

4.

The actions you take to address labour rights risks and to improve your company’s approach to labour
practices. For example, actions taking to prohibit child labour and protect young workers, eliminate worker
discrimination, eliminate forced labour and human trafficking, uphold freedom of association, comply with
minimum wage regulations and observe working time regulations.

5.

Your processes for engaging direct, contracted and subcontracted workers, including the use of workforce
grievance mechanisms so that those affected can raise questions or concerns that are then addressed and,
where appropriate, resolved in a prompt, fair manner. You can explain how your grievance mechanisms meet
the UNGPs effectiveness criteria (legitimate, accessible, equitable, predictable, transparent rights-based, a
source of continuous learning and based on engagement and dialogue). Issues covered by an internal grievance
mechanism or non-compliance system can include human rights, ethics, environmental, safety and healthrelated concerns, labour/employment issues, discrimination and whistle blowing.
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SOC-4: SITE-BASED LABOUR PRACTICES AND WORKER ACCOMMODATION
WHY THIS MATTERS
Respecting the human rights of your site-based workforce is an important aspect of labour practices
management, including recruitment, employment, working and living conditions. This indictor enables you to
describe your policies, strategies and procedures to respect the human rights of your site-based workforce,
including addressing the risks of modern slavery.

SCOPE
You should describe your strategies and processes for respecting the human rights of your site-based workforce, and
how you assess their effectiveness. The workforce includes any individual hired to carry out activities on, or related
to, an oil and gas project. This includes individuals hired directly by an oil and gas company and individuals hired
through third parties such as contractors, subcontractors, labour agencies and suppliers. It includes individuals in
both high- and low-skilled positions. Given the risks around labour rights including modern slavery, you should
include descriptions of your actions to manage labour practices generally as well as your actions to identify and
address risks of modern slavery, considering factors such as:
•

How you identify the nature and location of the most salient human rights risk to your site-based workforce

•

How you seek to determine that the workforce:
o

have not paid recruitment fees;

o

have not been misled about the terms of their employment during the recruitment process (e.g.
wages, hours, living conditions);

o

have received all documentation in a language/format they understand;

o

have unrestricted access to their personal documentation;

o

are not subject to unreasonable restriction on freedom of movement;

o

are not subject to physical or sexual harassment;

o

are above the minimum legal age and if there is anyone below 18 that they are not engaged in
hazardous work;

o

have the right to join or form trade unions or other workforce organisations, and to bargain
collectively;

o

have suitable accommodation and living conditions including access to food and safe drinking
water and sanitation;

o

have not been subject to any discrimination regarding the factors above; and

o

know and understand their rights.

•

Compliance with minimum wage regulations

•

Compliance with workplace anti-discrimination laws

•

How processes for working hours, overtime, on-time payment of wages and leave are maintained

•

How the wider welfare of workers is considered in the provision of accommodation and recreation facilities,
for example privacy, means of external communication and recreation areas.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your approach to the recruitment and employment of your site-based workforce, including
how you communicate your expectations to your suppliers of contract labour.
C2 Describe your approach to monitoring and addressing on-site working conditions, including the
quality of worker accommodation.
C3 Describe your approach to engaging with contractor management and the workforce so that their
recruitment, employment, working and living conditions are aligned with your company’s
expectations and with relevant national or international laws, standards or guidelines
Additional
A1 Describe how you screen contractors for labour rights practices and how labour rights issues are
included in significant tenders for labour.
A2 Discuss the frequency of your on-site assessments of human rights including labour rights, and
provide examples of the types of issues identified, or case studies to illustrate how assessments are
carried out.
A3 Describe your approach to providing training for employees and third parties on labour rights risks.
A4 Describe your approach to ensuring that the welfare and well-being of workers is accounted for in the
design and provision of company and third-party accommodation, including how you undertake
assessments, covering frequency and measures taken to address concerns and introduce improvements.
A5 Describe your approach to addressing the risks of modern slavery, including as appropriate, specific
details related to your compliance with relevant legislation in countries where you operate.
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SOC-5: WORKFORCE DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION
WHY THIS MATTERS
Support for diversity and inclusion at all levels of the company is an important aspect of your description of
the composition of your workforce. This indicator enables you to describe your policies, programmes and
procedures and to demonstrate the effectiveness of these on issues such as non-discrimination, nationality, ethnicity,
sexual orientation and disability.

SCOPE
You should describe the policies, programmes and/or procedures you have in place to support non-discrimination
and to address workforce diversity and inclusion at a global level, illustrated by case studies or examples of
implementation at national levels such as parental leave policies and anti-harassment measures.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your policies, programmes and procedures to promote workforce diversity and inclusion and nondiscrimination, at all levels of the organisation.
C2 Provide workforce composition data for gender and/or other diversity categories.
C3 Discuss workforce composition, particularly with reference to your management positions.
Additional
A1 Provide case studies to illustrate how you implement policies, procedures and programmes at a
corporate and local level.
A2 Provide information on other inclusive practices, such as equal pay for equal work.
A3 Provide data on the diversity and inclusion issues that are raised through your grievance mechanisms
or engagement surveys.
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SOC-6: WORKFORCE ENGAGEMENT
WHY THIS MATTERS
Active engagement with your workforce is a recognized aspect of business success and a valuable means to identify any
workforce concerns. This indicator demonstrates how you engage with workers to determine their satisfaction with issues
such as your company’s employment practices, working conditions and any accommodation you provide.

SCOPE
For the purpose of this guidance, ‘engagement’ includes a range of approaches, including day-to-day interaction,
satisfaction surveys, workforce representation systems and social media interaction.
When discussing the workforce, you should clarify the extent that employees, contractors and other subcontracted
workforces are included.
You should describe key elements of your approach, including:
•

your approach to worker engagement and dialogue, including any efforts to ensure its effectiveness in
bringing forward challenges and opportunities;

•

how you define and measure ‘satisfaction’ and how significant concerns, such as confidentiality and feedback,
are considered.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1Provide examples of how you engage with your workforce, including examples of approach,
frequency, coverage, communication of results and action plans.
C2 Set out your approach to handling worker concerns and issues.
Additional
A1 Provide quantitative data, with explanation, to illustrate the annual turnover of your direct
workforce.
A2 Describe formal conversations with workers or workforce organizations.
A3 Discuss significant issues, challenges and outcomes that arise from workforce surveys or other
interactions.
A4 Provide case studies that illustrate your specific approaches to workforce engagement. For
example, methods for how you capture the voices of workers, or how workers engage in
dialogue with management at national or local levels, or how you engage with your local
supply chains or specific groups inside your workforce.
A5 Describe how career management reflects the diversity of your workforce, for example promotion
rates for women, the progression of national employees versus expatriates in a specific business,
versus their percentage representation in the total workforce.
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SOC-7: WORKFORCE TRAINING AND DEVELOPMENT
WHY THIS MATTERS
Initiatives on workforce training and development are an integral part of being a good quality employer. This
indictor demonstrates how your company recruits and retains its people, supports diversity and inclusion, and
encourages participation at all levels.

SCOPE
This indicator applies to activities that strengthen your company’s human capital, through training and development, to
enhance skills, efficiency, knowledge and mobility to meet job requirements and career goals and ambitions.
You should describe programmes and policies that support training and development.
This can also include any training that supports people at the end of their careers, or when downsizing or closing facilities.
You can provide evidence by quantifying the scale and extent of training programmes using measures such as:
•

average hours of training per year per employee and by category of worker;

•

average training investment per year; and

•

percentage of workers receiving training in the reporting period.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe the key elements of your approach to training and development.
C2 Illustrate how you implement training and development programmes, e.g. hours of training, training
investment, number of staff trained.
Additional
A1 Provide case studies to demonstrate implementation and progress. For example, these might
include examples of opportunities for international work experience, support for continued
professional education, mentoring initiatives and approaches to managing career endings.
A2 Discuss the results of your training and development programmes, such as positive changes in
behaviours and attitudes.
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SOC-8: WORKFORCE NON-RETALIATION AND GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS
WHY THIS MATTERS
It is important for members of your workforce to have access to grievance mechanisms, which they can use confidentially
and without fear of retaliation. This indicator provides information on how you protect your workers’ ability to raise
workplace grievances and/or to identify non-compliance and ethical incidents without fear of reprisal.

SCOPE
Information provided under this indicator should cover:
•

A description of your policies, systems and mechanisms to ensure non-retaliation or discrimination and address
grievances, including non-retaliation against whistleblowers. This can include a description of who is able to
access the mechanism, i.e. whether it is open to employees only or your entire workforce.

•

Information on the availability, accessibility and use of your workforce grievance systems, which might be
illustrated by quantitative data or examples of issues raised.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your policies, approach and/or mechanisms to ensure non-retaliation, non-discrimination and
confidentiality when addressing grievances, making it clear who can access these mechanisms. This
might extend to access to third-party independent grievance mechanisms.

Additional
A1 Provide information, with supporting data if desired, on the management and resolution of workforce
grievances. Quantitative data may include the approximate proportion of workers covered by the
system, the number of issues raised and the extent to which workers are aware – and trust – the
system.
A2 Provide quantitative data to illustrate use of grievance mechanisms within your company.
A3 Provide case studies to demonstrate how you build confidence in your mechanisms, including how you
communicate and promote their use and reliability.
A4 Describe assurance of non-retaliation and grievance mechanisms for short-term or contract workers.
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

Your systematic approach to understanding and addressing any impact your company might have
on the communities where you operate and your processes for local community engagement.

2.

The range of the communities where you operate and address the distinct ways in which at risk or
vulnerable groups, such as children and Indigenous Peoples, might be affected by your activities and
relationships. You should aim to provide a balanced picture of the challenges and benefits.

3.

References to international standards, guides or practices that your company has adopted such as
the IFC Performance Standards. Material challenges and opportunities for the local community
should be discussed. For example, this might cover conflict-affected areas, influx management,
environmental impacts on people, cultural rights, privacy, health, education, protection of
human rights defenders and resettlement practices.

4. Your mechanisms to address and, where appropriate, remedy community grievances. We encourage you
to outline processes for systematically receiving, investigating and responding to community
complaints and concerns at an operational level, and how any adverse social and environmental
impacts will be addressed.
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SOC-9: COMMUNITY IMPACTS AND ENGAGEMENT
WHY THIS MATTERS
Active engagement with the community in the areas where you operate is an integral part of your social license to operate.
This indicator enables you to describe your policies, strategies and procedures forhow you engage with local
communities, and to set out the efforts you make to ensure that any adverse effects on local people are
prevented, mitigated or resolved.

SCOPE
For this indicator, the terms ‘affected communities’ and ‘affected stakeholders’ includes individuals,
administrations, businesses and other representatives of civil society within a local community.
The term ‘affected communities’ is defined within the 2012 International Finance Corporation (IFC) Policy and
Performance Standards on Social and Environmental Sustainability. ‘Local community’ includes individuals or groups
of people who live or work sufficiently nearby to be potentially impacted (positively or negatively) by the company’s
operations, including their environmental and cultural resources, and is not restricted to ‘fence-line’ neighbours of
a facility but can include those living at a distance who are still likely to be affected by those operations.
You should set out:
•

How you engage with affected communities, as well any local community impact assessment and mitigation
work that you carry out. This can include descriptions of:
o

stakeholder engagement strategies and processes that target different social groups, such as women or
minorities;

o

impact assessment processes and how you embed them into early phase project planning to inform
strategy and location, design and implementation; or how you embed them in planning
decommissioning, downsizing or the sale of operations;

o

the potential impact on communities in the transition to a low-carbon future, including risks and
opportunities. This might cover the effects of downsizing existing activities, or scaling up
alternative energy activities;

o

processes for periodic and proactive public disclosure of information on your activities and how you
manage their impact;

o

the existence and effectiveness of your community grievance mechanisms;

o

monitoring and follow-up procedures, throughout a project or asset’s lifecycle. This can include
measures you take to support the resilience of the local economy when operations have ceased,
such as re-training members of the workforce; and

o

the positive benefits of your operations and engagement. For example, new infrastructure and
jobs, or improved livelihoods and wellbeing.

In relation to major projects and/or assets, you can include case studies that illustrate how you put
your approaches into practice. They may demonstrate the results of any stakeholder engagement
plans and/or management of local community impacts, together with examples of issues and lessons
learned from monitoring and evaluation. Case studies can also describe how you have responded to
stakeholder issues and the extent of local community support for your subsequent decisions.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Discuss your approach to engagement with relevant stakeholders, including communities, civil society (including
human rights defenders), other companies and/or governments.
C2 Describe your policies, programmes and/or procedures for:
• assessing and addressing local community impacts, including archeological, historic and cultural sites, and how

these considerations are embedded into early phase planning and site/route selection;

• engaging with affected stakeholders and responding to their grievances and concerns;
• monitoring the effectiveness of the steps you take to prevent, mitigate and resolve adverse impacts; and
• public disclosure of information on your activities and management of impacts.
C3 Provide case studies that illustrate the effectiveness and results of your engagement with
stakeholders and/or howyou have managed any impact on local communities, their environmental and
cultural resources.

Additional
A1 Report quantitative measures, such as:
• the number and/or percentage of sites with grievance mechanisms or similar conflict resolution procedures in

place;

• data on the types of concerns raised via engagement or grievance mechanisms, supported by qualitative

information on how you have addressed concerns, including elevation to corporate management, where
appropriate.
A2 Describe your efforts to assess and understand community perceptions of your activities and their
impact. For example, self- appraisal, use of reliable and unbiased third-party research, and/or surveys
developed in collaboration with the local community.
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SOC-10: ENGAGEMENT WITH INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
WHY THIS MATTERS
Indigenous Peoples may be a specific stakeholder group who are particularly vulnerable and who may be affected by your
activities. This indicator enables you to describe the policies, programmes and procedures you use to engage Indigenous
Peoples and address their concerns and expectations.

SCOPE
You should explain how you use the term ‘Indigenous Peoples’ in your reporting. While there is no universally accepted
definition, the following characteristics are partly and/or fully attributable to Indigenous Peoples:
•

self-identification as indigenous;

•

occupation and use of a specific territory prior to the arrival of other groups;

•

collective attachment to specific lands and cultural heritage;

•

a common experience of marginalization and discrimination;

•

a strong link to territories and surrounding natural resources;

•

distinct cultural, economic, social and/or political/belief systems;

•

a distinct language; and

•

a determination to preserve, develop and transmit to future generations their ancestral territories and
identity as peoples, in accordance with their own cultural patterns, social institutions and legal systems.

In describing your approach to engaging with Indigenous Peoples, you can include processes and mechanisms that relate to:
•

identification, avoidance, minimization and mitigation of potential impacts on indigenous communities,
their livelihoods, cultural heritage and the local environment;

•

information disclosure, consultation, informed participation and mutually acceptable solutions with
consent - referring to the concept and practices of ‘free prior informed consent’ (FPIC);

•

skills training provided to those participating in engagement and consultation;

•

access to culturally appropriate grievance mechanisms; and

•

identification and joint implementation of development benefits, including access to jobs and economic
opportunities.

If appropriate, you might also refer to Indigenous Peoples when reporting on your human rights due diligence
processes (see indicator SOC-1, Human rights due diligence; SOC-8, Community Impacts and Engagement and
indicators covered under the Local Content issue section).
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your policies, programmes, procedures and practices used to:
•
•

identify and address your impacts on Indigenous Peoples;
train your staff on engagement and consultation with Indigenous Peoples;

•

engage with Indigenous Peoples to secure a formal agreement or free, prior and informed consent where
needed and to address their grievances, concerns and expectations;

•

collaborate on opportunities that create mutual benefits; and

•

increase indigenous participation through employment and business opportunities.

Additional
A1 Provide case studies and examples that demonstrate participation and involvement of Indigenous Peoples.
For example, your approach to consultation, challenges and results or agreements that you have entered
into with Indigenous Peoples.
A2 Describe the types of issues raised by Indigenous Peoples in specific countries and the actions you have
taken to address them, such as in in planning and decision making, as well as identifying and mitigating
potential adverse impacts from your operations and supply chains.
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SOC-11: LAND ACQUISITION AND INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT
WHY THIS MATTERS
In exceptional circumstances, oil and gas activities may involve involuntary resettlement of people and/or their
economic activities. This indicator enables you to describe your policies, programmes and procedures related to land
acquisition and involuntary resettlement and to provide examples of your efforts to avoid or limit involuntary
resettlement, any restrictions on surface and subsurface land and soil use and, where applicable, how you
provide fair and transparent compensation.

SCOPE
You should describe your approach to avoiding, mitigating and/or providing compensation for involuntary
resettlement and land acquisition as well as addressing any associated potential or actual human rights impacts.
When describing your policies, programmes and/or procedures you can include information on several related
processes, such as:
•

project design to minimize or avoid resettlement;

•

community consultation and engagement;

•

resettlement planning and implementation, including efforts to address the needs of at risk or vulnerable
groups;

•

compensation, livelihood restoration, community development and benefits for affected people;

•

grievance mechanisms and their effectiveness; and

•

monitoring and evaluation processes.

You may also list and quantify cases of involuntary resettlement during the reporting period. This can include the
number of households resettled in each case and an explanation of how livelihoods were affected and restored in the
process.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your policies, programmes and procedures for involuntary resettlement, including engagement
processes and practices with affected communities, including any international standards you have
used.
C2 Describe your policies, programmes and procedures for land acquisition, including any use of powers of
compulsory purchase / eminent domain to acquire private land for use when in the public interest.
Additional
A1 List, quantify and/or describe cases of involuntary resettlement required by your activities (where
governments permit disclosure).
A2 Provide qualitative case studies that illustrate how you implemented the process described under
C1/2. For example:
• any challenges or grievances you encountered and how you resolved them;
• how you calculated fair compensation and/or provided livelihood restoration;
• why involuntary resettlement was unavoidable;
• the provision for any land returned at abandonment/closure;
• if the acquisition affected Indigenous Peoples, explain your approach to implementing FPIC

principles. and

• how you addressed any related actual or potential adverse human rights impacts such as on the

right to education, health or an adequate standard of living.
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SOC-12: COMMUNITY GRIEVANCE MECHANISMS
WHY THIS MATTERS
Community, or operational level, grievance mechanisms provide a channel for members of the community or
other stakeholders to raise concerns or complaints without fear of harm, about how your activities affect
them and whether they have been addressed in a prompt, fair and consistent manner. They provide a
mechanism for your company to identify negative impacts, enable you to address them, and respond early
and directly to concerns or complaints. This indicator sets out your processes and actions to respond to the
concerns of external stakeholders, including processes in place to ensure confidentiality and non-retaliation.

SCOPE
A community grievance mechanism allows individuals and groups to request information and raise perceived
or actual concerns about operational impacts such as noise, damage to property or the environment, the
impacts of influx (i.e. workers, jobseekers and entrepreneurs), security practices, sexual harassment, safety,
and other human rights related issues.
You can demonstrate the availability and use of your operational-level grievance mechanisms by providing
qualitative or quantitative data against the effectiveness criteria of the UNGPs (legitimacy, accessibility,
equity, predictability, transparency, rights-based, a source of continuous learning and based on engagement
and dialogue).
You can demonstrate your willingness to engage with external stakeholders by providing transparent
information on how to access your grievance mechanism, the number of cases raised, their nature and the
actions you took to respond to them. For example, you can disclose how many grievances were related to
human rights and other social issues.

BASIS
The qualitative aspects of this indicator are reportable at a global and local level. In addition, case studies
can show how you designed and communicated your systems, outlining the steps you have taken to build
community confidence in them. These might include quantitative information on how you have addressed
grievances, such as the number of cases resolved, or any compensation provided. For quantitative examples,
we recommend you determine, based on geographical spread and the nature of your relationships, the most
appropriate balance between local reporting and consolidated reporting at a group level.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your community and stakeholder grievance mechanisms.
C2 Describe your policies, approach and/or mechanisms for receiving, responding to and resolving external
grievances, covering your efforts to manage confidentiality and avoid retaliation.
Additional
A1 Provide information and/or quantitative data about how you manage and resolve individual or community
grievances.
A2 Use case studies to describe how you support stakeholder confidence and trust in your mechanisms,
including promotion of use.
A3. Provide information about the most common topics of community grievances, either in specific
locations or globally.
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SOC-13: SOCIAL INVESTMENT
WHY THIS MATTERS
The decisions that companies make about social investment are often the result of consultation and
engagement to help them understand and meet community needs and aspirations. This indicator provides
opportunity to describe your strategies, programmes and procedures relating to social investment and its
impact on the communities in which you operate.

SCOPE
Social investment generally includes company-financed investments and donations to community programmes. It
includes contributions that create shared value and inspire community development through the provision of
expertise, access to facilities, training, and other non-financial resources.
You should describe your overarching social investment strategy, which might include descriptions of corporate
objectives, links to local/regional/national development plans and decision-making criteria. You can include
details on whether initiatives are community-owned and driven, third-party or company-facilitated.
When describing the effectiveness of your social investments, you can include descriptions of:
•

processes and methods for assessing and evaluating social investment effectiveness;

•

outcomes, effects and lessons learned;

•

how your social investments have triggered additional community funding, other long-term
partnerships and/or other institutional capacity-development activities; and

•

how your social investments link to the UN SDGs, or other international standards which guide
your approach to investment.

BASIS
The indicator has qualitative and quantitative aspects, is reportable at a global level, and may be supported by
local case studies. Quantitative data should be consolidated within your reporting boundary.
You should define what your company considers to be social investment for reporting purposes. When reporting
financial data, the basis for reporting total social investment spend should be explained. For example, you can
specify whether you include elements such as employee giving, marketing projects and leveraged funding.
A company’s social investment is separate from any compensatory investment it might make for the environmental
and social impact of its activities, such as those described in indicator SOC-10, Land Acquisition and Involuntary
Resettlement. Furthermore, social investment cannot offset the need to remedy adverse effects a company might
have caused or contributed to in relation to human rights. It is also important that social investment itself is carried
out with respect for human rights.
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ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your social investment strategies, programmes and procedures.
C2 Report your company’s total social investment expenditure.
Additional
A1 Provide an assessment of the quality and effectiveness of your social investment strategy,
including results and impacts.
A2 Social investment expenditure broken down by region or country.
A3 Social investment expenditure broken down by voluntary and contractually obligated spend.
A4 Report the percentage of annual pre-tax profits towards contributions to host communities.
A5 Provide case studies to illustrate how you have implemented your social investment strategy and
any associated lessons learned. For example:
•

how significant parts of the local community perceive they are benefiting from your investment,
including the extent to which livelihoods and economic opportunities are developing;

•

whether your social investments are fostering improved community relations or creating tensions;
and
how your contributions are creating shared value and community development through the
provision of expertise, access to facilities, training or other non-financial resources.

•
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LOCAL CONTENT
KEY POINTS TO ADDRESS
1.

Your approach to supporting local content, taking account of the fact that legislation or specific agreements with
many host countries include local content requirements. Outlining your strategy gives you the opportunity to
provide your definition of local content, as well as the challenges and benefits it presents: for example, lower
operating costs and closer alignment with government development goals. Discussion of benefits can include
approaches that measure multiplier effects that seek to capture indirect and induced economic impacts.

2.

Why these issues are important, and any business benefits your strategy offers. This can help you create a more
locally focused narrative about locations where your programmes help to develop local supply chain capacity. For
example, you might describe who you are trying to serve and how, as well as the purpose of your efforts, such as
hiring and developing local staff, reducing local unemployment, or accelerating the transfer of skills and
technologies.

3.

An overview of the scale, scope and geographical spread of your local supply chain in terms of activities, goods
and services provided by local suppliers and contractors. This can include information on the number and
location of your local suppliers and contractors and the balance between local and global suppliers, and your
selection criteria.

4.

How you work with local suppliers to help them avoid or minimize any adverse social and environmental impacts
caused by their activities and promote benefits and good practice.

5.

Your policies and processes for monitoring, assessing and managing risks throughout your local supply chain, as
well as encouraging your local suppliers to follow the human rights principles your company has adopted. Policies
could cover supplier screening and assessment, procurement and contracting, monitoring, audit and termination
processes, adoption and mutual recognition of management systems, and methods for engagement and grievance
identification and resolution.
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SOC-14: LOCAL PROCUREMENT AND SUPPLIER DEVELOPMENT
WHY THIS MATTERS
Given how much industry activity is dependent on suppliers and contractors, the way in which a company sources locally
and supports suppliers is critical to the development of regional supply chains, as well as supporting a stable local
economy and sharing global work practices with local companies. The indicator focuses on the actions you take to
increase the participation of local suppliers and contractors in your supply chain and create wider economic benefits.

SCOPE
Your account of local procurement activity may include:
•

descriptions of your corporate policy, procurement strategy or other measures related to the management of
your supply chain;

•

your local content strategy and management;

•

an explanation of what constitutes ‘local’. While precise definitions may be unique to each host community,
you could reference factors such as locally owned businesses, or businesses with a certain percentage of
local employees; and

•

your general approach to systematic implementation, including stakeholder engagement, analysis, workforce
and supplier development, tendering and contractual mechanisms, as well as how you monitor progress.

You may report expenditure on locally sourced goods and services within selected host countries as a percentage of total
national procurement budgets.
You might also discuss how your local capacity assessments and engagement with stakeholders has helped you anticipate
the range of goods and services you need to deliver a project. You might refer to your own or independent assessments on
local ability to supply goods and services.
You should describe how you help local suppliers and contractors to competitively meet the needs of your company and
businesses more generally.
This can include efforts to help local suppliers build their capabilities to meet company standards, for example, through
health and safety skills training and compliance with respect for human rights including labour standards. You may describe
activities or investments that particularly assist supplier development or initiatives. For example, initiatives that aim to
help small and medium-sized enterprises, or organizations owned by women or other marginalized groups.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your strategies, programmes and procedures that are designed to improve the ability of local
suppliers and contractors to support operations and projects, such as actions that help local suppliers
meet company and international standards.
Additional
A1 Provide your expenditure on locally sourced goods and services.
A2 Use case studies to illustrate how your local procurement policies, programmes and procedures are
implemented locally, including results and lessons learned.
A3 List countries/regions where you have carried out local capacity assessments.
A4 Quantify the number (or percentage) of your organizational entities that are covered by formal
agreements or legislation within host countries regarding local content.
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A5 Describe how your procurement process helps or encourages first-tier suppliers and contractors to
source locally.
A6 Describe further activities designed to assist supplier development, such as engagement in collaborative
groups (e.g. with other companies or chambers of commerce) to promote local enterprise and
economic development.
A7 Demonstrate how your activities can lead to indirect job creation and economic development, for
example providing case studies/examples of local business development that are a result of the
economic activity and opportunities created by a project, even if not directly meeting current
company needs.
A8 Provide case studies that discuss the socio-economic effects of your local procurement activities on the
host community/country. This may be linked to your reporting of indicator SOC-9, Local community
impacts and engagement
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SOC-15: LOCAL HIRING PRACTICES
WHY THIS MATTERS
Oil and gas companies face multiple external expectations on increasing local employment opportunities, as this
represents one aspect of a company’s local economic impact. Some of this information may be required by host country
governments, who may set ‘nationalization’ targets outlining the proportion of national employees required at different
levels of management. By describing your strategies, programmes and procedures to provide employment opportunities
to residents or nationals of host countries and communities, this indicator demonstrates the reach and effectiveness of
your local employment strategy in relevant locations.

SCOPE
You should describe the nature and effectiveness of your processes and strategy for providing employment opportunities
to residents or nationals of host countries. This should be broken down by country, region, communities, business
units, where relevant. It should also include descriptions of:
•

processes related to staff hiring, appraisal, training, development and progression;

•

what the term ‘local’ means to your company, noting that this can be unique to host communities and
sometimes lead to tensions and a sense of unfairness if mishandled;

•

specific education programmes to enhance current and future local employability;

•

measures to address any adverse impacts your local hiring practices may have, or any impacts on workers’
human rights. For example, how you manage local worker expectations and influx of jobseekers, avoid
exacerbating pre-existing community tensions and manage the risk of employing workers who are taken
away from other responsibilities to their families; and

•

annual statistical data on local hiring.

ELEMENTS
Core
C1 Describe your strategies, programmes and procedures aimed at providing employment opportunities to
residents or nationals of host countries.
Additional
A1 Provide overall number and/or percentage of expatriate (international) employees in your total
workforce, in target countries or regions.
A2 Provide information on how your local employment strategies promote diversity and inclusion at the local
level, including management roles. (See indicator SOC-2 Workforce diversity and inclusion).
3 Include information and/or quantitative data on local employees that are trained in other (non-local)
assets of the company.
A4 Describe your in-country programmes designed to create jobs at a local level, supported by quantitative
data.
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APPENDIX: REFERENCES AND LINKS
HUMAN RIGHTS
•

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 1948. Adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in
December 1948. www.un.org/en/documents/udhr
International Bill of Rights. Includes the Universal Declaration on Human Rights (UDHR), the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR), the International Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cultural Rights (ICESCR) and the two Optional Protocols to the ICCPR. In addition to the covenants in the
International Bill of Human Rights, the United Nations has adopted more than twenty principal treaties
further elaborating human rights. These include conventions to prevent and prohibit specific abuses such
as torture and genocide and to protect specific vulnerable populations such as Indigenous Peoples
(Convention on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples in Independent Countries, 1989), refugees (Convention
Relating to the Status of Refugees, 1951), women (Convention on the Elimination of All Forms of
Discrimination Against Women, 1979), and children (Convention on the Rights of the Child, 1989). Other
conventions cover racial discrimination, prevention of genocide, political rights of women, prohibition of
slavery (www.humanrights.com/what-are-human- rights/videos/no-slavery.html) and torture.

•

•

The UN Global Compact Principles.
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/what-is-gc/mission/principles

•

Ruggie, J. 2011. Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations
‘Protect, Respect and Remedy’ Framework. Report of the Special Representative of the SecretaryGeneral on the issue of human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises.
United Nations Human Rights Council, Geneva, 21 March 2011. http://businesshumanrights.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/ruggie/ruggie-guiding-principles- 21-mar-2011.pdf. See
also: www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf.

•

OECD. 2011. Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. http://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne

•

ILO. 1998 (Annex revised 2010). Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
www.ilo.org/declaration/thedeclaration/textdeclaration/lang-- en/index.htm

•

ILO Standards (Conventions and Recommendations) www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-internationallabour-standards/conventions-and- recommendations/lang--en/index.htm

•

IFC. 2012. Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability
www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/115482804a0255db96fbffd1a5d13d27/PS_English_2012_FullDocument.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

HUMAN AND LABOUR RIGHTS DUE DILIGENCE
•

United Nations Guiding Principles Reporting Framework: https://www.ungpreporting.org/

•

Danish Institute for Human Rights. Business and human rights tools and publications.
www.humanrightsbusiness.org/?f=compliance_assessment

•

GRI. 2009. A Resource Guide to Corporate Human Rights Reporting. (GRI Research and Development
Series). https://www.globalreporting.org/resourcelibrary/A-Resource-Guide-to-Corporate-Human-Rights-Reporting.pdf

•

ICCPR (The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights). 1966. Adopted by the United Nations
General Assembly in December 1966. www2.ohchr.org/english/law/ccpr.htm

•

ILO. 1998. Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work. www.ilo.org/declaration/lang-en/index.htm
ILO. 2012, Indicators of Forced Labour. https://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/--declaration/documents/publication/wcms_203832.pdf
IPIECA. 2012. Human rights due diligence process: a practical guide to implementation for oil and gas

•

•
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companies www.ipieca.org/publication/human-rights-due-diligence-process-practical-guide-implementation-oil-andgas-companies
•

UN Office of the High Commissioner. 2012. The Corporate Responsibility to Respect Human Rights: An
Interpretive Guide https://www.ohchr.org/Documents/Issues/Business/RtRInterpretativeGuide.pdf

•

UN Office of the High Commissioner. 2017. Human Rights Translated 2.0
https://www.unglobalcompact.org/library/5261

•

Corporate human rights benchmark. https://www.corporatebenchmark.org/

•

The UN Sustainable Development Goals (UN SDGs)
https://www.ohchr.org/en/issues/SDGS/pages/the2030agenda.aspx
https://www.humanrights.dk/our-work/sustainable-development/human-rights-sdgs
https://www.universal-rights.org/urg-policy-reports/human-rights-sustainable-development-goalspursuing-synergies/.

SECURITY AND HUMAN RIGHTS
•

Voluntary Principles on Security and Human Rights. 2000. www.voluntaryprinciples.org

•

DCAF/ICRC Security and Human Rights Toolkit. https://www.dcaf.ch/dcaf-icrc-security-and-human-rightstoolkit

LABOUR PRACTICES
•

Universal Declaration of Human Rights. 1948. Adopted by the United Nations General Assembly in December 1948.
www.un.org/en/documents/udhr

•

Ruggie, J. 2011. Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights: Implementing the United Nations ‘Protect,
Respect and Remedy’ Framework. Report of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General on the issue of
human rights and transnational corporations and other business enterprises. United Nations Human Rights Council,
Geneva, 21 March 2011. http://business-humanrights.org/sites/default/files/media/documents/ruggie/ruggie-guidingprinciples- 21-mar-2011.pdf. See also:
www.ohchr.org/Documents/Publications/GuidingPrinciplesBusinessHR_EN.pdf.

•

OECD. 2011. Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises. http://www.oecd.org/corporate/mne

•

ILO. 1998 (Annex revised 2010). Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work.
www.ilo.org/declaration/thedeclaration/textdeclaration/lang-- en/index.htm

•

ILO Standards (Conventions and Recommendations) www.ilo.org/global/standards/introduction-to-international-labourstandards/conventions-and- recommendations/lang--en/index.htm

•

IFC. 2012. Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability
www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/115482804a0255db96fbffd1a5d13d27/PS_English_2012_FullDocument.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

•

Modern Slavery Act 218 (Australia): https://www.legislation.gov.au/Details/C2018A00153

•

Modern Slavery Act 2015 (UK): http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2015/30/contents/enacted

•

EU Anti-trafficking Directive (2011/36/EU): https://eurlex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2011:101:0001:0011:EN:PDF
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT
•

UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights.

•

See the IPIECA publications, Operational level grievance mechanisms: IPIECA Good Practice Survey (2012)
and Community grievance mechanisms in the oil and gas Industry: A manual for implementing
operational level grievance mechanisms and designing corporate frameworks (2015).

•

Local content: A guidance document for the oil and gas industry. IPIECA, Second edition
2016. Offers guidance on understanding and delivering local content in relation to oil and gas
projects. It provides a definition of local content, reviews the context for local content, focuses on
how to establish accompany strategy for collaborating with stakeholders on a shared vision for local
content, and describes how to set up the organization to deliver value from local content.

•

www.ipieca.org/publication/local-content-guidance-document-oil-and-gas-industry

•

IFC. 2012. IFC Performance Standards on Environmental and Social Sustainability.
www.ifc.org/sustainabilityframework

•

Engineers Against Poverty. Maximising the Contributions of Local Enterprises to the Supply Chain of Oil, Gas
and Mining Projects in Low Income Countries. A briefing note for supply chain managers and technical
end users. www.engineersagainstpoverty.org/documentdownload.axd?documentresourceid=22

•

WBCSD. 2007. Promoting Small and Medium Enterprises for Sustainable Development. Development Focus
Area - Issue Brief www.wbcsd.org/web/publications/sme.pdf

•

API Community Engagement Guidelines.
https://www.api.org/oil-and-natural-gas/wells-to-consumer/exploration-andproduction/hydraulic-fracturing/community-engagement-guidelines

•

IPIECA. 20017. Guide to successful, sustainable social investment for the oil and gas Industry. Contains
information on social investment processes, including measuring effectiveness.
www.ipieca.org/publication/guide-successful-sustainable-social-investment-oil-and-gas-industry

•

IPIECA. 2013. Integrating human rights into environmental, social and health impact assessments. A
practical guide for the oil and gas industry. www.ipieca.org/publication/integrating-human-rightsenvironmental-social-and-health-impact-assessments-practical-gu

•

WRI. 2009. Breaking Ground: Engaging Communities in Extractive and Infrastructure Projects.
www.wri.org/publication/breaking-ground-engaging-communities

•

Zandvliet, Luc and Anderson, Mary B. 2009. Getting it Right: Making Corporate-Community Relations Work.
Greenleaf Publishing. www.greenleaf-publishing.com/productdetail.kmod?productid=2830

•

Rachel Davis and Daniel Franks. Costs of Company-Community Conflict in the Extractive Sector (May
2014). Shift, Harvard Kennedy School, and the University of Queensland, Australia.
•

ANSI/API Bulletin 100-3, Community Engagement Guidelines.
https://www.api.org/~/media/Files/Policy/Exploration/100-3_e1.pdf

•

API RP 1162, Public Awareness Programs for Pipeline Operators

•

API. 2018. API Guidelines for Right-of-Way Activities.

INDIGENOUS PEOPLES
•

IFC. 2012. Performance standards on social and environmental sustainability. ( Performance Standard 7:
Indigenous Peoples)
www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/115482804a0255db96fbffd1a5d13d27/PS_English_2012_FullDocument.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

•

ILO. 1989. Convention 169 on Indigenous and Tribal Peoples. www.ilo.org/ilolex/cgi-lex/convde.pl?C169
see also: ILO. 1957. Convention 107 on Indigenous and Tribal Populations Convention.
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www.ilo.org/indigenous/Conventions/no107/lang-- en/index.htm)
•

IPIECA. 2011. Indigenous Peoples and the oil and gas industry—Context, issues and emerging good
practice. Scheduled for publication in 2011. www.ipieca.org

•

United Nations General Assembly (UNGA). 2007. Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples. Adopted
by the UNGA in 2007. www.un.org/esa/socdev/unpfii/en/drip.html

INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT
•

IFC. 2012. Performance Standard 1: Assessment and Management of Environmental and Social Risks
and Impacts. Performance standards on environmental and social sustainability, International
Finance Corporation.
www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/115482804a0255db96fbffd1a5d13d27/PS_English_2012_FullDocument.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

•

IFC. 2012. Performance Standard 5: Land Acquisition and Involuntary Resettlement. Performance
standards on environmental and social sustainability, International Finance Corporation.
www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/115482804a0255db96fbffd1a5d13d27/PS_English_2012_FullDocument.pdf?MOD=AJPERES

SOCIAL INVESTMENT
•

IPIECA. 2017. Creating Successful, Sustainable Social Investment: Guidance Document for the Oil and Gas
Industry (Second edition). Contains information on social investment processes, including measuring
effectiveness, with accompanying practitioner notes. www.ipieca.org/publication/guide-successfulsustainable-social-investment-oil-and-gas-industry

•

The London Benchmarking Group provides a model used by many companies around the world to assess and report on
the value and achievements of their social investments. www.lbg-online.net
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